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Abstract
Credit policies can expand targeted lending volumes by subsidizing private credit risks, and an expansion in targeted lending may crowd out other loans. I document that U.S. housing credit policies
subsidizing an expansion in residential mortgage lending unintentionally crowd out commercial lending and related real activity. I use a long history of regulatory changes for exogenous variation in the
mortgage purchases of Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, government-sponsored enterprises that subsidize
mortgage borrowing. Regulatory shocks to subsidized mortgage purchases crowd in private home mortgage lending while unintentionally crowding out commercial mortgages and loans. U.S. housing credit
policies similarly reallocate construction activity toward housing and away from commercial real estate,
negating any intended stimulus to aggregate construction or employment. I contribute evidence that the
transmission of such mortgage purchases operates through a mortgage origination channel and a safe
asset supply channel, which induce significant reallocations in bank lending. I explore implications for
unwinding the Federal Reserve’s mortgage holdings and eventual reforms to Fannie and Freddie.
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Introduction

Congress has heavily intervened in U.S. mortgage markets ever since the Great Depression, when federal
housing credit policies were first deployed to resuscitate housing and mortgage markets. Congress chartered
federal agencies and government-sponsored enterprises (GSEs) to promote access to mortgage credit by
purchasing or guaranteeing mortgages. Since the onset of the Great Recession the Federal Reserve has
conducted its own form of housing credit policy aimed at reducing the cost and increasing the availability of
mortgage credit: large-scale purchases of government agency mortgage-backed securities (MBS). Whereas
conventional monetary policy targets a term structure of risk-free interest rates, credit policy aims to alter
the allocation of credit by absorbing or subsidizing lending risks. Housing credit policies can, in principle,
allocate resources toward housing by subsidizing a reduction in mortgage risk premia. By subsidizing an
expansion in mortgage borrowing, housing credit policies may unintentionally crowd out lending to other
sectors, potentially diminishing the aggregate stimulus policymakers often intend from such credit policies.
I empirically test whether housing credit policies reallocate credit away from other sectors, using a long
history of regulatory shocks for exogenous variation in GSE mortgage purchases. Primary sources and
budget scorekeeping rules suggest that congressional policymakers view housing credit policies as a free
lunch, ignoring possible tradeoffs predicted by the literature on credit policies. If the supply of credit is
imperfectly elastic, subsidizing an expansion in targeted borrowing crowds out the supply of loanable funds
available for intermediation of other loans, as does issuing debt to finance credit policies. In theoretical
models of federal credit policies the degree of crowd out hinges significantly on how the supply of credit is
parameterized (Gale 1991; Lucas 2016). My empirical strategy avoids taking a stance on the elasticity of
credit supply or the precise nature of credit frictions, and can easily speak to real-financial linkages. I find
that subsidizing an expansion in home mortgage lending crowds out commercial real estate and business
lending. Likewise, GSE purchases stimulate single-family housing investment and crowd out commercial
real estate construction, providing no net stimulus to aggregate construction spending or employment. To
my knowledge, this is the first paper to document that U.S. housing credit policies inadvertently crowd out
commercial lending and related real activity.
My empirical strategy exploits a long history of regulatory policy changes affecting the mortgage holdings of government agencies as documented by Fieldhouse and Mertens (2017), similar to the approaches of
Friedman and Schwartz (1963a), Romer and Romer (1989; 2010), and Ramey (2011) in parsing historical
records for policy variation. I instrument GSE mortgage purchases with regulatory policy changes classified
as unrelated to economic conditions—essentially exogenous shocks to the supply of subsidized mortgage
credit. The identification strategy is similar to that employed by Fieldhouse, Mertens, and Ravn (2018) to
test whether mortgage purchases of government agencies advance stated policy objectives or interact with
conventional monetary policy. I estimate impulse responses of credit and construction flows to GSE regulatory shocks in a local projection–instrumental variable (LP-IV) regression framework—a macroeconometric
analog of microeconometric instrumental variable regressions, using a time series of documented and quantified GSE regulatory policy shocks as the instrument.
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More specifically, I document credit reallocations ensuing from the mortgage purchases of the Federal
National Mortgage Association (Fannie Mae) and Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation (Freddie Mac),
the GSEs chartered by Congress to support a secondary market for residential mortgages.1 The secondary
mortgage market is intended to increase the availability and liquidity of mortgages, and is periodically used
to try to promote homeownership or stimulate economic activity. Fannie and Freddie are barred from originating loans themselves, and can only purchase mortgages originated in the primary market. Purchased
mortgages are either held as investments or pooled into guaranteed MBS, much of which the GSEs also retain. In practice, the mortgage purchases of Fannie and Freddie absorb credit, prepayment, and interest rate
risk from the private sector, and a mortgage subsidy arises from an implicit government guarantee on agency
securities.2 The GSEs’ mortgage holdings came to comprise a significant source of subsidized mortgage
funding, with Fannie and Freddie owning as much as 20% of residential mortgage debt in recent decades.
In the absence of subsidies and financial frictions, theory suggests government mortgage purchases
should affect neither mortgage lending nor other credit markets: such purchases would be neutral in frictionless models of perfect competition, simply crowding out private mortgage holdings. By introducing
subsidies, credit policies can expand targeted lending volumes in otherwise perfectly competitive markets,
as in the model of Lucas (2016). Fieldhouse, Mertens, and Ravn (2018) document that government agency
mortgage purchases advance a number of intended policy objectives, notably boosting mortgage lending,
housing starts, and homeownership rates. Agency purchases both increase mortgage lending and reduce
mortgage rates, consistent with purchases subsidizing mortgage borrowing. The non-neutrality of agency
purchases for mortgage lending, however, sheds no light on whether purchases might inadvertently crowd
out other lending, which hinges on credit frictions and credit supply elasticities as opposed to subsidies.
Secondary market demand for newly originated residential mortgages distorts incentives in the primary
market by generating risk-free fee income and conferring an option on new mortgage originations. If primary market lenders are constrained, the transmission of GSE purchases may operate through an origination
channel, in which diverting resources toward a profitable opportunity to originate mortgages reduces other
lending. There are extensive theoretical and empirical underpinnings for bank lending being constrained
by information frictions in funding markets or regulatory requirements.3 Beyond balance sheet constraints,
banks may face origination capacity constraints: allocating loan officers or other screening and underwriting resources to originate residential mortgages may reduce other originations if such resources are fixed
in the short run.4 By issuing bonds or MBS to finance their purchases, the GSEs may compete with banks
for funding, raising banks’ external cost of funds and tightening balance sheet constraints, thereby reducing
lending. I test whether subsidized GSE mortgage purchases induce a reallocation of credit away from other
sectors, as would be driven by funding or origination capacity constraints in the primary mortgage market.
1 With

an abuse of terminology, I use “GSE” to refer exclusively to Fannie and Freddie. The Federal Home Loan Bank System
is also a housing government-sponsored enterprise, instead chartered to provide wholesale funding to mortgage lenders.
2 Passmore, Sherlund, and Burgess (2005), Passmore (2005), and CBO (2012) estimate GSE subsidies and funding advantages.
3 See, for instance, Bernanke and Blinder (1992), Kashyap and Stein (1994; 1995; 2000), and Gertler and Kiyotaki (2010).
4 Sharpe and Sherlund (2016) and Chakraborty, Goldstein, and MacKinlay (2017; 2018) find evidence of such a tradeoff.
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Expansionary housing credit policy shocks increase both GSE mortgage holdings and the supply of
agency bonds and MBS, which are considered safe assets that carry a premium for their money-like use as
collateral (Gorton, Lewellen, and Metrick 2012). The safety premium on newly issued agency securities can
only directly subsidize residential mortgages, as the GSEs cannot legally arbitrage across other asset classes.
Increased GSE demand lowers mortgage rates and induces primary market lenders to originate more residential mortgages; there is also a substitution away from nonresidential mortgage originations, indicative of
origination capacity constraints. In response to GSE regulatory shocks, commercial banks substitute away
from nonresidential loans and toward holdings of safe government agency securities. Consistent with intermediaries being balance sheet constrained, there is no significant response of commercial banks’ aggregate
assets, only portfolio rebalancing effects across assets. Beyond operating through a subsidy channel, lending
responses to GSE regulatory shocks suggest the transmission of housing credit policies operates through a
mortgage origination channel and a safe asset supply channel, inducing significant reallocations in lending.
While GSE demand for mortgages stimulates lending and investment for single-family housing, general
equilibrium effects appear to negate any intended aggregate stimulus. Private holdings of home mortgages
see a significant rise of 25 to 50 cents in response to a one-dollar shock to GSE purchases over two to four
years. Secondary market purchase shocks additionally induce a persistent, significant decline in private holdings of multifamily and commercial mortgages of roughly 20 to 30 cents per dollar of GSE purchases, while
commercial and industrial (C&I) loan volumes persistently fall 15 to 25 cents. GSE purchase shocks spur
similarly divergent responses for real activity, inducing a persistent rise in single-family home construction
spending and an equivalent reduction in commercial real estate construction. There is no significant response
of total construction spending, construction sector employment, or total employment.
Lastly, I explore implications of the crowd-out effects of U.S. housing credit policy for the shrinking federal role in financing mortgages, as well as eventual reforms to Fannie and Freddie. Congress is still trying
to resolve the fate of the GSEs more than a decade after taking them into conservatorship. Federal regulators
have significantly reduced the GSEs’ mortgage holdings, and the Fed began unwinding its holdings of mortgages in 2017. Consequently the share of residential mortgage debt funded by federal agencies is slated to
fall from over 25% to roughly 5%—a sizable shock to the supply of subsidized mortgage credit. My findings
are particularly relevant to the ongoing reduction of the Fed’s mortgage holdings. The high-frequency and
cross-sectional event study designs used to analyze the Fed’s large-scale asset purchases cannot speak to aggregate effects of reducing the Fed’s MBS holdings near the peak of the business cycle. There are, however,
significant similarities between the mortgage purchases of the Fed and the GSEs; both purchase newly originated residential mortgages in a forward contract market, similarly distorting origination incentives. I find
evidence of GSE purchases operating through a mortgage origination channel similar to that documented for
the Fed’s MBS purchases.5 My estimates of aggregate crowd out from exogenous GSE purchases bode well
for unwinding the Fed’s MBS holdings: a reallocation of credit and construction activity toward commercial
real estate may offset adverse effects for single-family mortgage lending and housing investment.
5 Fuster

and Willen (2010); Di Maggio, Kermani, and Palmer (2016); Chakraborty, Goldstein, and MacKinlay (2017); and
Rodnyansky and Darmouni (2018) find evidence of the Fed’s MBS purchases operating through a mortgage origination channel.
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U.S. Housing Credit Policy: Theory, Practice, and Evidence

The federal government effectively operates a sizable, largely off-balance sheet national bank to try to advance numerous policy objectives. Credit policies refer to the government absorbing risks associated with
lending to the private sector, typically through direct government lending, loan guarantees, or governmentsponsored secondary markets.6 Credit policies aim to expand a targeted form of lending through subsidies.
Relative to direct expenditures, the costs of credit programs are more stochastic, less transparent, and broadly
underestimated by federal budget rules, contributing to the proliferation of credit policies.7 Federal credit
programs span mortgage credit, farm credit, student loans, and small business loans. As of fiscal year 2010,
the federal government had $2.3 trillion in outstanding direct or guaranteed loans, and, including liabilities
of Fannie and Freddie, was exposed to credit risk on a total of $8 trillion in assets (Elliott 2011); for scale,
federal non-interest spending totaled $3.3 trillion and debt held by the public totaled $9 trillion for the year.8
Congress heavily intervenes in mortgage markets via credit policies. Government-sponsored secondary
mortgage markets and the prominence of long-term, fixed-rate mortgages in the U.S. are anomalies among
advanced economies, both being interrelated legacies of Depression-era policy interventions. Prior to the Depression, U.S. mortgages were structured as non-amortizing loans with short maturities and balloon repayments. This financing system imploded amid the widespread bank failures and deflation of the Depression.
Against this backdrop, Congress launched a new class of long-term, fixed-rate, self-amortizing mortgages,
and government agencies began guaranteeing loans for qualifying borrowers. Even absent credit risk, fixedrate mortgages pose dual interest rate risks, as lenders face shrinking loan spreads if interest rates rise and
refinancing prepayments if interest rates fall. Liquidity risk arises from funding illiquid, long-term mortgages with volatile, short-term deposits. Depository institutions were initially reluctant to hold long-term,
government-insured mortgages, prompting Congress to charter secondary markets to increase mortgage liquidity. Congress’s use of secondary markets evolved, aiming to stabilize mortgage credit across the country
and business cycle, periodically boost residential construction, and promote homeownership rates—all while
supporting an enduring policy preference for long-term, fixed-rate mortgages.9
My overarching research question is whether U.S. housing credit policies that subsidize residential mortgage borrowing inadvertently reallocate credit away from other non-targeted lending. Figure 1 sketches out
the rough structure of U.S. mortgage markets to elucidate how housing credit policies could be displacing
commercial lending. In chartering Fannie and Freddie to support a secondary market for residential mortgages conforming to certain underwriting standards, or “conforming mortgages,” Congress barred the GSEs
from originating loans themselves or investing in non-mortgage assets.10 The GSEs purchase conforming
6 Beyond

housing, Congress sponsored secondary markets for agricultural loans (Farmer Mac) and student loans (Sallie Mae).
Lucas (2016) for an overview of how federal budget rules underestimate credit subsidies.
8 Housing programs accounted for 55% of direct or guaranteed loans and 81% of total obligations carrying federal credit risk.
9 See Appendix A for a more detailed history of the evolution of U.S. federal housing credit policy.
10 The GSEs can only purchase residential mortgages conforming to underwriting standards set by their regulators, notably a
loan limit and loan-to-value ratio. Mortgages above the conforming loan limit are “jumbo” mortgages, whereas Federal Housing
Administration- or Veterans Administration-guaranteed loans have lower loan limits and downpayment requirements. Residential
mortgages are for single-family and multifamily residences, excluding commercial and farm mortgages.
7 See
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residential mortgages from primary market lenders who originate and service loans—primarily commercial
banks, thrift banks, and mortgage companies. Broadly speaking, primary market lenders originate conforming mortgages they can sell to secondary market, and additionally originate a host of ineligible loans
(depicted in blue), notably non-conforming residential mortgages, commercial mortgages, commercial and
industrial loans, and consumer loans.11
Capital Markets
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GSE Retained Portfolios

Guaranteed MBS

Fannie Mae + Freddie Mac

Mortgage Purchases

Purchase Commitments

Thrifts, Commercial Banks, Mortgage Companies...

Conforming Mortgages
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Non-Conforming Mortgages

Commercial & Industrial Loans

Commercial Mortgages
Figure 1 Structure of the U.S. Primary and Secondary Mortgage Markets

Mortgages purchased by the GSEs are held as retained portfolio investments, or are pooled into agency
MBS that Fannie and Freddie guarantee in exchange for fees.12 Fannie and Freddie hold agency MBS as
investments and have a sizable off-balance sheet guarantee book of their MBS held by third parties. GSE
mortgage purchases are financed by issuing agency bonds or MBS, both considered safe assets because of an
implicit government guarantee.13 Safe assets carry a premium, as they play a money-like role in facilitating
commerce through their use as information-insensitive collateral (Gorton, Lewellen, and Metrick 2012). The
safety premium on agency securities can only be passed on to subsidize residential mortgages because the
GSEs are prohibited from arbitraging across asset classes. In practice, the GSEs are able to intermediate
11 Before

the 1970s, Fannie only purchased Federal Housing Administration- and Veterans Administration-guaranteed loans.
In recent years, the GSEs have been allowed to purchase non-conforming subprime and Alt-A mortgages if supplemented with
private mortgage insurance.
12 “Agency MBS” refers to issues of Fannie, Freddie, and Ginnie, with timely payment guaranteed by the issuing agency.
13 Many institutional investors financing agency securities cannot purchase whole mortgages, such as pension funds or the Fed.
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funds for residential mortgages at lower cost than private counter-parties because of the safety premium on
agency securities, or, framed differently, because credit frictions raise banks’ external cost of funds above
the risk-free rate afforded the GSEs. Passmore, Sherlund, and Burgess (2005) estimate the GSEs’ funding
advantage to be roughly 40 basis points over long-term AAA/AA financial corporate debt, some of which is
passed on to lower mortgage rates for borrowers. Congressional Budget Office estimates similarly imply an
annualized subsidy rate of roughly 40 basis points for mortgages purchased by the GSEs (Lucas 2016).
In the absence of subsidies or credit frictions, credit policies are neutral in models of perfect competition,
with government loans or purchases perfectly crowding out private lending. Competitive banks will price
mortgages at a premium over risk-free interest rates that compensates for expected default and interest rate
risk, generating a perfectly elastic supply of mortgage credit. The secondary mortgage market can, however,
influence credit allocations by reducing mortgage risk premia over risk-free interest rates. Directly funding
mortgages at a subsidized rate will expand the volume of mortgage borrowing, moving households down
along their demand curve. Reducing mortgage risk premia by absorbing default risk on privately held loans
is isomorphic to subsidized direct lending, provided that government guarantees are underpriced, as is the
case in the United States (CBO 2012; Lucas 2016).14 If the supply of credit is unconstrained, subsidizing a
downward shift in the supply of mortgage credit will have no effect on the markets for other loans, which
will remain competitively supplied at actuarily fair premia over risk-free interest rates.
If federal credit subsidies expand the volume of residential mortgage borrowing, a tradeoff with respect
to other lending may arise from a finite supply of credit or frictions constraining bank lending. Gale (1991)
demonstrates that credit subsidies will increase targeted lending and crowd out non-targeted lending in a
model of credit markets with information frictions, similar to Stiglitz and Weiss (1981), but modified with
a partially inelastic supply of funds. Inducing an expansion in targeted borrowing can crowd out the supply
of savings available for intermediation of non-targeted loans, as does issuing government debt to finance
credit policies; see Gale (1991). Subsidizing mortgages will similarly expand the volume of mortgage
borrowing and reduce mortgage spreads if credit supply is partially inelastic. But through the market clearing
condition for aggregate lending, the expansion in mortgage lending may additionally cause a contraction in
the supply of commercial loans, decreasing borrowing and increasing spreads on commercial loans. In
partial equilibrium models of credit policies the degree of crowd out is highly sensitive to how the supply of
credit is parameterized. My identification strategy avoids imposing such a stance: the degree of crowd out is
empirically testable using exogenous variation in the supply of subsidized mortgage credit.
Credit frictions could similarly generate a tradeoff between a subsidized expansion in residential mortgage lending and a contraction in other lending. Banks are typically thought to operate a screening technology enabling them to produce loans from deposits (or wholesale funding) and loan officers. There is
abundant theoretical and empirical support for this intermediation role being constrained by information or
agency frictions, regulatory requirements, or loan origination capacity constraints. Agency or contracting
problems between borrowers and lenders may give rise to endogenous balance sheet constraints, limiting
14 GSE

MBS guarantees have carried a credit subsidy by underpricing both guarantee fees and the cost of capital.
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aggregate bank lending; see Bernanke and Gertler (1989), Kiyotaki and Moore (1997), and Gertler and Kiyotaki (2010).15 The literature on the bank lending channel of monetary policy is relatedly premised on banks
being constrained by reserve requirements because they cannot frictionlessly raise uninsured funds.16 Such
balance sheet constraints would necessitate a tradeoff between a subsidized expansion in mortgage lending
and non-targeted lending volumes. GSE purchase shocks distort primary market originations incentives toward one class of loans by generating risk-free fee income, potentially crowding out other originations.17 By
incentivizing new mortgages originations, GSE purchases may divert loan officer effort or other underwriting resources away from less profitable origination activity. Sharpe and Sherlund (2016) document significant mortgage processing and origination capacity constraints binding during refinancing booms, inducing
a substitution away from more resource-intensive underwriting activity. Loan officers are commissioned by
origination volume, so their incentives are aligned with prioritizing low-effort, high-volume originations.
Consistent with binding balance sheet or origination capacity constraints, a smaller recent literature
documents evidence of shocks to mortgage originations crowding out non-mortgage lending. Chakraborty,
Goldstein, and MacKinlay (2018) find cross-sectional evidence of regional home-price booms inducing an
expansion in home mortgage lending and reducing C&I lending, indicative of constraints on bank intermediation. In a similar vein, Chakraborty, Goldstein, and MacKinlay (2017) find cross-sectional evidence of the
Fed’s MBS purchases inducing a tradeoff in loan originations: banks with greater exposure to the Fed’s MBS
purchases see a relative increase in mortgage originations and a relative decrease in C&I loan growth during
QE1 and QE3.18 The authors attribute the unintended crowd out of non-targeted lending to a mortgage origination channel.19 The crowd-out effects are larger for more financially constrained banks, consistent with
balance sheet constraints contributing to a reallocation of credit when demand for mortgage originations
increases. The transmission of GSE demand for newly originated mortgages should, in principle, operate
through a similar mortgage origination channel.
Rather than purchasing seasoned mortgages off of bank balance sheets, the GSEs sell advanced commitments to purchase up to a set volume of newly originated loans at pre-specified prices. The market structure
of the GSEs committing to purchase mortgages delivered at a later date, if exercised, confers an option on
15 Gertler

and Kiyotaki (2010) develop a model of contracting frictions in which credit policies can facilitate intermediation.
With frictions in the retail or wholesale funding markets, banks become balance sheet constrained and arbitrage breaks down.
Credit policies expand total intermediation when banks are constrained, but would otherwise perfectly displace private lending.
16 See, for instance, Bernanke and Blinder (1988), and Kashyap and Stein (1994; 1995), and Stein (1998). Beginning with
Bernanke and Blinder (1992), a body of empirical work finds evidence of monetary transmission shifting bank loan supply
schedules, particularly for banks with less liquid assets (Kashyap and Stein 2000). Iacoviello and Minetti (2008) and Black,
Hancock, and Passmore (2010) find evidence of a bank lending channel of monetary policy operating through mortgage lending.
17 Non-interest fee income has become a sizable source of earnings for financial services institutions, often comparable to net
interest earnings for large banks. In 2016 the five largest mortgage originators by volume were Quicken Loans, Wells Fargo Bank,
JP Morgan Chase Bank, Bank of America, and Freedom Mortgage Corporation (Bhutta, Laufer, and Ringo 2018). Over 2015–
2017, mortgage banking income accounted for 20–20% of net income for Wells Fargo, 7–10% of net income for JP Morgan Chase,
and 1–15% of net income for Bank of America. Quicken Loans and Freedom Mortgage Corporation are mortgage companies.
Mortgage origination fees and servicing fees or rights are the predominant sources of income for mortgage companies.
18 No such effect was found when only Treasuries were purchases during QE2, suggesting a key role for mortgage originations.
19 Fuster and Willen (2010); Di Maggio, Kermani, and Palmer (2016); and Rodnyansky and Darmouni (2018) find complimentary evidence of the Fed’s MBS purchases increasing conforming mortgage originations and refinancing activity in particular.
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new qualifying originations, altering adverse selection issues in mortgage lending. Banks may originate new
loans in excess of anticipated sales to the secondary market, knowing that they can learn about borrower
characteristics up to the option’s expiration and deliver lemons while cream-skimming choice loans for their
own holdings; such adverse selection issues are well documented in mortgage delivery to secondary markets
(Vickery and Wright 2013). The Federal Reserve purchases pools of newly originated conforming mortgages
(i.e., agency MBS) through a similar forward contract market as the GSEs, likewise distorting marginal origination incentives. Chakraborty, Goldstein, and MacKinlay (2017) argue that this market structure for the
Fed’s MBS purchases gives rise to a mortgage origination channel and crowd out of C&I loans; again, the
transmission of GSE demand for newly originated mortgages should operate similarly.
Fieldhouse, Mertens, and Ravn (2018) use the Fieldhouse and Mertens (2017) narrative history of regulatory policy shocks to test whether agency mortgage purchases advance stated policy objectives. As intended
by policymakers, purchases induce statistically significant increases in mortgage lending, housing starts,
and the homeownership rate.20 The authors document that shocks to mortgage purchases yield a significant
decline in mortgage rates, consistent with purchases subsidizing borrowing. Non-neutrality of government
agency purchases for mortgage lending, however, does not inform whether purchases would additionally
reallocate credit from other lending, which depends on the supply of credit and intermediation frictions. I
employ a similar identification strategy as Fieldhouse, Mertens, and Ravn (2018) to test whether GSE purchases unintentionally reallocate credit away from other sectors by subsidizing an expansion of mortgage
lending. Housing credit policies are often deployed to try to boost construction activity or employment—as
the Fed’s MBS purchases intended—but crowd out of non-targeted lending could undermine their use as
a stabilization policy. More broadly, primary sources suggest congressional policymakers neglect potential
opportunity costs of housing credit subsidies, notably inefficient distortions to lending and real activity, related fiscal costs, and horizontal inequities. Related distortions to credit markets and real activity would be
an important consideration ahead of pending reforms to U.S. secondary mortgage markets.
3

Identification Strategy and Main Regression Specifications

In estimating the response of economic activity to GSE purchases, the econometrician must be concerned
with two sources of reverse causation. First, GSE purchases respond endogenously to mortgage market
conditions, as mandated by their public charters and reinforced by profit motives. For instance, the GSEs
may increase their purchases in response to rising mortgage spreads during recessions. Second, policymakers
respond endogenously to distress in housing and mortgage markets, often pushing housing credit agencies
to expand purchases during recessions. Many common macroeconometric identification strategies, such as
imposing timing restrictions in structural vector autoregressions (SVARs), cannot credibly deal with policy
endogeneity and profit motives related to quickly responding financial variables. An alternative empirical
strategy circumventing such pitfalls is the narrative approach to identification from observed policy variation.
20 Bachasy,

Kimz, and Yannelis (2018) find complementary empirical evidence that small business lending is highly responsive
to changes in subsidized Small Business Administration loan guarantees, another form of U.S. credit policy.
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My empirical strategy exploits a long narrative history of observed regulatory changes affecting GSE
mortgage holdings to test whether subsidized mortgage purchases crowd out commercial lending and nonresidential construction. In exchange for upholding their public missions, Congress conferred favorable
regulatory treatment upon the GSEs, with distinct (often weaker) oversight than for other financial institutions; ad hoc regulatory oversight, in turn, generated a fair degree of policy variation affecting the mortgage
holdings of Fannie and Freddie. Instrumenting actual purchases with exogenous regulatory policy shocks
circumvents the GSEs’ routine response to credit market conditions. Restricting attention to regulatory policy shocks classified as not cyclically motivated is intended to control for bias from policy endogeneity.
I test the responses of credit and construction flows to secondary market purchase shocks in two-stage
least squares (2SLS) regressions. In the first stage, I use regulatory policy shocks that are classified as not
cyclically motivated as instrumental variables for actual GSE purchases, addressing measurement error in
the quantification of policy events. The benchmark regression specification is a LP-IV framework, similar
to how Ramey and Zubairy (2017) estimate government spending multipliers and Fieldhouse, Mertens,
and Ravn (2018) estimate credit multipliers. The regression framework yields easily interpreted credit and
construction multipliers, which represent the dollar response of lending or construction volumes to a onedollar increase in GSE mortgage purchases, both cumulated over varying horizons. Dollar-denominated
impulse responses are particularly well suited for analyzing the absolute magnitude of credit or construction
reallocations.21 Moreover, the LP-IV framework is appealing because it flexibly handles news shocks, policy
implementation lags, and nonlinearities in impulse response functions, which are less easily accommodated
in SVAR-IV frameworks; see Jordà (2005), Ramey (2016a), and Stock and Watson (2018).22
3.1

Narrative Instruments for Subsidized Supply of Mortgage Credit

I use the Fieldhouse and Mertens (2017) narrative record for exogenous variation in the mortgage purchases
of Fannie and Freddie to test whether GSE purchases unintentionally crowd out commercial lending and
construction activity.23 The narrative approach to causal inference is based on the preliminary identification
of observable shocks by parsing the historical record, as opposed to backing out shocks from latent variables
with statistical techniques or modeling assumptions. Narrative analyses generate a time series of events for
which the magnitude, pertinent timing, and exogeneity of the instruments are chronicled on an event-byevent basis. The narrative approach was pioneered by Friedman and Schwartz (1963a) in their canonical
study of U.S. monetary history. Beyond monetary shocks, narrative analyses have subsequently been used to
identify tax policy shocks, military spending shocks, and oil supply shocks.24 While narrative analyses can
yield a source of as-if randomness for causal identification, they requires a depth of institutional knowledge,
21 Impulse

responses measured in percentage deviations for time series in varied levels would preclude such comparisons.
may arise from lag times or asymmetric responses to contractionary versus expansionary regulatory changes.
23 The narrative analysis is available at http://www.nber.org/papers/w23165.
24 Narrative analyses have documented monetary shocks (Friedman and Schwartz 1963a;b; Romer and Romer 1989; 2004;
Cloyne and Hürtgen 2016), tax shocks (Romer and Romer 2010; Mertens and Ravn 2013; Cloyne 2013), military spending
shocks (Ramey and Shapiro 1998; Ramey 2011; 2016b; Ramey and Zubairy 2017), and oil shocks (Hamilton 1983; Kilian 2008).
22 Nonlinearities
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availability of relevant primary sources, and sufficient historical identifying variation.
To identify exogenous variation in government purchases of mortgage debt, Fieldhouse and Mertens
(2017) undertake a narrative analysis identifying and quantifying regulatory changes affecting the mortgage
holdings of Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac, Ginnie Mae, the Fed, and Treasury.25 Regulatory policy events
identified and classified as not cyclically motivated are intended as instrumental variables for government
agency purchases of mortgage debt. The narrative record is constructed from a close reading of primary
source documents produced by congressional committees, government agencies, and federal regulators to
track the policy histories of agencies purchasing mortgage debt. It proceeds in five steps: (1) identifying
significant policy changes expected to affect agency portfolios, (2) quantifying a projected dollar effect of
each regulatory change on the GSEs’ retained mortgage holdings, (3) pinpointing the timing of each policy’s
news first becoming anticipated, (4) using primary sources to classify each policy as either cyclically or not
cyclically motivated, and (5) restricting the sample for consistent use as instruments.
Policies for Fannie and Freddie are identified by chronologically tracing the legislative history of the
GSEs and related regulatory rulings.26 Ex ante balance sheet data, estimates of regulators, or projections
of financial analysts are used to quantify a projected dollar change in the GSE mortgage holdings over
the first year of a policy taking effect. Policymakers tend to be quite explicit about cyclical motivations,
such as boosting construction employment during a recession. The not cyclically motivated polices used
for identification tend to be driven by some combination of improving budgetary optics, clarifying prior
legislative intent, pushing the GSEs toward privatization, reacting to political scandals, or advancing social
policy objectives. I restrict focus to policy events over 1967–2006, capturing a period of relative institutional
stability; the start date roughly coincides with publicly listing Fannie and chartering Freddie, while the end
date precedes the GSEs being taken into conservatorship. I exclude any policy events with implementation
lags exceeding 12 months; news shocks with a wide range of implementation lags would weaken the first
stage. Implementation lags range between zero and nine months, with an average lag of two months.
After monthly aggregation, there are 14 months with GSE regulatory interventions that are classified as
not cyclically motivated over the 1967–2006 sample. Appendix A provides a brief description of each regulatory change that I use for identifying variation, and Appendix Table A.1 lists the policy description, projected
effect on GSE holdings, news date, effective date, and classification of each policy. Appendix Figure A.3
depicts the not cyclically motivated GSE policy events used for identification (black), scaled to annualized
GSE holdings over the previous year (left panel) and annualized mortgage originations over the previous
year (right). For a sense of scale, GSE retained portfolio mortgage purchases—excluding purchases pooled
as MBS for third parties—averaged 9.7% of residential mortgage originations over 1967–2006. Figure A.3
additionally depicts the detrended growth in GSE mortgage holdings (blue). The expansionary (contractionary) narrative events overwhelmingly line up with periods of relative balance sheet growth (reductions).
25 Ginnie

Mae is a government-owned corporation, split from Fannie in 1968, that guarantees pools of government-insured
mortgages. Congress largely directed Ginnie to purchase difficult-to-market classes of FHA/VA loans before ending its purchase
program in the early 1980s. I restrict attention to Fannie and Freddie, as results for the GSEs are more relevant to current policy.
26 Regulatory rulings affecting the GSEs are typically published in the Federal Register.
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Instrument relevance is formally discussed below.
3.2

Benchmark LP-IV Regression Specification

The Jordà (2005) local projection method directly estimates impulse responses for each dependent variable
of interest, yt , with separate regressions for each forecast horizon h ∈ {0, 1, ..., H}. The direct forecasting
method is particularly conducive to dealing with implementation lags following news about pending regulatory changes to GSE balance sheet constraints. I iteratively estimate the response of lending or construction
activity to GSE purchases, rotating in various volumes of mortgage loans, bank loans, agency securities, and
construction expenditures on the left-hand side. I separately estimate the cumulative change of each lefthand-side variable, yt+h − yt−1 , over each horizon h in response to regulatory shocks announced at date t.
The LP-IV variant is similar to Jordà’s local projection method, but is estimated by 2SLS, with the first stage
instrumenting for the structural shock of interest; see Ramey (2016a) and Stock and Watson (2018). Identification broadly rests on the assumption that the regulatory policy events classified as not cyclically motivated
are correlated with actual GSE purchases but are uncorrelated with other structural shocks not spanned by a
set of lagged macroeconomic controls. Assumptions for LP-IV instrument validity are discussed below.
The first-stage regressions instrument actual GSE mortgage purchases with the regulatory policy shocks.
Quantifying a projected effect of each policy change for GSE mortgage holdings strengthens narrative instruments, say relative to treating policy events as indicator variables, but the quantification inherently involves
a degree of measurement error. Measurement error, however, is not overly problematic so long as the policy
events are used as instruments and are correlated with the unobserved structural shock of interest.27 The
first-stage regressions estimate the effect of the regulatory policy events on real GSE purchases of mortgages for their retained portfolio investments, pt , cumulated over each h-month horizon following policies’
announcements at time t:
∑hj=0 pt+ j
mt
= α̃h + β˜ h + φ̃h (L)Zt−1 + ũt+h
Xt
Xt

for h = 0, 1, 2, ... ,

(1)

where mt are the not cyclically motivated GSE policy events, quantified as the annualized projected effect
on GSE mortgage holdings in real dollars. The response of cumulated GSE net purchases are iteratively
estimated for each horizon h. Each regression additionally includes a vector of lagged mortgage market,
interest rate, and macroeconomic controls, Zt−1 , which is detailed below. Both cumulated GSE purchases
and the GSE policy instruments are scaled relative to Xt , a trend of real personal income, akin to scaling time
series by potential GDP but using a monthly series more related to housing.28 The first stage amounts to
estimating the effect of the regulatory policy events on near-term GSE purchases not forecast by the lagged
controls, notably lagged purchases and mortgage market indicators.
27 Greater

measurement error will weaken the first stage but will not invalidate the instrument, so long as measurement error of
the narrative shock and measurement error of actual GSE purchases are uncorrelated (Ramey and Zubairy 2017).
28 The scale factor is used to induce stationarity. Trend real personal income is estimated by fitting a third-degree polynomial to
log real personal income. Results are broadly robust to an alternative regression framework expressed in log first-differences.
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The second stage tests whether GSE purchase shocks crowd out commercial lending and non-residential
construction activity. The cumulative response of each lending or construction volume, yt+h − yt−1 , in response to GSE retained mortgage purchases is separately estimated for each h-month horizon:
∑hj=0 pt+ j
yt+h − yt−1
= αh + β h
+ φh (L)Zt−1 + ut+h
Xt
Xt

for h = 0, 1, 2, ... ,

(2)

All dependent variables rotated in to regression (2) are deflated using the core PCE price index. The coefficient of interest, βh , measures the cumulative dollar response of each lending or construction volume,
yt , associated with an additional dollar in GSE mortgage purchases, both cumulated over the same h-month
horizon. The sequence of βh for horizon h ∈ {0, 1, ..., H} traces out dynamic impulse responses, interpreted
as the credit or construction spending multiplier per dollar in GSE purchases. Rather than estimating (2)
using actual GSE purchases, βh is estimated by 2SLS, instrumenting mortgage purchases with the GSE regulatory policy events in the first stage (1). In iteratively estimating (2) for varying impulse response horizons
h, the regression residuals ud
t+h will be serially correlated for h > 0. Accordingly, all confidence intervals are
constructed with heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation consistent standard errors. Unless otherwise noted,
all regressions are estimated over a monthly sample from January 1967–December 2006.
The second stage amounts to estimating the effect of regulatory shocks to GSE mortgage purchases on
near-term lending or construction spending that has been orthogonalized to a rich set of lagged controls.
Each regression includes 12 lags of a vector of control variables Zt−1 , where φh (L) is a polynomial of the
lag operator. The controls include variables with predictive content for the dependent variables to reduce the
sampling variance of the LP-IV estimator, including lagged values of the dependent variable scaled to trend
real personal income. Lagged values of GSE net purchases and purchase commitments, both scaled to Xt ,
are always included for their predictive content for near-term GSE purchases in the first-stage regressions.
In addition, Zt−1 contains variables with predictive content for mortgage and commercial lending, housing
activity, risk-free rates, and credit risk premia: the log level of real mortgage originations and log level of
housing starts; residential mortgage debt growth, real house price index growth, and core PCE price index
growth; the 3-month T-bill rate and 10-year Treasury rate; and the conventional mortgage rate spread and
BAA–AAA corporate bond spread.29 I include lagged values of the unemployment rate and real personal
income growth as cyclical controls in the benchmark regression specification. The rich set of lagged controls
additionally serves to reduce the stringency of the identifying assumptions.
For the GSE regulatory policy shocks, mt , to be a valid instrument in this LP-IV framework, they must
satisfy conditions for relevance (A1), contemporaneous exogeneity (A2), and lead/lag exogeneity (A3):
A1.
A2.
A3.
29 Identical

 ⊥ ⊥0 
E u1,t mt 6= 0
 ⊥

⊥0
E u2:n,t mt = 0
 ⊥ ⊥0 
E ut+ j mt = 0 for j 6= 0,

controls are used in the first-stage regressions (1). All growth rates are measured on a quarter-over-quarter basis.
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⊥ =u
where ut+h
t+h − Proj ut+h | φh (L)Zt−1 are the regression residuals in (2) orthogonalized to the lagged
⊥
controls, and u⊥
1,t correspond to GSE purchases and u2:n,t to all other endogenous variables. Analogously
to their microeconometric IV counterparts, (A1) and (A2) amount to assuming that the not cyclically motivated GSE regulatory changes directly affect agency purchases, but are contemporaneously uncorrelated
with other endogenous variables of interest. The lead/lag exogeneity condition (A3) arises from the local
projection dynamics, as the left-hand side depends on the entire history of shocks up to t + h. The lagged
controls, however, reduce the stringency of the contemporaneous exclusion restriction (A2) and lagged exclusion restriction (A3): GSE regulatory shocks must be uncorrelated with other contemporaneous or lagged
structural shocks not spanned by the set of lagged macroeconomic controls. In estimating (1), I exclude
policy events classified as cyclically motivated in order to avoid correlation of the narrative instrument with
other contemporaneous or lagged shocks. The narrative instruments are additionally dated to each policy’s
news first being made public to preclude correlation with past news shocks. Lead exogeneity is less stringent, and will be satisfied so long as the narrative instrument is constructed from variables realized at date
t or earlier. The projected effects of the regulatory changes are deliberately quantified using only ex ante
information available up to the date t policy announcements to satisfy the lead exogeneity condition.
3.3

Diagnostics for Instrument Validity: Relevance and Lag Exogeneity

Instrument relevance is testable using standard diagnostics. Figure 2 depicts the robust F-statistics for the
first-stage regressions of cumulated GSE mortgage purchases on the not cyclically motivated GSE regulatory
policies, estimated over each horizon h as in equation (1). The left panel depicts the first-stage robust Fstatistics for 2SLS estimates of the response of GSE mortgage holdings to GSE regulatory shocks, rotating
in 12 lags of scaled GSE mortgage holdings as additional controls. The right panel depicts the first-stage
robust F-statistics for 2SLS estimates of the response of residential mortgage debt excluding GSE mortgage
holdings, with 12 lags similarly rotated in as controls. Instrument strength varies somewhat by horizon as
lagged controls are rotated in for each left-hand-side variable of interest, but robust F-statistics are generally
near or well above a threshold of 10 for horizons of 6 and 48 months after news about pending regulatory
changes; results are accordingly reported for this impulse response horizon, when the narrative instruments
have significant predictive power for actual GSE purchases. Treatment of the narrative instrument as news
shocks about pending changes, subsequent policy implementation lags, and purchases lagging the exercise
of advanced purchase commitments all contribute to the lower F-statistics at shorter horizons.
Appendix Figure A.4 depicts the corresponding second-stage response of GSE mortgage holdings to a
one-dollar increase in GSE mortgage purchases, estimated over each horizon h using the GSE policy events
as in equation (2). Regulatory policies documented in the narrative analysis were expected to result in significant changes in GSE mortgage holdings, and a significant response of GSE mortgage holdings provides
further evidence of instrument relevance: GSE mortgage holdings see a significant rise shortly following
news shocks about pending regulatory changes, increasing roughly 80 cents per dollar of cumulated purchases after six months. The expansion gradually declines thereafter, but remains statistically significant at
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conventional levels—evidence that the regulatory shocks induce persistent GSE balance sheet responses.
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Figure 2 Instrument Relevance: Robust F-statistics
Notes: Newey and West (1987) robust F-statistics are calculated as in equation (1). Sources: see the data appendix.

With the narrative identification strategy, the econometrician might reasonably be concerned about misclassifying policies endogenously driven by recent economic conditions as not cyclically motivated; such
policy endogeneity would introduce spurious correlation between the instrument for structural shocks to
GSE purchases and other structural shocks.30 Reassuringly, the GSE regulatory policies that I classify as not
cyclically motivated are not predicted by lagged values of cyclical economic indicators, notably the unemployment rate, mortgage spreads, or growth in housing starts or real personal income. Given the inclusion
of the lagged macroeconomic and cyclical controls, this is a more stringent test of lag exoegenity than actually required for instrument validity. Appendix B documents that the headline results are broadly robust to
dropping individual policy events from the instrument, further easing concerns about errant misclassification.
The precise lag exogeneity condition is formally testable: after conditioning on the lagged controls,
other past shocks should not be correlated with the narrative instrument. To test the lag exogeneity requirement, I estimate equation (2) as a single-stage LP-OLS regression to obtain fitted values of the error terms,
⊥
uc
t , that have been orthogonalized to the set of lagged controls. Appendix Figure A.5 depicts the corre⊥
lation of the narrative instrument (scaled to trend real personal income) with lagged error terms ud
t− j for
j ∈ {1, 2, ..., 12}, along with 95% confidence intervals. Correlations with lagged error terms are calculated
for regressions measuring the response of GSE mortgage holdings (left panel) and total residential mortgage
debt (right panel) to actual GSE purchases. In both cases, I fail to reject the null hypothesis that the narrative
instrument is uncorrelated with lagged structural shocks after conditioning on the lagged controls. Similarly,
the narrative instrument is not predicted by lags of GSE purchases orthogonalized to the control variables.
30 Conversely,

non-systematic misclassification of truly not cyclically motivated policies as cyclically motivated will merely
reduce instrument strength.
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4

Lending Responses to Subsidized Mortgage Purchases

Partial equilibrium models of credit policies predict that subsidies will expand targeted lending and may
crowd out non-targeted borrowing; the degree of crowd out, however, hinges significantly on how the supply
of credit is modeled.31 If total bank credit or the flow of originations are constrained by information frictions,
regulatory constraints, or underwriting capacity constraints, subsidizing an expansion of mortgage lending
will crowd out other lending to some degree. In this section I test whether regulatory shocks to subsidized
GSE purchases crowd out commercial lending. My empirical strategy avoids having to take a stance on
the elasticity of credit supply or the nature and degree of credit frictions. To shed light on the transmission
mechanisms of housing credit policies, I additionally test for evidence of GSE purchase shocks operating
through a mortgage origination channel and a safe asset supply channel.
4.1

Crowd-in, Crowd-out: Private Sector Mortgage Lending Responses

I first estimate the responses of domestic private sector lending to GSE purchase shocks, testing whether
subsidizing an expansion in residential mortgage borrowing involves a tradeoff with respect to commercial
real estate lending. For a cleaner link with the flow of primary market originations, I first analyze the level
response of private holdings of mortgage loans to GSE purchase shocks. I analyze flow mortgage origination
responses in Section 4.2 and level responses of securitized mortgage debt in Section 4.3.
Figure 3 depicts the response of private sector holdings of whole mortgages to a one-dollar increase in
GSE retained portfolio mortgage purchases, estimated by 2SLS as in equation (2) using the not cyclically
motivated policy events. Finer dashed lines are 68% and 95% Newey and West (1987) confidence intervals. In the top-left panel, private holdings of home mortgages see an early, statistically significant spike
at around six to eight months that dissipates after one year. The impulse response suggests that shocks to
GSE demand spur an initial burst of home mortgage originations and temporary warehousing of loans that
are subsequently passed on to the secondary market, as similarly documented using flow originations data
in Section 4.2. The initial transitory increase in holdings of home mortgages is followed by a steady and
statistically significant rise at horizons above two years. Over longer horizons, private holdings of home
mortgages increase by 25 to 50 cents in response to a one-dollar increase in GSE purchases—evidence of
housing credit policies crowding in private home mortgage lending, as opposed to GSE ownership simply
displacing private lending. The expansion in private home mortgage lending beyond two years is consistent
with expansionary credit policies spurring new housing construction and, at a lag, mortgage financing for
new home sales; correspondingly, Section 5.1 documents a gradual, persistent rise in construction spending
for single-family homes in response to GSE purchase shocks. The delayed expansion in private holdings
of home mortgages only occurs after a transitory reduction in mortgage spreads fades, thus increasing the
31 Gale

(1991) estimates that the introduction of federal credit policies reduces non-targeted general borrowing between 1% and
4.6%, depending on an elasticity of credit supply ranging from 0.5 to 5; see Gale (1991). Conversely, there is no credit crowd out
in the model of Lucas (2016) because the supply of credit is assumed to be perfectly elastic.
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attractiveness of mortgage investments.32
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Figure 3 Responses of Private Sector Mortgage Holdings to GSE Purchase Shocks
Notes: Private sector direct holdings include those of commercial banks, savings banks, savings and loan associations, life insurance companies, mortgage companies, real estate investment trusts, state and local credit agencies, state and local retirement
funds, noninsured pension funds, credit unions, and finance companies. Direct mortgage debt holdings exclude holdings of agency
mortgage pools. Finer lines are 68% and 95% Newey and West (1987) confidence intervals. Sources: see the data appendix.

If primary market lenders are constrained, being induced to originate or hold more home mortgages could
reduce other loan originations or holdings. To the extent there is greater substitutability of loan officers across
classes of mortgages than between mortgage and non-mortgage originations, crowd-out effects might be particularly acute for other types of mortgages. As depicted in the top-right panel of Figure 3, private holdings
of multifamily mortgages—loans for buildings with five or more units, i.e. apartments or condominiums—
see a small but persistent decline of roughly five to eight cents in response to a one-dollar increase in GSE
mortgages purchases, which is broadly significant at 68% and 90% confidence levels. The bottom-left panel
shows a larger decline in private holdings of (non-residential) commercial mortgages, which fall roughly 15
32 Section

6 documents that GSE purchase shocks reduce mortgage spreads over a horizon of 8 to 18 months.
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to 25 cents in response to a one-dollar shock to GSE purchases. The decline is persistent and significant at
conventional levels for horizons beyond 10 months. The bottom-right panel of Figure 3 depicts the response
of private holdings of farm mortgages, which is generally insignificant. The negative responses of private
multifamily and commercial mortgage lending ensuing from GSE purchase shocks is evidence of U.S. housing credit policies crowding out commercial real estate lending, mirroring the GSEs’ footprint in mortgage
markets; Fannie and Freddie overwhelmingly transact in conventional mortgages for single-family homes,
although their charters were broadened in 1992 to promote multifamily mortgage lending.33
Decomposing the aggregate response of private mortgage lending across types of loans provides evidence of federal credit policies crowding in home mortgage lending while simultaneously crowding out
non-targeted lending. If GSE purchase shocks induce such a reallocation of credit through a mortgage origination channel, the effect should vary across financial sectors depending on degrees of originations activity.
Appendix B separately tests the response of mortgage holdings for commercial banks and thrift banks, life
insurance companies, and other private entities (including mortgage companies and credit unions). The
mortgage lending responses of depository institutions and other private entities to GSE purchase shocks
are significant and qualitatively similar to the disparate responses depicted in Figure 3. Conversely, the responses of life insurers’ home mortgage holdings are muted and only marginally significant. Life insurance
companies hold a broadly diversified asset portfolio, including residential and commercial mortgages, but
only play a marginal role in originating mortgages. Portfolio rebalancing effects ensuing from GSE purchase
shocks are concentrated in sectors with a larger footprint in mortgage originations—further evidence of the
transmission of GSE purchases operating in part through a mortgage origination channel.
4.2

The Mortgage Origination Channel: Evidence from Mortgage Transaction Data

By subsidizing a surge in home mortgage originations, particularly for refinancing activity, GSE purchases
could crowd out commercial loan originations. Sharpe and Sherlund (2016) document that surges in refinancing activity induce binding origination capacity constraints and credit rationing, with primary market lenders
substituting away from more resource-intensive originations. To more directly test whether the transmission
of secondary market purchases operates through a mortgage origination channel in the primary market, I estimate the response of mortgage origination and transaction flows to GSE purchases across primary mortgage
market sectors. The underlying monthly mortgage transaction flow data are from the Department of Housing and Urban Development’s discontinued Survey of Mortgage Lending Activity (SMLA), largely acquired
from the National Archives and Records Administration. Unlike the Fed’s Home Mortgage Disclosure Act
(HMDA) data, the SMLA data cover loan repayment flows and originations of nonresidential mortgages and
construction loans. If GSE purchases operate through a mortgage origination channel, stimulating residential
originations should crowd out nonresidential originations, which the HMDA data cannot speak to.
33 A 1992 reform bill revised the agencies’ statutory charters from providing stability in the “secondary market for home mortgages” to “secondary market for residential mortgages.” Freddie Mac had recently exited the multifamily mortgage market entirely
in 1989 after suffering losses on its multifamily portfolio. The GSEs are barred from purchasing commercial and farm mortgages.
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The SMLA data, however, are only available for January 1970–December 1997. Accommodating 12
monthly lags for control variables and h monthly leads for local projection impulse response horizons further
reduce the effective sample for estimation.34 Unfortunately the narrative record of GSE policy events is an
underpowered instrument for samples truncated to accommodate the SMLA data.35 As such, the response
of mortgage flows to actual GSE purchases is instead estimated by single-stage LP-OLS regressions:
∑hj=0 pt+ j
∑hj=0 ft+ j
= ah + bh
+ φh (L)Zt−1 + εt+h
Xt
Xt

for h = 0, 1, 2, ... ,

(3)

where monthly mortgage origination flows, ft , and GSE purchases, pt , are both cumulated over each horizon
h. The forecast horizon is reduced from 48 to 24 months to extend the sample end point, while the unemployment rate and personal income controls are dropped to conserve on parameter estimation in the truncated
sample. Lags of the left-hand-side mortgage flows, deflated and scaled by trend real personal income, are
rotated in for each regression, and all other lagged controls are as described in Section 3.2. The LP-OLS
estimator, bh , measures the residual origination flows not forecast by lagged housing, loan origination, and
interest rate controls, estimated per dollar in cumulated GSE purchases; LP-OLS regressions with robust
controls are the local-projection direct forecasting analog of factor-augmented vector autoregressions.
The top row of Figure 4 depicts the cumulated dollar flow of residential mortgage originations, estimated
across all primary market sectors (left column), for mortgage companies (middle), and for commercial banks
(right). The top-left panel depicts a significant increase in total residential mortgage originations, which
rise by roughly $2.25 per dollar of increased GSE purchases. Mortgage companies and commercial banks
account for almost all of the increase in residential originations.36 The top-middle panel shows a steady rise
in mortgage companies’ residential originations, increasing as much as $1.70 per dollar in GSE purchases.
The top-right panel depicts commercial banks’ residential originations increasing by as much as 50 cents
on the dollar. Residential mortgage repayments also steadily rise, increasing roughly $1.75 per dollar in
cumulated GSE purchases, with repayments largely flowing to agency MBS (not depicted). The coincident
rise in residential originations and repayments is evidence of increased refinancing activity in response to
GSE purchases; the level of residential mortgage lending would see a smaller increase than the flow volume
of mortgage originations because of increased repayments of outstanding mortgages. By subsidizing an
expansion in refinancing activity, GSE purchases could tighten mortgage origination capacity constraints.
The second row of Figure 4 depicts the response of primary market lenders’ net residential mortgage
acquisitions being retained by the primary market (the sum of new originations and purchases net of sales).
Primary market lenders see a significant rise in net residential acquisitions over four months that dissipates
within one year, indicative of temporarily warehousing new originations then sold off to the secondary
market; the short-lived increase in private holdings of home mortgages depicted in Figure 3 is indicative of
34 Local

projection regressions require h observations after the sample end point for estimating t + h horizon responses. For the
benchmark analysis, additional observations are added beyond December 2006, which cannot be done with the SMLA data.
35 There are only 10 months with not cyclically motivated narrative policy events for the January 1971–December 1995 sample.
36 Savings and loan associations see a more muted, short-lived rise in residential mortgage originations and sales (not depicted).
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Figure 4 Mortgage Origination Responses to GSE Purchases
Notes: Finer lines 68% and 95% Newey and West (1987) confidence intervals. Sources: U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development Survey of Mortgage Lending Activity; see the data appendix.

the same warehousing dynamic. Mortgage companies sell off mortgages to the secondary market at nearly
the same rate as their flow of originations, consistent with an industry reliant on secondary market funding.
Mortgage companies’ short-term loan inventory is financed by warehouse lending, typically large-scale revolving credit lines with commercial banks; the expansion in originations of mortgage companies may thus
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tighten commercial bank funding constraints. Unlike mortgage companies, depository institutions have the
option of retaining newly originated mortgages. Commercial banks’ residential mortgage originations are
increasingly retained on balance sheet at horizons above eight months. Advanced GSE mortgage purchase
commitments typically expire after 12 months, giving banks a window to learn about borrower characteristics and retain more desirable loans. GSE purchases appear to induce commercial banks to originate more
mortgages than they sell to the secondary market—consistent with GSE purchases crowding in private residential mortgage holdings over longer horizons, as depicted in Figure 3.
If origination capacity constraints bind, GSE purchases inducing a significant expansion of residential
originations may reduce originations of other loans. The third and fourth rows of Figure 4 depict the response
of nonfarm nonresidential mortgage originations and construction loan originations, respectively, to GSE
purchases. In response to one dollar of GSE purchases, total nonresidential mortgage originations decline by
45 to 55 cents at horizons of one to two years. Commercial bank nonresidential originations see a gradual,
statistically significant decline, falling roughly 40 cents per dollar in GSE purchases cumulated over two
years. The bottom-left panel shows a sharp decline in construction loans starting after one year, with lending
activity falling more than one dollar per dollar in GSE purchases. Much of the decline in total nonresidential
mortgage lending and construction lending is attributable to commercial banks’ loan activity. Commercial
banks’ construction loan originations fall by more than 60 cents per dollar in GSE purchases as commercial
bank net residential acquisitions rise. The transaction flows for mortgage companies reassuringly reflect an
industry reliant on selling residential originations to the secondary market and minimizing inventory.
The regression analysis of SMLA mortgage transaction data suggests that GSE demand for mortgages
induces a tradeoff between expanding residential mortgage originations and decreasing originations of nonresidential mortgages and construction loans. While the LP-OLS estimates of mortgage transaction flows
have less of a causal interpretation than the LP-IV estimates, they nonetheless support the transmission of
housing credit policies operating through a mortgage origination channel in the primary market.
4.3

The Safe Asset Supply Channel: Evidence from GSE Securities Issues

The transmission of housing credit policies may additionally operate through a safe asset supply channel,
both in subsidizing an expansion in mortgage lending and tightening bank balance sheet constraints. An
expansion of GSE mortgage purchases will be funded with new issues of agency securities, which are classified as safe assets by Gorton, Lewellen, and Metrick (2012). Safe assets are understood to be informationinsensitive, and to play a money-like role in facilitating commerce because of their efficient use as collateral.
The safety premium on agency securities, derived from an implicit government guarantee, is in part passed on
a subsidy to mortgage borrowers in the form of lower mortgage rates; see Passmore, Sherlund, and Burgess
(2005) and Passmore (2005). Regulatory shocks to the supply of agency securities may additionally tightening bank balance sheet constraints by competing for wholesale funding, similar to the effect of government
debt issues in the models of Gale (1991) and Gertler and Kiyotaki (2010). The share of assets considered
“safe” has been stable in the post-war era, suggesting that (1) the demand for information-insensitive col20

lateral has been relatively constant relative to total assets and (2) government and agency debt is a close
substitute for privately supplies safe assets, notably bank debt (Gorton, Lewellen, and Metrick 2012).37 I
estimate the responses of agency debt and agency MBS outstanding to regulatory shocks affecting GSE
purchases to test for evidence of their transmission operating in part through a safe asset supply channel.
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Figure 5 Response of Agency Debt and Agency MBS to GSE Purchase Shocks
Notes: Housing GSE debt is the sum of Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac, and Federal Home Loan Bank System medium- and long-term
notes and bonds outstanding. Data have been seasonally adjusted using the Census Bureau’s X-13 program. Finer lines are 68%
and 95% Newey and West (1987) confidence intervals. Sources: See the data appendix for details.

The top panel of Figure 5 shows the response of agency notes and bonds outstanding to a one-dollar
regulatory shock to GSE retained mortgage purchases, estimated by 2SLS as in regression (2). The topleft panel depicts a significant rise in Fannie’s debt outstanding shortly after news about pending regulatory
changes, increasing roughly one-for-one with purchases over the first six months.38 The top-right panel
37 Krishnamurthy

and Vissing-Jørgensen (2012) provide evidence on the safety and liquidity premia of U.S. Treasuries, and find
that highly rated commercial paper is a substitute for Treasuries.
38 The response of Fannie Mae’s debt outstanding accounts for most of the increase in total GSE debt, indicative that most of
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depicts a significant, persistent response of all housing GSE debt outstanding.39 The responses of agency
debt closely resemble the response of GSE mortgage holdings to a one-dollar shock to purchases, as seen
in Appendix Figure A.4, consistent with GSE mortgage holdings being highly leveraged. As expected, the
narrative regulatory shocks induce an increased supply of safe agency bonds—with the potential to subsidize
mortgage borrowing and, in the presence of credit frictions, crowd out bank funding.
Agency MBS are another import conduit for housing credit policies subsidizing an expansion in mortgage
borrowing, and regulatory shocks to GSE mortgage holdings likely affect the supply of agency MBS.40 The
agency MBS issued and guaranteed by Fannie and Freddie are highly liquid securities with (perceived)
implicit backing from the U.S. Treasury; these safety and liquidity features serve to subsidize mortgage
borrowing, as does an underpricing of MBS guarantee fees. The mortgage purchase series used to estimate
equations (1) and (2) reflect purchases intended for the GSEs’ retained investment portfolios, excluding
purchases for pooling and issuing MBS; however, mortgages recently purchased as investments can, to a
degree, be subsequently securitized. As with new issues of agency bonds, an increase in the supply of GSE
MBS could crowd out privately supplied safe assets and tighten banks’ balance sheet constraints.
The bottom-left panel of Figure 5 depicts the response of MBS guaranteed by Fannie and Freddie to the
GSE regulatory shocks. GSE MBS outstanding see a gradual increase of between 15 and 30 cents per dollar
of purchases that is broadly significant at conventional levels for the 12- to 36-month horizon; as with GSE
bond issues, the expansion of GSE MBS increases the supply of safe assets and subsidizes mortgage borrowing.41 Contrary to the gradual increase in GSE MBS, the volume of Ginnie Mae’s guaranteed mortgage
pools outstanding sees a significant reduction, as shown in the bottom-right panel. Within six months of the
regulatory shocks Ginnie MBS fall by 20 cents per dollar in GSE purchases, and see a persistent reduction
of 10 to 15 cents at horizons above 12 months. The lagged response of GSE MBS outstanding to the regulatory shocks is consistent with the GSEs first issuing purchase commitments and subsequently purchasing
and pooling mortgages themselves, whereas the faster response of Ginnie MBS is consistent with a drop in
originations of government-backed mortgages being pooled as originated.42 More broadly, the responses of
agency MBS volumes to GSE regulatory shocks suggests a substitution of originations toward GSE-eligible
conforming mortgages and away from the government-backed mortgages in Ginnie’s pools.
If the supply of domestic savings is relatively inelastic or if information and contracting frictions constrain interbank funding, issuing agency securities and competing for funding in capital markets will tighten
balance sheet constraints, crowding out bank lending. Conversely, a safe asset supply channel would be
dampened if foreign institutional investors absorb a significant share of the newly issued agency securities.
the identifying variation from the narrative analysis stems from policy changes affecting Fannie’s mortgage holdings.
39 The FHLBanks collectively issue bonds, known as consolidated obligations, to finance their collateralized advances to members; the expansion of mortgage lending and housing market stimulus ensuing from GSE purchases could have direct spillovers to
the volume of advances and related consolidated obligation issues. Consolidated obligations are also considered safe assets.
40 After mortgage securitization was popularized by Ginnie and Freddie in the early 1970s the share of U.S. residential mortgage
debt securitized as agency MBS steadily rose to roughly 45% of that outstanding by the early 2000s, as depicted in Figure A.1.
41 The data do not differentiate between agency MBS held by the GSEs versus third party holdings.
42 Ginnie’s pools are backed by mortgages partially guaranteed by other government agencies, with Ginnie guaranteeing timely
payment to the holder of the security. Unlike the GSEs, all of Ginnie’s MBS are pooled by approved private lenders.
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Agency securities and U.S. bank loans are likely imperfect substitutes for foreign investors. Appendix B
tests the response of foreign purchases of agency securities to the GSE regulatory shocks, using Treasury
International Capital System flow data. Most of the increased supply of agency securities and related U.S.
residential mortgage lending is financed by domestic private resources, with foreign capital accounting for
at most 20% of the near-term agency bond issues or longer-run expansion in U.S. residential mortgage debt.
4.4

Portfolio Rebalancing Effects: Balance Sheet Responses of Commercial Banks

If the transmission of GSE purchases operates through a mortgage origination channel, commercial banks’
balance sheets should be significantly affected, in addition to their origination activity. Section 4.2 presents
evidence that commercial banks significantly expand residential mortgage originations in response to GSE
purchases, and retain a significant volume of their new residential originations while concurrently reducing
originations of nonresidential loans. Beyond having a large footprint in mortgage originations, commercial
banks’ relatively diversified asset holdings and utilization of interbank loan markets could additionally result
in credit rationing through a safe asset supply channel of housing credit policy.
Figure 6 depicts aggregate balance sheet responses of domestic commercial bank lending activity to
a one-dollar increase in GSE purchases, estimated by 2SLS as in regression (2). In the top-left panel,
commercial banks’ total loans and leases see a fairly persistent decline of around 30 to 50 cents per dollar
of GSE purchases, which is significant at 68% or 90% confidence levels after one year. The top-right panel
depicts the response of commercial banks’ holdings of Treasuries, agency bonds, and agency MBS, which
see something of a mirror image of the response of loans and leases. Government agency securities holdings
rise roughly 10 to 15 cents in response to one dollar in GSE purchases, an increase that is broadly significant
at horizons above two years. The rise in holdings of government agency securities drives a persistent,
significant increase in commercial banks’ holdings of total securities (not depicted). Commercial banks
appear to substitute away from loans and toward securities as the supply of agency securities concurrently
expands in response to GSE regulatory shocks, as depicted in Figure 5.
The bottom-left panel depicts a persistent decline in C&I lending activity in response to GSE purchases,
which accounts for much of the reduction in commercial banks’ total loans (depicted above). A one-dollar
shock to GSE purchases induces a statistically significant 15- to 25-cent decrease in C&I loans at horizons
beyond nine months. The initial reduction in C&I lending in response to GSE purchase shocks coincides
with commercial banks’ expansion of residential mortgage originations and contraction in nonresidential
originations over shorter horizon, as depicted in Figure 4. If an increase in residential originations, particularly for refinancing, tightens underwriting capacity constraints, a substitution away from relatively costly
originations may be concentrated in business loans; Chakraborty, Goldstein, and MacKinlay (2017; 2018)
find corroborating evidence of a tradeoff between increased mortgage originations and decreased C&I loan
growth. The bottom-right panel shows the response of commercial banks’ combined real estate loans, including residential mortgages, home equity loans, and commercial real estate loans. Commercial banks’ real
estate loan volumes do not significantly respond for several years after GSE purchase shocks, but eventually
23

rise roughly 20 cents on the dollar. The response of real estate loans over shorter horizons, however, masks
a rise in the flow of both residential originations and sales to the secondary market, as depicted in Figure 4.
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Figure 6 Commercial Bank Balance Sheet Responses to GSE Purchase Shocks
Notes: Real estate loans include home mortgages, revolving home equity loans, and commercial real estate loans. Consumer
loans include credit cards, auto loans, student loans, personal loans, and other forms of revolving credit. Treasury and agency
securities include all liabilities of the U.S. Treasury Department, other government agencies, and GSEs. Finer lines are 68% and
95% Newey and West (1987) confidence intervals. Sources: Federal Reserve Board Table H.8; see the data appendix.

The aggregate balance sheet responses of commercial banks suggest that GSE purchase shocks induce a
significant degree of portfolio rebalancing, consistent with credit rationing arising from credit frictions and a
partially inelastic supply of credit. The balance sheet responses—particularly the substitution toward agency
securities—are consistent with intermediation constraints being tightened by an increase in the supply of safe
agency securities, which would both subsidize an expansion of home mortgage originations and crowd out
interbank funding. The evidence of C&I credit crowd out from the transmission of GSE purchases echoes
similar results of Chakraborty, Goldstein, and MacKinlay (2017) for the Fed’s MBS purchases; the authors
find that banks with more exposure to the Fed’s MBS purchases increase mortgage originations and decrease
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C&I lending relative to banks with less exposure, which they attribute to a mortgage origination channel.
5

Real Responses to Subsidized Mortgage Purchases

Section 4 presents evidence of credit rationing arising from the subsidized government intermediation of
mortgage lending, as would be predicted by the model of Gale (1991) if credit supply was partially inelastic. The intended effect of GSE purchases expanding home mortgage borrowing and unintended effects
of crowding out commercial lending may additionally translate to a reallocation of real economic activity.
Congressional policymakers often cite stimulating construction activity or employment as an intended effect
of expansionary housing credit policies. Moreover, understanding the real effects of mortgage subsidies
is relevant to the ongoing sharp reduction in the share of U.S. mortgage debt being subsidized by Fannie,
Freddie, and the Fed. The small literature on the economic effects of federal credit policies has not directly
mapped subsidies and credit reallocations to real economic activity; see Gale (1991) and Lucas (2016). My
identification strategy based on exogenous regulatory variation in GSE purchases can speak to real-financial
linkages. I directly test whether the divergent credit responses to GSE purchase shocks map to a similar
reallocation of real economic activity, particularly for construction activity and employment.
5.1

Crowd-in, Crowd-out: Construction Sector Responses to GSE Purchases

I constructed an extended time series for construction expenditure flows from historical reports of the U.S.
Census Bureau’s Value of Construction Put in Place survey.43 Figure 7 depicts the cumulated flow value of
new real construction spending in response to a one-dollar increase in GSE purchases, estimated by 2SLS as
in regression (2). The top-left panel shows a gradual but persistent rise in private construction spending for
new single-family homes. The increase is statistically significant at conventional levels for horizons beyond
three years, with single-family home construction spending rising 10 to 20 cents per dollar in GSE purchases.
The gradual rise in construction expenditures for single-family homes in response to GSE purchase shocks
complements a finding of Fieldhouse, Mertens, and Ravn (2018), who document a significant rise in housing
starts roughly 6 to 18 months after news about regulatory changes to agency mortgage purchases. Moreover,
increased single-family home construction is consistent with the medium-term expansion of home mortgage
debt depicted in Figure 3, as new purchase mortgages are originated when newly completed homes are sold.
The top-right panel of Figure 7 depicts the response of private construction spending for new multifamily buildings. The point estimates depict a persistent decline at horizons above 18 months. Multifamily
construction sees a decline of four to six cents for horizons above three years that is significant at the 68%
confidence level. Nonresidential construction spending also sees a decline that is significant at the 68%
confidence level (not depicted). The bottom-left panel shows a persistent, negative response of all private
43 The

survey has been conducted since 1960, but historical time series are only available from the Census Bureau dating back
to 1993. For this analysis, the more recent seasonally adjusted data have been spliced together with older time series manually
constructed (and seasonally adjusted) from the historical survey reports; see the data appendix for details.
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construction spending excluding single-family home building that is always significant at the 68% confidence level; at horizons approaching four years the gradual decline reaches roughly 20 cents per dollar in
GSE purchases, which is significant at the 90% confidence level. The gradual rise in new single-family home
construction spending mirrors the steady decrease in all other private construction spending, suggesting that
housing credit subsidies reallocate real activity across sectors.
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Figure 7 Flow Value of New Construction in Response to GSE Purchase Shocks
Notes: Finer lines are 68% and 95% Newey and West (1987) confidence intervals. Sources: U.S. Census Bureau Value of
Construction Put in Place Survey; see the data appendix.

The bottom-right panel of Figure 7 shows no significant effect of GSE purchase shocks on total construction spending. Similarly, there is no statistically significant effect on public sector construction spending (not
depicted), which is reassuring, as private credit reallocations should not affect construction financed with tax
revenues or referendum-driven municipal bond issues. The construction responses to GSE purchase shocks
are broadly consistent with U.S. housing credit policy reallocating both credit flows and related real activity
across markets without boosting aggregate construction. Regarding fixed investment, Fieldhouse, Mertens,
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and Ravn (2018) only document a significant response of housing starts to government agency mortgage
purchases, which might misleadingly suggest that housing credit policies could be an effective tool for demand stabilization. Moreover, the positive response of total housing starts masks a reallocation of investment
toward single-family housing and away from multifamily housing; see Appendix B for more details.
5.2

Labor Market Neutrality: Employment Responses

I modify regression (2) to accommodate measures of economic activity that are not dollar denominated. I
estimate the response of nonfarm payroll employment, et in log point changes over each h-month horizon
in response to date t news shocks about GSE regulatory changes. To better capture news about pending
balance sheet changes, I use advanced purchase commitments, ct , as the right-hand-side measure of GSE
retained portfolio activity; advanced purchase commitments are issued ahead of purchasing loans from the
primary market, and thus respond faster to regulatory shocks than purchases. I use the regulatory policy news
shocks as an instrumental variable for annualized purchase commitments made in the eight months following
policy announcements.44 The shock to annualized purchase commitments are scaled to trend mortgage
originations, X̄t , for easier interpretation than scaling by trend real personal income. The sequence of βh for
horizon h ∈ {0, 1, ..., H} traces out impulse responses capturing the percentage change in employment to a
one-percentage-point shock to anticipated GSE purchases as a share of residential mortgage originations:
log(et+h ) − log(et−1 ) = αh + βh

 12
8

×

∑7k=0 ct+k 
+ φh (L)Zt−1 + ut+h
X̄t

for h = 0, 1, 2, ...

(4)

Equation (4) is estimated by 2SLS, instrumenting annualized GSE purchase commitments with the narrative
regulatory policy shocks, mt , in the first stage. The set of lagged controls, Zt−1 , is identical to those for
the credit and construction multipliers estimated as in (2). Twelves lags of the left-hand-side variables are
similarly rotated into the control set, expressed in log first differences.
Figure 8 depicts impulse responses for employment following news about pending GSE balance sheet
expansions, estimated as in equation (4). Despite the expansion in construction for single-family homes,
construction sector employment never sees a response that is significant at conventional levels (top-left), consistent with the offsetting decline in other private construction activity depicted in Figure 7. Similarly, there
is no significant response of manufacturing sector employment (top-right) or total employment (bottom-left)
following regulatory shocks to GSE purchases. Subsidizing an expansion in home mortgage lending in an
attempt to boost employment, as Congress has often intended, appears entirely ineffectual.
The bottom-right panel, however, depicts a significant rise in financial services employment, consistent
with binding origination constraints arising from loan officers. Sharpe and Sherlund (2016) document significant mortgage processing constraints arising from refinancing booms, and find evidence of credit rationing
away from more resource-intensive underwriting activity. The authors document that mortgage industry labor capacity is unresponsive to booms in refinancing applications, which are unpredictable and transitory,
44 The

eight-month horizon maximizes the first-stage robust F-statistics, but point estimates are similar for varying horizons.
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but does respond to changes in demand for purchase originations; consistent with a more gradual increase
in hiring loan officers, Appendix B documents a gradual, significant rise in new single-family homes sales,
lagging behind increases in building permits and housing starts. The positive response of financial services
employment is further evidence suggesting GSE purchases operate through a mortgage originations channel.
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Figure 8 Employment Responses to GSE Purchase Shocks
Notes: Finer lines are 68% and 95% Newey and West (1987) confidence intervals. Sources: see the data appendix.

6

Robustness Checks and Extensions

The patterns of GSE purchases expanding home mortgage lending and single-family home construction
while crowding out commercial real estate lending and construction activity is robust to many details of
the analysis, discussed at length in Appendix B. Headline results are broadly robust to analyzing alternative
dependent variables, controlling for interactions with other areas of federal policy, excluding individual
regulatory events from the instrument, and adjustments to the set of lagged macroeconomic controls.
The effect of GSE purchases stimulating single-family housing investment and crowding out real activity
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in the commercial real estate market is robust to analyzing alternative dependent variables. Appendix Figure
B.3 depicts significant responses of building permits, housing starts, and new home sales for single-family
homes being stimulated in response to GSE purchase shocks; conversely, there is evidence of a short-term
contraction in multifamily housing starts. The impulse responses are in line with the divergent construction
multipliers depicted in Figure 7. Moreover, the staggered lags in the responses for single-family housing
activity lends further credibility to the causal interpretation of impulse responses to the regulatory policy
shocks: the response of building permits leads that of housing starts, which in turn leads that of new home
sales, as real estate development actually transpires.
An overarching question is the degree to which shocks to the supply of mortgage credit is driving reallocations across sectors, as opposed to unobserved shocks to loan demand or construction sector supply
constraints. A positive shock to the supply of subsidized mortgage credit should decrease in mortgage
spreads and increase in mortgage lending, as borrowers move down along their demand curve for mortgage
credit; any constraint on total credit availability might decrease commercial lending and increase commercial loan rate spreads. In line with such credit responses, Section 4 documents that home mortgage lending
increases and commercial mortgage lending decreases in response to GSE mortgage purchase shocks. Figure 9 presents complimentary evidence that GSE purchase shocks induce a transitory decrease in mortgage
spreads but a short-term increase in business loan spreads. The response of mortgage spreads and business loan spreads to news shocks about GSE balance sheet expansions are estimated as in equation (4), but
measuring the percentage point change in loan rate spreads as the dependent variable.45 Mortgage spreads
are calculated relative to the 10-year Treasury yield and business loan spreads are calculated relative to the
federal funds rate, as is common practice.46
Mortgage spreads see a decline over 8 to 18 months that is significant at the 68% confidence level
(top panel). Business loan rate spreads see an increase over the first 8 months that is significant at the
68% confidence level (bottom panel). Mortgage rates see an even larger decrease due to a decline in 10year Treasury yields (not depicted). The expansion in home mortgage lending coupled with a decrease in
mortgage spreads is consistent with GSE purchases operating through a subsidy channel, with the safe asset
premium on issues of agency securities being passed on in part to homeowners. The short-term increase
in business loan spreads in response to GSE purchase shocks suggests that the reduction in commercial
mortgage lending and C&I loan volumes is being driven by a decrease in loan supply as opposed to demand.
At minimum, the evidence on borrowing costs suggest that credit reallocations are not being driven by an
expansionary shock to mortgage demand or a contractionary shock to business loan demand.
A related question is whether the contraction in commercial real estate investment is driven by construction sector supply constraints as opposed to reduced commercial lending resulting from housing credit
policies. If construction materials or labor supply are rather inelastic in the short run, subsidizing an increase
45 Twelves

lags of any left-hand-side variables not included in the benchmark controls are rotated into the controls.
classes of loans are benchmarked to risk-free interest rates closer to their respective average maturities. The most prevalent U.S. mortgage contracts are 30-year and 15-year fixed-rate mortgages, whereas the weighted-average maturity for commercial
and industrial loans has averaged less than 2 years in recent decades.
46 Both
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Figure 9 Responses of Mortgage and Business Loan Spreads to GSE Purchase Shocks
Notes: Finer lines are 68% and 95% Newey and West (1987) confidence intervals. Sources: see the data appendix.

in single-family housing demand might decrease the supply of other construction activity. If the construction
sector were supply constrained, however, one would expect increased demand for new single-family homes
to put upward pressure on the price of construction materials or construction sector wages. Regulatory
shocks to GSE purchases have no significant effect on real average hourly earnings for construction workers
or producer prices for construction materials (not depicted). Public sector construction spending is also
unaffected by GSE purchase shocks, further evidence against supply-side constraints in construction.
Appendix Tables B.1 and B.2 shed light on the role of instrumentation with the regulatory events and the
set of benchmark lagged controls for the main results. The role of instrumentation is particularly pronounced
for the short-run for responses of variables related to GSE purchases and profitability, notably agency debt
outstanding, GSE mortgage holdings, and private holdings of home mortgages. There is less of a divergence
between 2SLS and OLS estimates for the response of commercial lending activity to GSE purchases. Reverse
causality would be expected to arise from the GSEs and policymakers endogenously responding to housing
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and mortgage market conditions, not to conditions in commercial loan markets. Over longer horizons,
similarities between the 2SLS and OLS estimates hinge on using an identical set of rich control variables; as
the set of lagged controls is pared back, the OLS estimates increasingly diverge from the 2SLS estimates.
Appendix Tables B.3 and B.4 document that the benchmark results are robust to including alternative
controls for interactions with other areas of federal policy potentially influencing mortgage lending: controls
for the timing of inter-state and intra-state banking deregulation, the home mortgage interest tax deduction,
average marginal federal income tax rates, and conventional monetary policy innovations. Appendix Tables
B.5 and B.6 document that the benchmark results are broadly robust to iteratively omitting particularly
large GSE regulatory policy events from the first-stage estimates or including alternative controls related to
secondary market activity, such as growth in the real conforming loan limit or GSE mortgage holdings.
Section 4 documents market-segmented lending responses to subsidized GSE purchase shocks. The
narrative identification strategy can alternatively be interpreted as identifying housing-specific credit supply shocks from the secondary market, tying this paper to a larger literature on macroeconomic responses
to credit supply shocks.47 As another robustness check, I contrast the disparate lending responses to the
housing-specific credit supply shocks with responses to a broader measure of credit shocks from that literature: the Gilchrist and Zakrajs̆ek (2012) excess bond premium. Impulse responses to contractionary excess
bond premium shocks in recursively identified SVARs show a similar decrease in commercial lending and
rise in home mortgage lending, as documented in Appendix B. Broad credit supply shocks induce an endogenous expansion in GSE purchase and securitization activity, which coincide with increased home mortgage
lending and single-family housing starts. Lending and construction for multifamily dwellings, conversely,
see no significant response. The SVAR impulse response analysis provides complementary evidence of divergent lending responses between housing and commercial sectors resulting from credit shocks, as well as
significant real-financial linkages across housing, commercial real estate, and industrial activity.
7

Policy Implications

The United States is on the cusp of a sizable policy experiment that is neither well understood nor widely
recognized: sharply reversing a longstanding policy stance of trying to direct credit toward residential mortgages. Figure 10 depicts government holdings of residential mortgage debt and its projected trajectory based
on current policies for Fannie, Freddie, and the Fed. Total agency holdings are depicted as a share of residential mortgage debt (solid black), with breakouts for the portion held only by Fannie and Freddie (solid blue)
as well as their portion plus the Fed’s (dashed blue). Federal regulators used the conservatorship agreements
to wind down the GSEs’ retained mortgage holdings by roughly 70%. The Fed began unwinding its holdings of agency MBS as part of its balance sheet normalization policies in October 2017. The share of U.S.
residential mortgage debt effectively residing on the federal balance sheet is slated to drop from over 26%
in 2010 to just over 5%, the lowest share since the late 1960s. The sharp reversal of subsidized government
47 See

for instance Peek, Rosengren, and Tootell (2003); Gilchrist and Zakrajs̆ek (2012); Bassett, Chosak, Driscoll, and Zakrajsek (2014); and Mian, Sufi and Verner (2017).
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funding of residential mortgages could pose a sizable credit supply shock for housing and mortgage markets.
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Figure 10 Actual and Projected Mortgage Holdings of Government Agencies
Notes: Gray bars correspond with NBER recession dates. Vertical dotted line corresponds to beginning of forecasts for agency
mortgage holdings and residential mortgage debt. Residential mortgage debt growth is forecast using an estimated VAR system
and the Congressional Budget Office’s Economic Outlook forecast. Other agencies funding mortgages include the FHLBanks,
Ginnie Mae, Federal Housing Administration, Veterans Administration, Farmers Home Administration, Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation, and Federal Land Banks. Sources: see the data appendix.

While government ownership of mortgage debt is slated to contract, it would be premature to assume
subsidized housing credit policies will soon be a relic of ages past. Congress has demonstrated a proclivity
for ad hoc credit policy interventions when mortgage rates rise and construction slows, or for repurposing secondary mortgage markets to advance new social policy objectives. GSE reform might simply shift
subsidies from agency mortgage holdings toward explicit government guarantees on MBS; conversely, the
administration has proposed ending conservatorship and re-privatizing the GSEs. The Fed’s recent foray
into housing credit policy is being wound down, but similarly may be revisited. The Federal Open Market
Committee’s latest policy normalization principles noted the central bank was prepared to increase purchases
of agency MBS and “use its full range of tools, including altering the size and composition of its balance
sheet” if the federal funds rate again proved an inadequate tool of stabilization policy.48
Using historical regulatory changes to infer possible effects of unwinding U.S. housing credit policies
or inform GSE reform is clearly subject to the Lucas critique. That said, the conduct of U.S. housing credit
48 See

FOMC Press Release, Addendum to the Policy Normalization Principles and Plans, June 14, 2017. Barring new legislation, the Fed’s open market operations will remain restricted to transacting in either Treasuries or agency securities. The Interest
Rate Adjustment Act of 1966 authorized the Fed to conduct open market operations in any direct or fully guaranteed obligation
“of any agency of the United States,” which was made permanent in 1968; see Haltum and Sharp (2014).
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policies has been far more ad hoc and less salient than other areas of federal policy likely altering household
expectations and the structure of econometric models, say households adapting to systematic changes in
conventional monetary policy. Moreover, it is not obvious that the anticipation of opaque mortgage subsidies
(or their removal) should affect deep parameters of agents’ behavior in a structural model, whereas offered
mortgage rates will clearly affect household behavior. The Lucas critique notwithstanding, evidence on
the historical effects of shocks to subsidized GSE mortgage purchases offers some guidance, taken with a
grain of salt, to possible effects of the Fed unwinding its mortgage holdings. Similarly, macroeconometric
evidence can inform what set of historical tradeoffs policymakers might want to consider when overhauling
secondary mortgage markets and the degree to which the federal government subsidizes mortgage borrowing.
7.1

Policy Implications: Balance Sheet Normalization

Evidence on the transmission of GSE mortgage purchases is relevant to the Fed’s large-scale purchases of
agency MBS. The Fed’s MBS purchases are an unconventional form of housing credit policy, not merely
unconventional monetary policy. Whereas the Fed’s purchases of long-term Treasuries directly target the
term structure of risk-free interest rates, the stated objective behind the Fed’s MBS purchases was to “reduce
the cost and increase the availability of credit for the purchase of houses.”49 The Federal Open Market
Committee was publicly rebuked for inappropriately foraying into the realm of credit policy by several
regional Fed presidents; for instance, Charles Plosser, then President of the Philadelphia Fed, argued “when
the Fed engages in targeted credit programs that seek to alter the allocation of credit across markets, I
believe it is engaging in fiscal policy and has breached the traditional boundaries established between the
fiscal authorities and the central bank” (Plosser 2012).50
While the Fed’s MBS purchases were seen as a departure from past monetary policy, Congress has
engaged in large-scale purchases of mortgage debt on and off since the Great Depression. Evidence on the
aggregate effects and persistence of responses to exogenous GSE purchase shocks can help inform likely
effects of unwinding the Fed’s sizable holdings of mortgage debt, circumventing intrinsic limitations in
study designs used to analyze the high-frequency or relative effects of the Fed’s purchases during the crisis.51
49 See

FOMC Press Release, November 25, 2008.
Lacker, then President of the Richmond Fed, similarly warned “Buying MBS in large quantities is intended to reduce
borrowing rates for conforming home mortgages, and thereby provide support to that recovering market. However, it necessarily
does so only by reducing rates for borrowers in other markets by less than would be the case if purchases were confined to U.S.
Treasury securities. Therefore, by purchasing MBS, the Fed is attempting to tilt the flow of credit toward one particular economic
sector... the Fed’s actions risk distorting credit allocation and depriving some sectors of the credit they deserve” (Lacker 2012).
51 Quantifying the macroeconomic effects of the Fed’s MBS purchase program faces numerous intrinsic complications: there
were relatively few policy interventions or related announcements, purchases were endogenously motivated by economic distress,
and policy announcements about MBS purchases were often coupled with news about purchases of Treasuries or forward guidance regarding short-term rates. Consequently, the literature has largely focused on high-frequency event studies around policy
announcements or event studies exploiting cross-sectional variation across bank balance sheets or mortgage contracts. Highfrequency regression discontinuities are naturally confined to studying the intraday or interday movement of financial variables,
and cannot readily speak to aggregate effects or persistence. This literature predominantly finds evidence of announcements
regarding MBS purchases decreasing long-term bond yields and MBS spreads. See, for instance, Gagnon et al. (2011), Krishnamurthy and Vissing-Jørgensen (2011), and Hancock and Passmore (2011; 2015). Cumulating responses over a larger sample of
Fed events, Greenlaw et al. (2018) contend that initial rate responses to such policy announcements were not persistent. Cross50 Jeffrey
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There are considerable similarities between the Fed’s MBS purchases and the GSEs’ mortgage purchases.
As with the GSEs’ purchases, the Fed’s purchases of mortgage debt pull credit, prepayment, and interest
rate risk from the private sector. The Fed’s MBS purchases similarly subsidize mortgage credit, either
relative to only purchasing Treasuries or in terms of a funding advantage over banks. Funding mortgage
purchases with the issuance of either reserves or agency bonds involves the creation of safe assets. There are
significant similarities between the market structures for the Fed’s MBS purchases in the to-be-announced
(TBA) forward market and the GSEs’ purchases: both market structures are geared toward newly originated
conforming mortgages meeting recently set parameters and afford an option on new mortgage originations.52
Moreover, there is a growing body of empirical evidence that the Fed’s MBS purchases and GSEs’ purchases operate through a similar mortgage origination channel. Fuster and Willen (2010); Di Maggio, Kermani, and Palmer (2016); Chakraborty, Goldstein, and MacKinlay (2017); and Rodnyansky and Darmouni
(2018) find cross-sectional evidence of the Fed’s MBS purchases increasing conforming mortgage originations and refinancing activity, attributed to lowered mortgage rates, increased market liquidity, and removal
of lending risks from the private sector. Fieldhouse, Mertens, and Ravn (2018) similarly find large mortgage
origination responses ensuing from agency mortgage purchases, particularly for refinancing. Chakraborty,
Goldstein, and MacKinlay (2017) find evidence of banks with greater exposure to the Fed’s MBS purchases
both increasing mortgage originations and decreasing C&I lending relative to banks with less exposure. I
document analogous crowd-out effects for aggregate C&I lending in response to GSE purchase shocks, as
well as crowd out of private multifamily mortgage and commercial mortgage lending.
After the Fed terminated its QE3 MBS purchases in 2014, the system’s holdings of mortgage debt hovered around $1.75 trillion for the next three years, resulting from a policy of reinvesting principal payments
back into new agency MBS, as seen in the left panel of Appendix Figure A.2. The Fed’s MBS reinvestment purchases amounted to buying 15–17% of the flow of residential mortgage originations in recent years.
The Fed ceased agency MBS reinvestments in October 2018. While the Fed’s balance sheet normalization
program was anticipated, the transmission of purchases affecting lending through a mortgage origination
channel will not have simply been priced in already.53 Fieldhouse, Mertens, and Ravn (2018) find that a one
percentage point increase in agency purchases as a share of mortgage originations reduces mortgage spreads
by 2 to 3 basis points roughly one year after policy announcements, while housing starts increase 1% to 2%.
If those responses were to scale linearly to phasing out the Fed’s reinvestments, they would imply a gradual
30 to 45 basis point rise in mortgage spreads and a 15 to 30% reduction in housing investment. The sharp
15 percentage point reduction in the share of originations purchased by the Fed might thus be expected to
sectional difference-in-differences regressions can speak to relative effects for a broader range of dependent variables, but similarly
cannot speak to aggregate effects or persistence. High-frequency and cross-sectional evidence from the crisis is also ill-suited to
informing likely effects of the Fed arresting its MBS purchases near the peak of the business cycle.
52 The Fed’s purchases have been heavily concentrated in newly issued 30-year fixed-rate agency MBS acquired through the
TBA market (Gagnon et al. 2011). In this market, parameters for maturity, coupon, price, par volume, issuer, and settlement date
for the traded security are agreed upon in advance, but the pool of mortgages delivered to the purchaser is only revealed near
settlement, typically one to three months after the trade date (Vickery and Wright 2013).
53 High-frequency studies may underestimate the effects of the Fed’s purchases by focusing solely on news effects. Hancock
and Passmore (2015) find the initiation of the Fed’s MBS purchases produced further improvements in market functioning.
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significantly drag on housing and mortgage markets, and perhaps the economy more broadly.54
If, however, reduced Fed demand for newly originated mortgages induces a reallocation of credit through
bank lending channels, the macroeconomic effects of balance sheet normalization may be muted and largely
redistributive. The credit and construction multipliers estimated in Sections 4 and 5 suggest that balance
sheet normalization will drag on single-family housing and mortgage markets, but likely exert positive
spillovers for commercial lending and leave employment unaffected. The results of Chakraborty, Goldstein, and MacKinlay (2017) would similarly predict a relative increase in commercial loan growth for
banks with more exposure to the Fed’s purchases. There is no satisfactory way of benchmarking my estimates of aggregate C&I loan crowd-out from GSE purchases to the relative C&I loan crowd-out from the
Fed’s MBS purchases documented by Chakraborty, Goldstein, and MacKinlay (2017). As an alternative
crosswalk, Appendix B estimates the response of C&I lending to the Fed’s MBS purchases in a LP-OLS
regression framework; the point estimates show a 10- to 25-cent reduction in C&I lending per dollar of the
Fed’s MBS purchases, in line with my LP-IV estimates of C&I loan crowd-out per dollar of GSE purchases.
This again suggests that phasing out the Fed’s MBS holdings will largely reallocate credit and real activity
across sectors, likely inducing a substitution toward commercial real estate lending and related construction.
Recent economic data seems consistent with housing credit policies predominantly reallocating activity
toward housing without stimulating aggregate activity. The residential housing market softened as the Fed
phased out its subsidized purchases of agency MBS over October 2017 to October 2018. Mortgage spreads
rose 22 basis points over October 2017–October 2018. Housing starts hit inflection point in January 2018
and have since fallen 10%. New home sales and existing home sales peaked in November 2017, and the latter
have similarly dropped 10%. The Fed’s latest Senior Loan Officer Opinion Survey reported strengthening
demand for C&I loans but weakening demand for residential real estate and construction loans.55 The Fed’s
rate tightening cycle is also surely contributing to the weakening housing market but not to the rise in mortgage spreads, and other leading economic indicators remain strong. Annual growth in construction sector
employment has accelerated, reaching a two-year high in October 2018. Weakening housing market activity notwithstanding, my findings on crowd-out effects from housing credit policies bode well for the Fed’s
ongoing reduction in its mortgage holdings, particularly for total construction spending and employment.
7.2

Policy Implications: GSE Reform and Future Research

Congress, to its own chagrin, has yet to resolve the fate of Fannie and Freddie more than a decade after they
were taken into federal conservatorship. The last major bipartisan push at GSE reform fizzled in 2014, but
neither Congress nor the administration is fond of the status quo. The pre-crisis GSE model of privatized
upside gains with catastrophic losses borne by taxpayers remains widely maligned a decade after catastrophic
losses erupted. A new bipartisan GSE reform bill was introduced in the House Financial Services Committee
54 Leamer (2007; 2015) argues that the U.S. business cycle is predominantly a consumer cycle governed by housing investment;
9 of 11 post-war recessions have been led by deteriorations in housing, and all but two housing slumps have preceded recessions.
55 Senior Loan Officer Opinion Survey on Bank Lending Practices, July 2018.
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in September 2018. While the GSEs’ retained portfolios have been shrunk significantly, their MBS guarantee
books have been allowed to grow without limit, and they remain behemoths of U.S. mortgage finance; the
GSEs own or guarantee over 42% of U.S. residential mortgage debt.56 Some form of government-sponsored
secondary market will surely persist so long as Congress remains wedded to 30-year fixed-rate mortgages
with a prepayment option. It is beyond the scope of this paper to weigh the wisdom of that entrenched
preference, but it will surely shape reforms to the GSE model and U.S. housing credit policies.57
One leading contender on Capital Hill is replacing the GSEs with a system of bank-issued MBS explicitly guaranteed by the Treasury, but with private capital absorbing the first 10% of losses.58 The proposal
would reinstate a version of privatized gains with risks backstopped by the Treasury. The other leading contender in Congress is replacing the GSEs with an expanded role for government-owned Ginnie Mae: Ginnie
would additionally guarantee pools of privately insured conventional mortgages in exchange for fees, with
the Treasury absorbing net earnings and backstopping credit risk.59 Conversely, Congress could rescind
conservatorship and recharter the GSEs as private entities notionally severed from an implicit government
guarantee, as the administration recently proposed (OMB 2018). If legislative reforms continue to stall, administrative reforms might instead be used to shrink the GSEs’ market footprint by reducing the conforming
loan limit, tightening underwriting standards, and raising MBS guarantee fees (Parrott and Zandi 2018).
While Congress has fixated on market structure and downside losses, the elephant in the room remains
the extent to which mortgage debt will be subsidized in the next iteration of secondary markets. GSE reform
might curtail the subsidization of mortgages via implicitly guaranteed agency bonds only to increase subsidization by underpricing risk on explicitly guaranteed MBS. Dynamic responses to GSE purchase shocks
suggest that housing policy objectives can be advanced through a subsidy channel, while the subsidized expansion of mortgage lending unintentionally crowds out commercial lending through credit supply and bank
lending channels. Underpriced guarantees can likely advance Congress’s various housing policy objectives
through a subsidy channel, but may induce a varying degree of credit crowd out. Guarantees leave interest
rate risk borne by the private sector, potentially driving a smaller wedge in marginal origination incentives
and weakening the mortgage origination channel of housing credit policies. Prepayment risk may render
agency MBS a weaker substitute to bank debt than noncallable agency bonds, altering portfolio rebalancing
effects through the safe asset supply channel. A complementary empirical analysis of the macroeconomic effects of government mortgage guarantees is left for future research. Regardless, policymakers should weigh
the opportunity costs of subsidizing mortgage debt, notably fiscal costs to taxpayers, horizontal inequities between homeowners and renters, and crowd-out of non-targeted lending and real activity; overhauling budget
scorekeeping rules that understate the net present value of credit subsidies would help (Lucas 2016).
Another lingering policy question is the extent to which countercyclical GSE activity has served as an
56 Looking

at flows, roughly 70% of mortgages originated in 2017 were backed by Fannie, Freddie, or Ginnie (OMB 2018).
instance, in outlining priorities for housing credit policy reform in 2013, President Barack Obama emphasized that any
legislation “should preserve access to safe and simple mortgage products like the 30-year, fixed-rate mortgage” (Obama 2013).
58 Such a proposal drafted by Senator Mark Crapo and Senator Tim Johnson passed the Senate Banking Committee in 2014.
59 A bipartisan bill sponsored by Representative Jeb Hensarling and Representative John Delaney proposed such a model in
September 2018, and Senator Bob Corker and Senator Mark Warner recently proposed a similar Ginnie model of GSE reform.
57 For
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automatic stabilizer for housing across the business cycle. Fannie and Freddie have been a countercyclical
source of funding for mortgage intermediation, and entirely replacing their mortgage holdings with guarantees may have significant implications for mortgage and housing markets during credit crunches. The SVAR
impulse response analysis in Appendix B provides evidence of an endogenous expansion of secondary mortgage market activity in response to broad-based credit supply shocks, and mortgage lending and housing
starts see a similar countercyclical response. A comprehensive analysis of the historical contribution of GSE
purchase and securitization activity in stabilizing mortgage flows and housing activity across the business
cycle is a related work in progress (Fieldhouse 2018).
8

Concluding Remarks

As a matter of theory, credit policies can expand targeted lending volumes through subsidies and guarantees.
In the presence of credit frictions or an inelastic supply of savings, however, credit policies stimulating
a targeted form of lending may inadvertently ration credit away from other uses. While the potential for
credit policies to crowd out lending has broad, long-standing theoretical backing, quantifying such credit
reallocations in calibrated models is highly sensitive to assumptions about the supply of credit (Gale 1991;
Lucas 2016). Exploiting exogenous variation in the mortgage holdings of Fannie and Freddie, I document
evidence of U.S. housing credit policies reallocating credit away from commercial lending. My identification
strategy can speak to real-financial linkages of housing credit policies, unlike related partial equilibrium
models of the effects of federal credit policies. I find that the reallocation of credit ensuing from regulatory
shocks to GSE purchases maps to a related reallocation of construction activity across sectors.
Federal policymakers have shown a proclivity for ad hoc uses of credit policies, particularly during
periods of financial distress. With their past conduct of housing credit policies via secondary markets,
policymakers appear capable of increasing home mortgage lending and stimulating single-family housing
investment, as intended, through a subsidy channel. These partial equilibrium effects, however, are effectively offset in general equilibrium by unintended reallocations arising from an imperfectly elastic supply of
bank loans. Housing credit policies appear broadly neutral for total construction spending and employment,
casting doubt on the efficacy of their use as stabilization policies, as was common up through the 1980s
and again during the Great Recession. Evidence of a zero sum nature of U.S. housing credit policies should
serve as a cautionary tale to policymakers for their use of credit policy and housing subsidies more broadly.
If subsidizing an expansion in mortgage borrowing crowds out commercial lending because of a partially
inelastic supply of bank loans, the home mortgage interest deduction may induce similar credit crowd out.
While my empirical strategy is well suited to quantifying credit and real reallocations, a drawback is the
inability to speak to welfare. Credit policies are often justified in terms of correcting market failures (Elliott
2011), and increase welfare in some adverse selection models of credit rationing (Smith 1983; Gertler and
Kiyotaki 2010; Lucas 2016). Yet credit policies are distortionary and, under different assumptions about
contracting frictions and the functioning of capital markets, are found to decrease welfare, particularly when
accounting for fiscal costs (Gale 1991; Williamson 1994). Fiscal costs aside, the theory of the second best
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seems a reasonable framework for thinking about credit policies. Would market failures under-allocate credit
to housing without federal credit policy interventions? Perhaps at times, say when housing credit policies
were first launched during the 1930s, or when the Fed launched QE1 in 2008. That seems far less likely
during 1990s and early 2000s, when Fannie and Freddie were allowed to rapidly expand, likely contributing
to the housing bubble through a subsidy channel. Subsidizing mortgages may reap political rewards, but
is by no means necessary for supporting mortgage liquidity via secondary markets. While reversing the
longstanding stance of subsidized housing credit policies might increase welfare, it surely would not be a
Pareto improvement: housing credit policies create winners and losers, as would unwinding them.
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Appendix A. Institutional Background and Overview of Narrative Instruments
A.1

Uncle Sam as Mortgage Lender: A Brief History of U.S. Housing Credit Policy

Distress in housing and mortgage markets during the Great Depression prompted the first large-scale federal housing credit policy interventions. Prior to the Depression, U.S. mortgage contracts were typically
structured as non-amortizing balloon loans with maturities of no more than six years and high downpayment
requirements (loan-to-value ratios not exceeding 60%). This mortgage financing system collapsed during the
Depression due to widespread bank failures and the effects of deflation increasing real mortgage liabilities
and depressing home values; the U.S. experienced an unprecedented foreclosure crisis as households and
banks could no longer roll over maturing mortgages.1 Residential investment also collapsed ahead of and
during the Depression, with housing starts falling 90% between 1925 and 1933; see Leamer (2007).
Against this backdrop, Congress and the Hoover Administration created the Federal Home Loan Banks
(FHLBanks) to bolster mortgage lending in 1932. Modeled after the Federal Reserve System, the Federal
Home Loan Bank System was designed as a network of 12 regional FHLBanks that would provide a liquidity
backstop for mortgage lenders in their respective districts. The FHLBanks were chartered to provide member
institutions with wholesale loans, termed “advances,” that were secured by members’ mortgages.
To ameliorate the foreclosure crisis, Congress created and championed a new class of long-term, fixed-rate,
self-amortizing mortgages, initially through the Home Owners’ Loan Corporation (HOLC) mortgage refinancing program and new Federal Housing Administration (FHA)-insured mortgages. In 1933, Congress
created the HOLC, a public utility that purchased distressed mortgages and refinanced them as longermaturity, self-amortizing loans; see Rose (2011). A year later, the National Housing Act of 1934 established the FHA, which began insuring default risk on mortgages for qualifying borrowers; the FHA-backed
mortgages were long-term, fixed-rate, self-amortizing mortgages with a modest loan limit. Depository institutions were initially reluctant to hold long-term, government-insured mortgages, prompting Congress
to charter secondary markets to increase liquidity for mortgage originations. The Reconstruction Finance
Corporation (RFC) and its subsidiary RFC Mortgage Company initially supported a limited secondary market for FHA-insured mortgages. In 1938, Congress chartered the Federal National Mortgage Association
(FNMA, or Fannie Mae) to support a permanent, liquid secondary market for FHA-insured mortgages.
Shortly before the end of World War II, the Veterans Administration (VA) established a mortgage guarantee
program, enabling veterans to obtain subsidized loans on favorable terms. The VA loan-guarantee program
was intended in part as a cheap alternative to cash bonuses. Congress additionally intended to simulate
housing construction, both to ameliorate a national housing shortage as millions of soldiers returned and
to keep the nation from slipping back into depression as military spending receded. Residential investment
had remained depressed throughout the 1930s and ensuing war effort. Eligibility for the VA loan-guarantee
program was expanded following the Korean War and every subsequent major military intervention. FNMA
was rechartered in 1948 to support a secondary market for both VA-guaranteed and FHA-insured mortgages.
The focus of U.S. housing policy began to shift toward clearing Depression-era slums and “urban renewal,”
particularly with passage of the Housing Act of 1954; the use of secondary mortgage markets was expanded
to support new types of FHA mortgages for urban redevelopment. In light of a highly regulated, regionally
fragmented banking sector, the secondary mortgage market was additionally intended to reallocate mort1 Single-family

home prices fell roughly 24% between 1929 and 1933; see Rose (2011) for a broader overview of housing
market distress during the Depression.

1

gage credit from regions with excess savings to regions with high demand for mortgage loans, smoothing
mortgage availability across both the country and the credit cycle. The United States experienced numerous
credit crunches and bouts of disintermediation during the 1950s, 1960s, and 1970s, when the Fed actively
regulated interest rate ceilings on demand deposits and savings accounts; see Eckstein and Sinai (1986) and
Mertens (2008).2 Congress began more actively using secondary markets to increase liquidity for mortgage
lending, particularly during credit crunches and downturns in construction activity.
The Housing and Urban Development Act of 1968 split off the secondary mortgage market functions of
FNMA into a quasi-private, shareholder-owned Fannie Mae; regulation of Fannie was principally overseen by the Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD). The remaining FNMA functions were
transferred to a newly created Government National Mortgage Association (GNMA) owned and operated by
HUD. Ginnie Mae’s initial role largely entailed supporting demand for difficult-to-market classes of FHA
mortgages and, at policymakers’ behest, increasing mortgage purchases and subsidies during recessions.
Following a credit crunch the previous year, Congress chartered the Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation (FHLMC, or Freddie Mac) in 1970 to support a secondary market for conventional mortgages originated
by the thrift industry. Ownership of Freddie Mac was initially placed with the FHLBanks and their members, while the Federal Home Loan Bank Board was granted regulatory authority. Fannie, meanwhile, was
authorized to expand its operations from purchasing smaller FHA/VA-backed loans to also purchasing larger
conventional mortgages, enabling it to provide liquidity for a broader swathe of the mortgage market.
Congress authorized Fannie, Freddie, and Ginnie to issue securities in which the payments from a pool of
mortgages are ‘passed through’ to the holder; mortgage-backed securities were intended to diversify credit
risk, increase liquidity for standardized mortgages, and attract new sources of funds for residential mortgage
lending. Ginnie issued the first modern mortgage pass-through security in 1970, backed with interests in
FHA/VA mortgages. One year later, Freddie issued the first pass-through security for conventional mortgages. The agency MBS issued and guaranteed by Fannie, Freddie, and Ginnie are highly liquid securities
that attract funding from institutional investors barred from holding whole mortgages, such as pension funds.
The perception of an implicit government guarantee on agency securities increased investors’ appetite for
agency-guaranteed MBS. Only Ginnie MBS are explicitly backed by the U.S. Treasury Department. Investors assumed the Treasury would, if needed, backstop the agency securities issued by Fannie and Freddie. The perception of an implicit government guarantee stems from the GSE charters; Fannie was granted a
limited statutory lending backstop with the U.S. Treasury when first authorized to issue bonds during a 1954
reform, and Congress later granted Freddie the same statutory lending backstop. The GSEs earn guarantee
fees on their off-balance sheet MBS held by third parties, which were historically subject to negligible capital requirements. The share of U.S. residential mortgage debt pooled as agency MBS has—with the brief
exception of the private-label securitization boom of the 2000s—steadily risen since mortgage securitization
was popularized by Ginnie and Freddie in the early 1970s, as depicted in the left panel of Figure A.1. Since
the early 1990s, between 30% and 55% of residential mortgage debt has been pooled as agency MBS.
The perception of an implicit government guarantee additionally lowered borrowing costs for Fannie and
Freddie to nearly that of the U.S. Treasury Department, and well below wholesale funding costs of commercial banks. Combined with loose leverage and capital requirements, the safe asset premium on agency bonds
afforded the GSEs a profitable business opportunity in highly leveraged holdings of mortgage investments.
In the aftermath of the S&L crisis, Freddie was split from FHLBank ownership and rechartered as a publicly
traded company in 1989, under the (loose) oversight of HUD.3 After being privatized, Freddie began to
2 Every

recession between the mid-1950s and the early 1980s was preceded by a credit crunch; see Eckstein and Sinai (1986).
Fannie was rechartered

3 Ownership of the GSEs has been repeatedly restructured, oscillating between public and quasi-private.
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mimic Fannie’s business model of leveraged balance sheet growth; profit motives and newfound competition
propelled a rapid expansion of the GSEs’ mortgage holdings, as depicted in the right panel of Figure A.1.
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Figure A.1 Mortgage Securitization and Mortgage Holdings of Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac

Notes: Data have been seasonally adjusted using the Census Bureau’s X-13 program. Gray bars correspond with NBER recession
dates. The vertical dashed line marks the Treasury Department and Federal Housing Finance Agency taking Fannie and Freddie
into conservatorship in September 2008. Sources: See the data appendix for details.

Political backlash to the S&L crisis stoked concerns on Capitol Hill that Fannie and Freddie might someday
necessitate an unpalatable taxpayer bailout. A 1992 reform created the Office of Federal Housing Enterprise Oversight (OFHEO), an agency within HUD tasked with new regulatory authority over the safety and
soundness of Fannie and Freddie. OFHEO, however, was politically hamstrung and only imposed nonbinding capital constraints. During the Clinton Administration and then the early Bush Administration,
policymakers again repurposed Fannie and Freddie to promote homeownership and affordable housing, particularly for lower-income households and neighborhoods as well as minority groups. Fannie and Freddie
were assigned affordable housing goals and subgoals for their mortgage purchases, and their charters were
amended to place more emphasis on supporting multifamily mortgage lending.
Fannie and Freddie were effectively left balance sheet unconstrained in the 1990s and early 2000s, the result
of their formidable lobbying clout, structurally weak regulatory oversight, and an emphasis on promoting the
American Dream of homeownership supported by the GSEs, advocate groups, homebuilders, and much of
Congress. The enterprises cornered the market for automated mortgage underwriting software and capitalized on the refinancing booms of the 1990s and early 2000s, which they used to gain market share. The GSEs
began aggressively courting foreign institutional investors and marketing agency securities issues abroad, effectively intermediating the global savings glut toward U.S. mortgage lending. By the early 2000s, Fannie
and Freddie held over $2 trillion in residential mortgage debt, or roughly 20% of that outstanding.
Accounting scandals surfaced first at Freddie and then at Fannie in the early 2000s, and the ensuing regulatory backlash arrested the GSEs’ rapid portfolio growth. Disallowed hedging practices abruptly prompted
a downward restatement of Fannie’s capital by $9 billion in September 2004. OFHEO imposed capital surcharges and required Fannie to close a capital shortfall of $12.5 billion in one year, prompting Fannie to
as a publicly listed company in 1968 and Freddie in 1989, while the Treasury took a majority stake in both GSEs in 2008.
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rapidly deleverage and reduce its mortgage holdings, as seen in the right panel of Figure A.1. The considerable lobbying clout of Fannie and Freddie ebbed and regulatory oversight of the GSEs increased; outright
portfolio growth limits were imposed first on Fannie and then, rather unexpectedly, on Freddie in 2006.
The subprime lending and private-label mortgage securitization booms contributed to the GSEs losing market share ahead of the Great Recession. After a refinancing boom ended in mid-2003, mortgage banks
maintained origination volumes by originating more jumbo, subprime, and Alt-A mortgages. Private-label
securitization of mortgages with lax underwriting standards exacerbated moral hazard and predatory lending,
and credit quality rapidly deteriorated after mid-2003; conditioning on borrower characteristics, mortgage
spreads abruptly contracted roughly 100 basis points (Justiniano et al. 2017). The GSEs were prohibited
from securitizing these non-conforming loans and could only purchase them if accompanied with private
mortgage insurance. The private-label securitization market share surged from roughly 20% in the early
2000s to 55% in 2005–2006 before the market all but evaporated in 2008–2009. But when turmoil started
to foment in the subprime market in August 2007, Congress pushed Fannie and Freddie to start purchasing
increased volumes of subprime loans, and the enterprises’ portfolio caps were relaxed in September 2007.
In July 2008, regulatory authority over Fannie and Freddie was transferred from OFHEO to the Federal
Housing Finance Agency (FHFA), a new independent federal agency. The FHFA was granted sweeping
authority to take Fannie and Freddie into conservatorship if the GSEs were determined to be “critically
undercapitalized,” and the U.S. Treasury Department was temporarily authorized to make unlimited investments in the enterprises’ securities. Facing mounting losses and collapsing share prices, Fannie and Freddie
were taken into government conservatorship on September 7, 2008. In exchange for a guarantee of positive
net worth and up to $100 billion in capital for each agency, the Treasury received warrants for a 79.9%
ownership stake in each enterprise, as well as dividend-bearing senior preferred stock claims.4
After initially expanding their mortgage holdings during the Great Recession at the behest of their regulators,
Fannie and Freddie were required to rapidly shrink their mortgage holdings in accord with a series of new
portfolio caps, as depicted in the right panel of Figure A.1. The conservatorship agreements initially capped
each enterprise’s mortgage holdings at $850 billion as of December 31, 2009, to be reduced 10% annually
until reaching $250 billion in 2021.5 The initial caps were soon increased by $50 billion in February 2009,
to support GSE mortgage refinancing under the Home Affordable Refinance Program.6 In August 2012, a
revision to the conservatorship agreements accelerated the wind-down of the GSEs’ mortgage holdings to
reach $250 billion in 2018. Fannie and Freddie have reduced their mortgage holdings to under $250 billion.
As federal regulators ordered Fannie and Freddie to wind down their mortgage holdings, the Fed launched
and quickly ramped up a novel agency MBS purchase program.7 Shortly after the agencies were taken into
conservatorship, the Fed announced in November 2008 that it would purchase $500 billion worth of agency
MBS and $100 billion in agency debt, the beginning of the Fed’s first round of quantitative easing (QE1).
In March 2009 the Fed announced that it would increase its purchases of agency MBS by $750 billion, and
expand its purchases of agency debt up to $200 billion. In September 2011 the FOMC announced that it
would redirect reinvestment of principal payments from agency debt and MBS holdings back into agency
4 Federal

budgetary rules require that the liabilities of any entity be placed on the federal budget ledger if the government owns
an equity stake exceeding 80%, which the Bush and Obama Administrations were eager to avoid.
5 The caps were deliberately set well above the agencies’ standing retained portfolio volumes, as regulators were pushing each
to expand their mortgage holdings in support of the collapsing market; see Fieldhouse and Mertens (2017).
6 The Treasury simultaneously increased its funding line for each enterprise from $100 billion to $200 billion, which was
subsequently revised to an unlimited line of funding in December 2009.
7 The Treasury Department also announced a smaller scale agency MBS purchase program when it took Fannie and Freddie into
conservatorship, and purchased $220 billion in mortgage debt over September 2008–December 2009. The Treasury announced
that it was unwinding its agency MBS portfolio in March 2011, and the last securities were sold off in March 2012.
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MBS, a departure from its standing policy of reinvesting payments into Treasuries. In September 2012 the
Fed launched a third round of quantitative easing (QE3), announcing that it would purchase $40 billion in
agency MBS each month, with no target volume or terminal date stipulated. The FOMC subsequently announced that it was tapering its monthly MBS purchases to $35 billion in December 2013, and announced
the termination of all QE3 purchases in October 2014. The Fed, however, reaffirmed its policy of reinvesting principal payments from agency securities back into agency MBS. Consequently the Fed’s mortgage
holdings hovered around $1.75 trillion for the next three years, as depicted in the left panel of Figure A.2.
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Notes: Gray bars correspond with NBER recession dates. Vertical dashed lines correspond to the following related Federal
Open Market Committee policy announcements: QE1 launch (11/25/2008), QE1 expansion (3/18/08), principal reinvestment
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(9/20/2017). Purchases are aggregated monthly by transaction date. Sources: Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System,
Federal Reserve Bank of New York.

In September 2017 the FOMC announced that it would initiate a program of balance sheet normalization,
meaning that it would reduce its asset holdings. At the time, the Fed was financing upwards of one-sixth
of U.S. residential mortgage debt and holding roughly 30% of U.S. MBS outstanding. As part of the Fed’s
balance sheet reduction, the monthly volume of principal repayments reinvested into agency MBS was scheduled to be gradually lowered by a series of capped reductions starting in October 2017.8 The schedule would
reduce the Fed’s purchases of agency MBS by up to $120 billion over October 2017–September 2018. The
New York Fed stopped reinvestment purchase operations in mid-October 2018. Barring further policy adjustments, the last of the Fed’s MBS holdings might run off by the end 2025 if holdings fall in line with the
capped reductions, as projected in the upper panel of Figure A.2.9
8 The

New York Fed will reinvest only those repayments exceeding $4 billion in October–December 2017; $8 billion in
January–March 2018; $12 billion in April–June 2018; $16 billion in July–September 2018; and $20 billion in October 2018
and beyond. Between terminating QE3 and beginning balance sheet “normalization” in October 2017, the Fed’s policy of reinvesting agency securities repayments resulted in an average of $28.5 billion in net agency MBS purchases each month, as depicted
in the lower panel of Figure A.2.
9 If repayment rates exceed the $20 billion cap in any given month the capped reduction is an upper bound for the pace of
balance sheet run off. Lower repayment rates below the cap would slow the pace of balance sheet run off, and the FOMC may
decide to resume agency MBS reinvestment and maintain some holdings.
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Due to the falling mortgage holdings of Fannie, Freddie, and the Fed, the share of U.S. residential mortgage
debt being financed by government agencies is projected to fall considerably based on current policy, as
depicted in Figure 10. Congress is currently trying to write the next chapter of the history of Fannie Mae
and Freddie Mac; government-sponsored secondary mortgage markets will surely persist in some form, but
the balance between federal mortgage guarantees versus mortgage holdings may shift considerably.
A.2

Policy Objectives and Public Mission: Statutory Charters of Fannie and Freddie

The GSEs have repeatedly been repurposed by Congress and used as public utilities to address new policy
priorities, as loosely chronicled in Section A.1. Policy objectives have broadly included increasing the liquidity of mortgages, boosting construction to ameliorate housing shortages or support aggregate investment,
attracting new sources of funding for mortgage lending, reallocating credit across regions of the country,
harmonizing mortgage contracts to facilitate securitization, promoting homeownership and housing affordability for various constituencies, and expanding mortgage lending during credit crunches. To more concretely shed light on Congress’s objectives behind chartering Fannie and Freddie and amending their public
missions, this section reproduces Fannie Mae’s statutory charter from Title III of the National Housing Act,
as amended:
“SEC. 301. DECLARATION OF PURPOSES OF TITLE
The Congress declares that the purposes of this title are to establish secondary market facilities for residential mortgages, to provide that the operations thereof shall be financed by private capital to the maximum
extent feasible, and to authorize such facilities to
1. provide stability in the secondary market for residential mortgages;
2. respond appropriately to the private capital market;
3. provide ongoing assistance to the secondary market for residential mortgages (including activities
relating to mortgages on housing for low- and moderate-income families involving a reasonable economic return that may be less than the return earned on other activities) by increasing the liquidity
of mortgage investments and improving the distribution of investment capital available for residential
mortgage financing;
4. promote access to mortgage credit throughout the Nation (including central cities, rural areas, and
underserved areas) by increasing the liquidity of mortgage investments and improving the distribution
of investment capital available for residential mortgage financing; and
5. manage and liquidate federally owned mortgage portfolios in an orderly manner, with a minimum of
adverse effect upon the residential mortgage market and minimum loss to the Federal Government.”
See Fieldhouse and Mertens (2017) for the legislative history of revisions to the GSEs’ statutory charters.
A.3

Overview of GSE Narrative Instruments

Shifting long-term priorities for federal housing policy, independent (often weak) regulatory oversight of the
GSEs, and ad hoc policymaking gave rise to a considerable degree of regulatory policy variation affecting
6

the mortgage holdings of Fannie, Freddie, and Ginnie. The Fieldhouse and Mertens (2017) narrative analysis parses primary and secondary sources to document the history of Fannie, Freddie, Ginnie, the Federal
Reserve, and the U.S. Treasury Department as pertains to housing credit policy, emphasizing legislative,
regulatory, or macro stabilization policies affecting the mortgage holdings of government agencies. The
narrative analysis is intended to develop a time series of exogenous regulatory shocks as valid instrumental
variables for agency purchases of mortgage debt, proceeding in the following five steps:
1. Identifying significant policy changes expected to affect agency portfolios;
2. Quantifying a projected effect of each policy on agency retained portfolios;
3. Pinpointing the timing of each policy’s news first being made public;
4. Classifying each policy as either cyclically or not cyclically motivated; and
5. Restricting the sample, starting January 1967.
Unlike Fieldhouse, Mertens, and Ravn (2018), I entirely abstract from the retained portfolio activity of Ginnie Mae, as Ginnie’s past activity is less relevant to the Fed’s balance sheet normalization program and GSE
reform. Ginnie’s purchase programs were concentrated in a different segment of the mortgage market and
largely driven by countercyclical objectives. Before Congress terminated its purchase programs in the early
1980s, Ginnie was actively employed to direct credit toward FHA loans during periods of distress in the
1970s; almost all policy changes affecting its purchases are classified as cyclically motivated by Fieldhouse
and Mertens (2017). I also focus exclusively on the pre-crisis January 1967–December 2006 sample, ignoring more recent policy interventions by the Federal Reserve and Treasury, which were cyclically motivated.
Table A.1: Not Cyclically Motivated GSE Narrative Instruments
Policy Description
HUDA 1968: Increased Debt-to-Capital Ratio
Conforming Mortgage Program Approval
HCDA 1974: Conforming Loan Limit
HCDA 1974: Conforming Loan Limit
HCDA 1977: Conforming Loan Limit
HCDA 1977: Conforming Loan Limit
HCDA 1978: Mortgagee Expansion
Increased Debt-to-Capital Ratio
Second Mortgage Program Approval
Decreased Debt-to-Capital Ratio
Public Listing: Stock Split Capitalization
FHEFSSA 1992: Capital Requirements
Affordable Housing Goals of 1995
Affordable Housing Goals of 2004
Affordable Housing Goals of 2004
Accounting Scandal: Capital Surcharge
Portfolio Growth Limit Imposed

Agency
FNMA
FNMA
FNMA
FHLMC
FNMA
FHLMC
FHLMC
FNMA
FHLMC
FNMA
FHLMC
FNMA
FHLMC
FNMA
FHLMC
FNMA
FHLMC

Effect
+$1.39 billion
+$0.4 billion
+$1.14 billion
+$0.46 billion
+$4.82 billion
+$0.21 billion
+$2.0 billion
+$6.25 billion
+$1.0 billion
-$2.7 billion
+$1.62 billion
-$4.25 billion
+$0.61 billion
+$7.6 billion
+$7.6 billion
-$141.4 billion
-$42.8 billion

News
Oct. 1968
Nov. 1971
Aug. 1974
Aug. 1974
Oct. 1977
Oct. 1977
Oct. 1978
Dec. 1982
Jan. 1986
Apr. 1987
Nov. 1988
Mar. 1990
Dec. 1995
Apr. 2004
Apr. 2004
Sep. 2004
June 2006

Effective
Oct. 1968
Feb. 1972
Aug. 1974
Aug. 1974
Oct. 1977
Oct. 1977
May 1979
Dec. 1982
Jan. 1986
Dec. 1987
Nov. 1988
Mar. 1990
Jan. 1996
Jan. 2005
Jan. 2005
Sep. 2004
July 2006

Classification
Non-Cyclical
Non-Cyclical
Non-Cyclical
Non-Cyclical
Non-Cyclical
Non-Cyclical
Non-Cyclical
Non-Cyclical
Non-Cyclical
Non-Cyclical
Non-Cyclical
Non-Cyclical
Non-Cyclical
Non-Cyclical
Non-Cyclical
Non-Cyclical
Non-Cyclical

Notes on acronyms: Housing and Urban Development Act (HUDA); Housing and Community Development Act (HCDA);
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and Federal Housing Enterprises Financial Safety and Soundness Act (FHEFSSA). Source: Fieldhouse and Mertens (2017).

Table A.1 details the regulatory policy events for Fannie and Freddie that I use as identifying variation:
the projected dollar effect of each policy change for agency mortgage holdings (in nominal dollars), the
timing of each policy’s news being made public, and the date each policy took effect for all regulatory policy
events classified as not cyclically motivated in the Fieldhouse and Mertens (2017) narrative analysis. After
monthly aggregation, there are 14 months with not cyclically motivated regulatory policy events affecting
the retained portfolios of Fannie and Freddie over the January 1967–December 2006 sample. Section A.4
provides a brief, chronological overview of each of these policy changes that I use as instrumental variables,
while more detailed explanations of the quantification, timing, and classification of each policy, along with
related sources and documentation, can be found in Fieldhouse and Mertens (2017).
Figure A.3 depicts the not cyclically motivated GSE policy events that I use for identification (black), scaled
to GSE mortgage holdings over the prior year (left panel) and scaled to annualized mortgage originations
over the prior year (right panel). For a sense of scale, GSE purchases averaged just under 10% of residential
mortgage originations over 1967–2006. Figure A.3 also depicts the detrended growth in GSE mortgage holdings (blue), estimating the cyclical component of log real GSE mortgage holdings using the linear forecasting
method proposed by Hamilton (forthcoming). The expansionary (contractionary) narrative regulatory events
overwhelming line up with periods of relative balance sheet growth (contractions).
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Figure A.3 Non-Cyclically Motivated GSE Policy Events

Notes: Gray bars correspond with NBER recession dates. The not cyclically motivated GSE policy events (black, left axis)
are the sum of the quantified policy changes (in current dollars) affecting Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac from the Fieldhouse and
Mertens (2017) narrative, scaled to annualized GSE mortgage holdings over the previous year (left panel) and annualized mortgage
originations over the previous year (right panel). The cyclical growth in GSE mortgage holdings (blue, right axis) measures the
combined mortgage holdings of Fannie and Freddie, deflated using the core PCE prince index, log transformed, and detrended
using the linear two-year forecasting error method proposed by Hamilton (forthcoming). Sources: see the data appendix.

A.4

Chronological Overview of GSE Policy Events Used for Identification
Housing and Urban Development Act of 1968: The HUD Secretary increased Fannie’s debt-tocapital limitation on secondary market borrowing from 15 to 20 times its regulatory capital in October
8

1968. The Treasury Secretary additionally put in writing that the Treasury would make any loans
necessary to guarantee timely payment of interest and principal on Fannie’s new debt issues. Collectively, these actions helped Fannie expand faster than had been envisioned by the Housing and Urban
Development Act of 1968, which had set a statutory debt-to-capital ratio of 15 times regulatory capital.
Emergency Home Finance Act of 1970: In addition to chartering Freddie Mac to support a secondary
market for conventional mortgages originated by thrift banks, the Act expanded Fannie Mae’s purchase
authority to include conventional mortgages, conditional on the HUD Secretary’s approval. Approval
was granted shortly after the bill’s enactment. Fannie had previously been restricted to purchasing
FHA/VA-backed mortgages, and the policy change significantly expanded the pool of mortgages it
could purchase. The policy change was forward-looking, intended to spur the harmonized development of standardized contracts for conforming mortgages qualifying for sale to the secondary market.
Housing and Community Development Act of 1974: Before indexing the conforming loan limit to a
national home price index in 1980, Congress would erratically revise the conforming loan limit in periodic housing authorization bills, which were typically subject to much debate back and forth between
the House and Senate. The Act increased the conforming loan limit for conventional mortgages from
$33,000 to $55,000, effective upon enactment. The policy change considerably expanded the pool
of mortgage debt eligible for purchase by the GSEs in both nominal and real terms, as the previous
limit had been fixed nominally since 1969; the CPI rose by 34% between 1969 and 1974, whereas the
loan limit was increased 67% by the Act. The bill’s objectives were forward-looking, largely related
to urban redevelopment, consolidation of housing programs, and resolving a multi-year impasse over
all housing legislation; the Nixon Administration was trying to roll back parts of the Great Society
legislation, particularly related to housing, to which the Senate objected.
Housing and Community Development Act of 1977: The Act increased the conforming loan limit
for conventional mortgages from $55,000 to $75,000, effective upon enactment. The policy change
again considerably expanded the pool of mortgage debt eligible for purchase by the GSEs, as the previous limit had been fixed nominally since 1974; the CPI rose by 23% between 1974 and 1977, whereas
the loan limit was increased 36% by the Act. The bill was largely intended to reduce discrimination in
mortgage lending and federal housing policy, and had no discernible countercyclical motive. Shortly
thereafter, Congress indexed the conforming loan limit to a national home price index, and it thus
ceased to be a source of significant, unanticipated policy variation until the Great Recession.
Housing and Community Development Act of 1978: The Act amended Freddie’s charter act to allow
it to purchase mortgages from mortgage banks in addition to thrift banks and clarified that Congress
did not intend for Fannie and Freddie to be operating in different segments of the housing market,
but for both to broadly support the housing market. The amendment significantly expanded the scope
for Freddie’s secondary market activity and, ahead of passage, was projected to spur an increase in
Freddie’s near-term purchases. The policy change was intended to clarify prior legislative intent, and
had no discernible countercyclical motive.
Increased Debt-to-Capital Ratio: The HUD Secretary increased Fannie’s debt-to-capital limit on
secondary market borrowing from 25 to 30 times its regulatory capital in December 1982, easing
a binding balance sheet constraint and allowing further leveraged portfolio growth. The regulatory
loosening was part of a broader pattern of deregulatory efforts to help Fannie and mortgage lenders
grow their way back to health without using public funds for bailouts, which presaged the S&L crisis
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later in the decade. Enhancing profitability and strengthening Fannie’s balance sheet was perceived by
the Reagan Administration as a necessary prerequisite to privatizing both Fannie and Freddie.
Second Mortgage Program Approval: Congress increasingly came to view second mortgages as an
important source of funding for down payments for home purchases in the late 1970s and early 1980s.
Fannie had begun purchasing second mortgages, in part to help rebuild its balance sheet, after HUD
authorized Fannie to start dealing in junior lien mortgages in 1981, but Freddie remained prohibited
from transacting in junior liens. The Secondary Mortgage Market Enhancement Act of 1984 redefined
“mortgage” to encompass second liens and temporarily authorized Freddie to purchase second mortgages, intended to equalize regulatory treatment of the GSEs. Authorizing Freddie to purchase second
mortgages considerably expanded the pool of mortgage debt it was allowed to purchase, and Freddie
soon announced that it was launching a program of purchasing and securitizing second mortgages.
Decreased Debt-to-Capital Ratio: In April 1987, HUD issued a rule granting Fannie Mae limited approval to enter the new real estate mortgage investment conduit (REMIC) market with issues backed
by conventional mortgages. The rule also unexpectedly lowered Fannie Mae’s debt-to-capital-ratio
from 30-to-1 to 25-to-1, effective immediately, with another pending reduction to 20-to-1 announced
for December 31, 1988. Mortgage lenders were concerned about Fannie monopolizing the conventional REMIC market and had been lobbying regulators to bar Fannie from expanding into the market;
the Reagan Administration was perceived as taking an alternative tack to rein in Fannie that would
move the enterprise more in the direction of privatization.
Public Listing: Stock Split Capitalization: As chartered, Freddie Mac had no means of raising
additional capital and had been lobbying regulators for a means to expand its capitalization for nearly
a decade. Legislation was in the works to remove trading barriers on Freddie’s original preferred stock,
a move toward privatizing Freddie and enabling the beleaguered thrift industry to realize gains on their
holdings of FHLMC shares. Ahead of its public listing, Freddie was allowed to tender an exchange
and split of original preferred shares for new preferred stock, which came with a mandatory capital
contribution per share. The effect of the stock split was a long-sought and sizable injection of working
capital for Freddie shortly before being publicly listed. No countercyclical motive was discernible.
Capital Requirements: In the early 1990s the Treasury Department concluded, in a series of highprofile reports, that Fannie Mae was undercapitalized, and the Government Accountability Office
reached the same conclusion. As legislation was being drafted that would eventually impose new
statutory capital requirements and initiate the development of risk-based capital standards for the
GSEs, Fannie raced to preempt regulators and embarked on a politically motivated recapitalization
campaign in March 1990, temporarily restraining its balance sheet growth. The subsequently enacted
capital requirements imposed by the Federal Housing Enterprises Financial Safety and Soundness Act
of 1992 (FHEFSSA) would have been a retroactively binding constraint and Fannie’s abrupt recapitalization was clearly prompted by the anticipation of pending capital requirements. The imposition of
capital requirements was driven by safety and soundness concerns, intended to avoid the fiscal cost or
political backlash from potentially bailing out Fannie Mae.
Affordable Housing Goals of 1995: Freddie Mac had shrunk and then entirely terminated its multifamily mortgage purchase program in 1990 after suffering considerable losses on its multifamily
portfolio in the late 1980s. FHEFSSA imposed a variety of quantitative affordable housing goals for
the GSEs’ purchases, much of which were designed to be easily achievable in the early years. Freddie,
however, widely missed its multifamily mortgage affordable housing subgoals for 1993–1994 after
10

being forced to reinstate its multifamily operations in 1993. In December 1995, HUD announced a
sizable increase in multifamily purchase requirements for 1996–1999, which materially affected Freddie’s purchase volumes. The multifamily affordable housing subgoals were motivated by long-term
social policy objectives related to housing affordability.
Affordable Housing Goals of 2004: The GSEs’ affordable housing goals came up for renewal in
2004 and were considerably increased for 2005–2008 as part of a broader effort by the Bush Administration to promote homeownership, particularly for minorities. The new qualifying mortgage purchase
requirements were much harder to meet than earlier goals, which were not classified as binding constraints for retained portfolio activity, and appeared to have affected the GSEs’ purchase volumes. The
changes were motivated by long-term social policy objectives related to housing affordability.
Accounting Scandal: Capital Surcharge: Accounting scandals surfaced at Freddie Mac in 2003,
prompting increased oversight of both GSEs. Graver accounting irregularities were subsequently
found at Fannie, which abruptly prompted a $9 billion downward revision in Fannie’s regulatory
capital in September 2004; the shortfall was the result of disallowed accounting practices regarding
hedging and amortization of deferred charges, and Fannie was found to have been deferring amortization expenses to inflate earnings per share and maximize related executive bonuses. Fannie’s regulator
imposed capital surcharges that required a $12.5 billion capital shortfall to be closed within one year,
prompting both recapitalization efforts and a sizable reduction in Fannie’s retained portfolio. The accounting scandals broke the considerable lobbying clout of Fannie and Freddie, and OFHEO, in an
effort at reputation management, increased its regulatory oversight of the GSEs. The Treasury Department and Greenspan Fed had been pushing regulators to reduce the GSEs’ mortgage holdings, and the
accounting scandals provided pretext to do just that. No countercyclical motive was discernible.
Portfolio Growth Limit Imposed: Coinciding with the release of the final report into Fannie’s accounting scandal in May 2006, federal regulators capped the size of Fannie’s retained portfolio at its
level as of December, 31 2005; Fannie’s portfolio did not, however, appear counterfactually poised
for considerable growth in the absence of the limits, the imposition of which did not faze investors.
Regulatory pressure then unexpectedly bore down on Freddie Mac, which entered an agreement in
August 2006 to cap the growth of its portfolio to 2% annually. Freddie, however, had been rapidly
growing and exploiting Fannie’s accounting scandal woes to gain market share, so the unanticiapted
portfolio limit significantly constrained Freddie’s retained portfolio activity.
See Fieldhouse and Mertens (2017) for sources and discussion regarding classification of policy motives, the
determination of policies’ news being made public, and quantification.
A.5

Additional Results on Instrument Relevance and Validity

Figure A.4 depicts the response of GSE mortgage holdings to a one-dollar increase in GSE net portfolio
purchases, estimated as in equation (2) using the not cyclical GSE policy events. GSE retained mortgage
holdings see a significant rise shortly following news shocks about pending regulatory changes, increasing
roughly 80 cents per dollar of cumulated purchases after six months. The expansion gradually declines thereafter, but remains statistically significant at conventional levels. The significant response of GSE mortgage
holdings to the regulatory policy shocks is further evidence of instrument relevance. The gradual decline
in the GSEs’ mortgage holdings is likely driven by a combination of accelerated repayment of existing
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holdings, pooling mortgage holdings and selling off MBS to third parties, or reaching new balance sheet
constraints.
GSE Retained Portfolio
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Figure A.4 Instrument Relevance: GSE Retained Mortgage Holdings
Notes: GSE retained portfolio mortgage holdings measure the balance sheet holdings of Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, excluding
off-balance-sheet guaranteed MBS held by third parties, while non-GSE mortgage holdings measure all other residential mortgage
debt. Data have been seasonally adjusted using the Census Bureau’s X-13 program. Finer lines are 68% and 95% Newey and
West (1987) confidence intervals. Sources: see the data appendix.

To test the lag exogeneity requirement, I estimate equation (2) as a single-stage LP-OLS regression to obtain
⊥
fitted values of the error terms, uc
t , that have been orthogonalized to the set of lagged controls. Figure A.5
plots the correlation of the narrative instrument (scaled to trend real personal income) with lagged error
⊥
terms ud
t− j for j ∈ {1, 2, ..., 12}, along with 95% confidence intervals. Correlations with lagged error
terms are calculated for regressions measuring the response of GSE mortgage holdings (left panel) and
total residential mortgage debt (right panel) to actual GSE purchases. In both cases, I fail to reject the null
hypothesis that the narrative instrument is uncorrelated with lagged structural shocks after conditioning on
the lagged controls. The results are broadly robust to estimating the correlation of the GSE regulatory events
and lagged regression residuals calculated using various left-hand-side variables of interest.
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Figure A.5 Lag Exogeneity Diagnostics

Notes: The GSE regulatory events are scaled to trend real personal income. Lagged regression residuals are fitted by estimating equation (2) as a single-stage LP-OLS regression measuring the response of GSE mortgage holdings (left panel) and total
residential mortgage debt (right panel) to actual GSE purchases. Dashed lines are 95% confidence intervals. Sample: January
1967–December 2006. Sources: see the data appendix.
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Appendix B. Additional Results, Robustness Checks, and Extensions
B.1

Private Lending Reallocations by Sector

Section 4.1 estimates the aggregate responses of private mortgage lending by borrower-type to GSE purchase
shocks. I document that GSE purchases crowd in private mortgage lending for single-family homes while
simultaneously crowding out private lending for multifamily and commercial mortgages. The transmission
of GSE purchase shocks appears to induce such a reallocation of credit in part through a mortgage origination
channel, as suggested by the analysis of mortgage transaction flows in Section 4.2. To the extent that financial
institutions originating loans retain loans on balance sheet, crowd-out effects for lending volumes likely vary
across financial sectors, depending on the degree of origination activity and exposure to GSE demand for
mortgage originations. There is considerable heterogeneity across the origination and lending activity of the
major sectors of the primary mortgage market, often due to regulatory limits on asset holdings.10 Crowd out
of nonresidential lending might be expected to be particularly discernible on the balance sheets of financial
institutions with a large market share of residential mortgage originations that also originate nonresidential
loans—notably commercial banks, thrift banks, mortgage companies, and credit unions.
Figure B.1 depicts the response of private holdings of whole mortgages by sector to a one-dollar increase
in GSE purchases, estimated by 2SLS as in equation (2) using the not cyclically motivated policy events.
The top panel documents the mortgage lending responses of all depository institutions (commercial banks
and thrifts) to GSE purchase shocks. The top-left panel of Figure B.1 shows that depository institutions’
holdings of whole home mortgages respond quite similarly to that of the private sector at large; holdings
jump roughly 40 cents at horizons of roughly six months and later see a sustained increase of up to 25 cents
on the dollar at horizons above two years, which is broadly significant at the 68% or 90% confidence level.
In the top-middle panel, depository institutions’ holdings of multifamily mortgages see a significant and
persistent decline at horizons above 10 months following GSE purchase shocks, with point estimates around
five cents on the dollar. In the top-right panel, depository institutions’ commercial mortgage holdings also
exhibit a rather persistent decline of 10 to 15 cents per dollar of GSE purchases at horizons above one year,
albeit only broadly significant at the 68% confidence level. Much of the aggregate crowd-in and crowd-out
effects of GSE purchase shocks for private mortgage lending appears to be driven by the lending behavior of
depository institutions, including the near-term home mortgage warehousing behavior depicted in Figure 3.
The middle panel of Figure B.1 depicts the mortgage lending response of life insurance companies to GSE
purchase shocks. Life insurance companies hold a broadly diversified asset portfolio, including significant
holdings of multifamily and commercial mortgage debt, but play a marginal role in originating mortgages.
The response of life insurers’ home mortgage holdings is quite muted and only marginally significant, as
depicted in the middle-left panel of Figure B.1. The point estimates for holdings of multifamily mortgages
in the middle panel are negligible and not statistically different than zero. The response of life insurance
companies’ commercial mortgage holdings is again small and only marginally significant for most of the
horizon, as seen in the middle-right panel. The muted response of life insurers’ mortgage holdings juxtaposed with that of depository institutions supports the transmission of GSE purchases through a mortgage
10 Thrift banks (savings and loan associations,

mutual savings banks, and credit unions) were legally required to dedicate at least
65% of their assets to mortgage lending to be eligible for FHLBank membership. While savings and loan associations have largely
been confined to making residential mortgage loans and investing in government securities, reforms in the early 1980s granted
increasing (albeit limited) scope to make consumer, commercial mortgage, and other commercial loans. Commercial banks have
a broader loan portfolio spanning residential and commercial mortgage lending, C&I loans, consumer loans, and an array of
securities. On the far end of the spectrum, mortgage companies (mortgage banks or brokers) are non-depository institutions that
are reliant on wholesale funding and only originate and service mortgage loans.
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origination channel: portfolio rebalancing effects are concentrated in sectors originating mortgages.
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Figure B.1 Private Direct Mortgage Holdings by Sector
Notes: Depository institutions include commercial banks, savings banks, and savings and loan associations. Other private entities
include mortgage companies, credit unions, real estate investment trusts, state and local credit agencies, state and local retirement
funds, noninsured pension funds, finance companies, and individuals. Direct mortgage holdings exclude holdings of mortgage
pools. Finer lines are 68% and 95% Newey and West (1987) confidence intervals. Data is seasonally adjusted using the Census
Bureau’s X-13 program. Sources: See the data appendix.

The bottom row of Figure B.1 depicts the mortgage lending response of other non-depository private entities,
which include mortgage companies, credit unions, real estate investment trusts, state and local retirement
funds, pension funds, finance companies, and individuals.11 As depicted in the bottom-left panel, the home
mortgage holdings of these other private entities see a steady, significant response to GSE purchase shocks
only after two years. Unlike depository institutions, there is no early spike in home mortgage loans being
warehoused for an extended period before being sold off to the secondary market. The medium-term increase
in home mortgage lending by sectors originating and holding home mortgages is again consistent with GSE
11 Mortgage

companies originate both residential mortgages and commercial real estate loans, which are passed on to the
secondary mortgage market shortly after origination. Credit unions play a significant role in originating home mortgages that are
not sold to the secondary market.
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purchases inducing lagged expansions in new housing investment and new home purchases, as documented
in Section 5 and Appendix Section B.4, respectively. The bottom-middle and bottom-right panels depict
declines in other private entities’ multifamily and commercial mortgage holdings, respectively; the declines
in lending are smaller but qualitatively similar to those of depository institutions, and significant for much of
the impulse response horizon. As with the lending responses of depository institutions, the lending responses
of other private entities provides evidence of GSE purchase shocks crowding out multifamily and commercial
lending and crowding in home mortgage lending, particularly at horizons exceeding two years.
The disparate responses of mortgage lending to GSE purchase shocks across sectors of the primary mortgage
market provides further evidence of the transmission of purchases operating through a mortgage origination
channel: crowd-out effects are concentrated in industries that originate mortgages, particularly depository
institutions with the option of retaining new mortgage originations or selling them to the secondary market.
B.2

Domestic vs. International Funding of Agency Debt and U.S. Mortgage Lending

The transmission of GSE purchase shocks through a safe asset supply channel might be dampened if foreign
institutional investors absorb a significant share of the accompanying new agency securities issues, as depicted in Figure 5. Fannie and Freddie began aggressively marketing agency bond and MBS issues to foreign
institutional investors in the 1990s, and foreign holdings have accounted for roughly 10–15% of agency securities outstanding in recent years.12 If government agency securities and loans to U.S. banks are imperfect
substitutes for foreign investors, international demand for agency securities would dampen the effect of GSE
issues competing with domestic banks for wholesale funding and related portfolio rebalancing effects. More
broadly, foreign funding of the subsidized expansion in U.S. mortgage lending would reduce the scope for
credit spillovers among domestic lenders, to the extent bank lending is constrained by domestic savings.
Figure B.2 depicts the response of net foreign purchases of long-term agency bonds and MBS to a onedollar regulatory shock to GSE purchases, estimated by 2SLS as in regression (2).13 The left panel shows
that cumulated purchases of agency securities by foreign private entities quickly rise by nearly 25 cents
per dollar of GSE purchases and persistently rise 10 to 20 cents for horizons above one year; this increase
in foreign purchases of agency debt is broadly statistically significant at conventional levels for the entire
impulse response horizon. Cumulated agency securities purchases of foreign official institutions see a small
decline of roughly 5 cents per dollar in GSE purchases, which is only marginally significant (not depicted).14
On net, a one-dollar shock to GSE mortgage purchases induces a decline in total foreign net purchases of
agency securities of roughly 10 to 20 cents, as depicted in the right panel of Figure B.2. The underlying
Treasury International Capital System data on net purchases exclude principal repayments prior to securities’
redemption, so the impulse response for cumulated net purchases are an upper bound for the response of
foreign holdings of agency securities in levels. The evidence on international capital flows suggests that most
of the subsidized expansion in U.S. mortgage lending driven by GSE regulatory shocks is being financed
by domestic savings, with foreign purchases of agency securities accounting for at most 15-20% of the
rise in residential mortgage debt outstanding. Foreign purchases of agency securities do not appear to be
significantly dampening a safe asset supply channel of U.S. housing credit policy for domestic lending.
12 The underlying Treasury International Capital System data series on net foreign purchases of agency securities include agency

bonds and MBS; separate series for asset-backed securities (ABS) and non-ABS are not available before 2011.
h
13 Flows of foreign purchase of agency securities, f , are cumulated such that y
t
t+h − yt−1 = ∑ j=0 ft+ j . The sample is limited
to May 1978–December 2006 based on data availability, and the controls for unemployment and personal income growth are
dropped to conserve on the number of parameters estimated.
14 Foreign official holdings include those of central banks, sovereign wealth funds, and multinational organizations.
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Figure B.2 Foreign Net Purchases of Agency Securities Associated with GSE Purchase Shocks
Notes: Agency bonds and securities include mortgage-backed securities. Foreign official holdings include those of central banks,
sovereign wealth funds, and multinational organizations. Net purchases exclude principal payments distributed to holders prior
to redemption. Foreign net purchases data are not seasonally adjusted. Finer lines are 68% and 95% Newey and West (1987)
confidence intervals. Sources: U.S. Department of the Treasury, Treasury International Capital System. Sample: May 1978–
December 2006.

B.3

Additional Robustness Checks: Credit and Construction Multipliers

Tables B.1 and B.2 analyze the role of instrumentation and the set of lagged controls for the headline lending
and construction results, respectively. Columns [1] and [2] present the 2SLS and OLS estimates of the
credit and construction multipliers with the benchmark set of lagged controls, as reported in Sections 4
and 5. Asterisks denote significance at the 68%, 90%, or 95% confidence interval. The near-term increase
in private-sector home mortgage lending and decrease in C&I lending documented in the 2SLS estimates
does not register in the OLS estimates, but the OLS point estimates otherwise generally follow a similar
pattern to the 2SLS estimates.15 The short-run LP-OLS estimates would be biased downward if the GSEs’
counter-cyclical public mission or profit motives induced an expansion of portfolio purchases in response to
decreased private home mortgage lending. Reverse causality bias running from home mortgage lending to
GSE purchases appears to be a significant cause for concern in the short run, but less so for horizons above
one year. Moreover, the results suggest that reverse causality bias is more of a concern when estimating
the response of variables endogenously related to GSE profit motives. Instrumentation appears to make
relatively little difference for the construction multipliers.
Similarities between 2SLS estimates and OLS estimates, however, hinge on using the identical set of lagged
controls; as the set of lagged controls is pared back, the OLS estimates begin diverging from the 2SLS
estimates for certain dependent variables. Columns [3] and [4] report the 2SLS and OLS point estimates
when the lagged interest rate controls are dropped. The 2SLS point estimates are largely unaffected, but the
precision of the lending responses decreases without the interest controls, as would be expected. Crowd-out
effects are not driven by conditioning lending or construction on borrowing rates and lending risk spreads.
15 Another

notable divergence between 2SLS and OLS estimates arises in the response of agency debt outstanding to GSE
purchases; the near-term spike in agency debt outstanding and gradual reversion, as depicted in Figure 5, does not register in the
OLS estimates, which are persistently flat (not reported).
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Columns [5] and [6] report the 2SLS and OLS point estimates when the lagged housing market and price controls are instead dropped. Dropping controls for housing activity kills the response of multifamily mortgage
lending and, relatedly, construction spending excluding single-family homes, while significantly increasing
the estimated expansion in home mortgage lending and related construction. Significant differences emerge
across 2SLS and OLS estimates of home and multifamily mortgage lending responses to GSE purchases
when the lagged housing and price controls are removed. Conversely, the response of commercial mortgage
lending and C&I lending to GSE purchase shocks is largely unaffected by the addition of housing market
controls. Columns [7] and [8] report the 2SLS and OLS point estimates when the lagged cyclical controls
are instead dropped. Reassuringly, adding the cyclical controls leaves the 2SLS point estimates largely unchanged and merely increases precision in the benchmark specification; concerns about policy endogeneity
and misclassification might arise if adding controls for the unemployment rate markedly changed the results.
Tables B.3 and B.4 document that the credit and construction multipliers are robust to additionally controlling for possible interaction effects with other areas of policy affecting banking lending, mortgage borrowing,
and construction activity.16 As a baseline for comparison, column [1] replicates the point estimates from the
benchmark impulse responses reported in Sections 4 and 5. The benchmark sample witnessed considerable
deregulation of the commercial bank and thrift industry, the timing of which was largely governed at the
state level. Columns [2] and [3] show that the results are robust to controlling for diffusion indices of interstate and interstate bank branching deregulation, respectively; I construct the indices from the deregulation
dates documented by Mian, Sufi and Verner (2017), see the data appendix for details. The effect of federal
housing credit policies may also depend on interactions with federal tax policy, particularly as relates to
the deductibility of home mortgage debt. Column [4] shows that the results are robust to controlling for
the dollar value of home mortgage interest deducted from federal personal income taxes as a share of real
disposable income.17 The value of federal tax subsidies for home mortgage borrowing depends on marginal
tax rates. Columns [5], [6], and [7] document that the headline results are robust to controlling for average
marginal tax rates for the top 1%, top 10%, and bottom 90%, respectively, as calculated by Mertens and
Montiel Olea (2018). There may also be important interactions with conventional monetary policy not fully
encapsulated by controlling for 3-month Treasury yields. Fieldhouse, Mertens, and Ravn (2018) document
significant interactions between housing credit policies and conventional monetary policy. Column [8] documents that credit and construction multipliers are robust to additionally controlling for surprise innovations
to the federal funds rate, as constructed by Romer and Romer (2004).18
Tables B.5 and B.6 document that the credit and construction multipliers are robust to details affecting the
GSEs. Column [1] again reports the point estimates from the benchmark impulse responses reported in
Sections 4 and 5 as a baseline for comparison. Columns [2], [3], [4], and [5] demonstrate that the results
are broadly robust to iteratively dropping the following larger narrative policy events from the first-stage
regression (1): the October 1968 increase in Fannie Mae’s permissible debt-to-capital ratio; October 1977
increase in the conforming loan limit; the December 1982 increase in Fannie Mae’s debt-to-capital ratio; and
the September 2004 capital surcharges imposed on Fannie Mae in response to accounting scandals. While
the patterns of divergent lending and construction responses are broadly robust, dropping Fannie Mae’s
forced recapitalization (the largest policy intervention) from the first stage yields less precisely estimated
impulse responses and the crowd-in of private mortgage lending is more front-loaded. The GSEs’ footprint
16 Lagged

controls for personal income growth are dropped when rotating in 12 lags of any additional control variables.
data are constructed from the Office of Management and Budget’s estimates of revenue losses from tax expenditures in
various issues of the President’s Budget; see the data appendix for details.
18 The Romer and Romer (2004) measure of monetary shocks are constructed as intended changes of the federal funds rate
around FOMC meetings that are orthogonalized to Greenbook forecasts of real GDP growth, GDP deflator growth, and the
unemployment rate. The Gertler and Karadi (2015) measure of monetary shocks is not available for the full benchmark sample.
17 The
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in secondary market support for mortgage lending is influenced by the conforming loan limit, which was
indexed to home prices in 1989 and was previously revised statutorily. Column [6] documents that the
main results are robust to controlling for lagged growth of the real conforming loan limit, deflated by home
prices. The effect of GSE purchases may additionally depend on their market share. Columns [7] documents
that the credit and construction multipliers are robust to controlling for lagged growth rates of the GSEs’
mortgage holdings, measured as the log first difference of their combined real retained portfolios. Column
[8] documents that the credit and construction multipliers are broadly robust to controlling for lagged growth
rates of the real volume of GSE MBS outstanding (securitization market share is non-stationary).
B.4

Additional Robustness Checks: Housing Construction and Home Sales

The pattern of GSE purchases expanding single-family housing activity while crowding out commercial
real estate activity, as documented for construction flows in Section 5.1, is robust to analyzing the response
of related measures of single-family housing and commercial activity. Figure B.3 depicts the response of
housing activity following news shocks about GSE balance sheet expansions, estimated as in equation (8).19
The left panel depicts a significant rise in building permits between 4 and 16 months following news about
pending GSE balance sheet expansions. The middle panel sees a significant rise in housing starts for singlefamily homes that lags slightly behind and is more persistent than the response of building permits. The
right panel depicts a significant but more delayed rise in the number of new single-family homes sold, which
rise 1% to 1.5% at horizons of 12 to 24 months following news about pending expansions of GSE purchases.
Reassuringly, the staggered responses of building permits, housing starts, and lagged home sales follow the
actual cycle of new housing development, and are of roughly the same magnitude.
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Figure B.3 Housing Market Responses to GSE Purchase Shocks
Notes: Finer lines are 68% and 95% Newey and West (1987) confidence intervals. Sources: see the data appendix.

The significant rise in new home purchases at horizons above one year, after new construction is completed,
is consistent with the more gradual, persistent rise in private home mortgage holdings depicted in Figure 3.
The response of multifamily housing starts sees a short-lived decline at horizons of under 6 months and never
sees a significant expansion at longer horizons (not depicted). As with the construction multipliers depicted
in Figure 7, the housing market responses in Figure B.3 provide evidence that GSE purchase shocks, in
addition to stimulating home mortgage lending, induce an expansion in real single-family housing investment
19 Twelves

lags of any left-hand-side variables not included in the benchmark controls are additionally rotated into the control
set, expressed in log first differences.
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because of significant real-financial linkages. The impulse responses would, however, misleadingly suggest
that U.S. housing credit policies can be used as an effective form of stabilization policy to boost investment.
B.5

Lending Responses to Broader Credit Market Shocks

The Fieldhouse and Mertens (2017) narrative record can be interpreted as developing a series of housingspecific shocks to the supply of mortgage credit resulting from regulatory policy changes affecting government agencies. In this sense, my analysis complements a larger empirical literature on the effects of
broad-based credit supply shocks.20 Sections 4 and 5 present evidence of disparate lending and related
real responses to the not cyclically motivated secondary market purchase shocks. Such disparate lending
responses might ensue from credit shocks more generally if driven by bank balance sheet or origination capacity constraints. I compare the impulse responses to housing-specific credit shocks with responses to the
Gilchrist and Zakrajs̆ek (2012) excess bond premium—a broader measure of credit shocks. The SVAR impulse response analysis provides complementary evidence of divergent lending dynamics for credit shocks
more generally. Results additionally underscore the endogenous expansion of GSE activity during periods of
credit market distress, a source of reverse causality bias that my narrative identification strategy is intended
to circumvent.
The excess bond premium is an aggregated measure of residual variation in corporate bonds spreads, with
spreads orthogonalized to bond-specific characteristics and firm-specific measures of expected default.21
Gilchrist and Zakrajs̆ek (2012) find that the residual variation in credit spreads has considerable forecasting
power: a spike in spreads induces significant, persistent declines in investment, consumption, and output.
The authors interpret the excess bond premium as a credit supply shock unrelated to underlying default risk,
or a shift in the risk-bearing capacity of the U.S. financial sector.
I estimate impulse responses of economic activity in a recursively identified SVAR, a modified version of
the Gilchrist and Zakrajs̆ek (2012) VAR system that incorporates credit flows and housing activity and is
estimated on monthly as opposed to quarterly data. The core identifying assumption behind the recursive
SVAR is that slow-moving macroeconomic aggregates cannot contemporaneously respond to changes in
credit conditions because of stickiness in investment and consumption decisions, which seems plausible for
a VAR system estimated on monthly data. I first estimate a reduced-form VAR
Yt = A1Yt−1 + ... + A pYt−p +νt

(B.1)

with the following variables in Yt : the log first differences of industrial production, the consumer price index,
housing starts, real mortgage originations, and real GSE net purchases; the excess bond premium; cumulated
Fama and French market excess returns index; federal funds rate; 10-year Treasury yield; and conventional
mortgage spread over 10-year Treasuries. I estimate the reduced-form VAR on monthly data from January
1974–December 2006 and, in keeping with Gilchrist and Zakrajs̆ek (2012), setting lag length L = 12.22
20 See,

for example, Peek, Rosengren, and Tootell (2003); Gilchrist, Yankov and Zakrajs̆ek (2009); Gilchrist and Zakrajs̆ek
(2012); Bassett, Chosak, Driscoll, and Zakrajsek (2014); Mian, Sufi and Verner (2017); and Di Maggio and Kermani (2017).
21 The Gilchrist and Zakrajs̆ek (2012) credit spread is constructed from microdata by measuring each corporate bond’s yieldto-maturity relative to the yield of a synthetic Treasury security matching that bond’s cash flow, purging duration and maturity
mismatch. The credit spread for each bond is then regressed on an expected measure of default, a vector of bond-specific characteristics, and fixed effects for industry and S&P credit rating. The excess bond premium is constructed as the average credit spread
less the average spread predicted by firm and bond characteristics, capturing aggregated residual variation in credit spreads.
22 The excess bond premium is available January 1973 onwards, and 12 observations are needed before the start of the sample.
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Block-recursive identification of impulse responses from the structural shocks, εt , of the SVAR model
B0Yt = B1Yt−1 + ...B pYt−p + εt

(B.2)

−1
−1
⇔ Yt = B−1
0 B1 Yt−1 + ... + B0 B p Yt−p + B0 εt

| {z }

| {z }

A1

Ap

(B.3)

| {z }
νt

from the reduced-form VAR innovations, νt , is achieved by assuming only fast-moving financial market
variables can respond to the excess bond premium on impact, while non-financial variables respond with a
lag of at least one month. Imposing these contemporaneous zero restrictions on B−1
0 enables the identification
−1 0 23
0
of its remaining elements from the reduced-form error covariance matrix E(νt νt ) = Σν = B−1
0 B0 .
The following variables are iteratively rotated into the benchmark specification for Yt : single-family and
multifamily housing starts (dropping total housing starts), real GSE mortgage holdings (dropping real GSE
net purchases), real home mortgage debt outstanding, real multifamily mortgage debt outstanding, real commercial mortgage debt outstanding, real agency MBS outstanding, a measure of cumulated GSE excess stock
returns, real personal consumption expenditure, a real home price index, and the unemployment rate. All
additional variables save the unemployment rate are expressed in log first differences.
Figures B.4 and B.5 depict the structural impulse response functions to a one standard deviation increase in
the excess bond premium—roughly a 45 basis point increase in corporate credit spreads over this sample.
All impulse responses are cumulated for variables expressed in log first differences. Finer dashed lines are
68% confidence intervals based on 2,000 bootstrap replications. Similar to the impulse responses in the
Gilchrist and Zakrajs̆ek (2012) SVAR specification, Figure B.4 sees a spike in the excess bond premium
gradually fading over two years (top-left panel), and the shock is broadly contractionary. The credit shock
induces significant but transitory declines in consumption and output (measured here as industrial production
rather than GDP) as well as a persistent decline in excess stock market returns. The credit shock additionally
induces a significant rise in the unemployment rate for two years and policy accommodation by the Fed, with
the funds rate declining as much as 50 basis points after one year. The 10-year Treasury yield persistently
falls by 15 to 20 basis points but is less precisely estimated, which, as with the response of the funds rate, is
in line with the estimates of Gilchrist and Zakrajs̆ek (2012).
Unlike Gilchrist and Zakrajs̆ek (2012), my SVAR system is extended to encompass the housing, mortgage
lending, and commercial lending activity.24 As depicted in the lower panels of Figure B.4, the excess bond
premium shock induces a significant jump in real residential mortgage originations of around 8–10% over
the first year, which is not followed by any mean reversion. Conventional mortgage spreads see a significant
increase of 5–10 basis points over the first year, followed by a decrease of around 5 basis points at horizons
approaching two years. Driven by the decline in Treasury yields, conventional mortgage rates persistently
fall by 10 to 20 basis points for horizons above six months in response to the shock (not depicted).
GSE activity also jumps in response to the excess bond premium credit shock. The lower right panel of
Figure B.4 shows GSE retained portfolio purchases persistently rising 1.5% to 2% over two years following
excess bond premium shocks. As seen in the lower-left panel of Figure B.5, there is no significant response
of GSE retained portfolio holdings, indicating that the rise in originations and net purchases coincides with
of its symmetry, Σν contains n(n − 1)/2 unique elements, hence B−1
0 can be solved from a Cholesky decomposition
of Σν by imposing at least n(n − 1)/2 exclusion restrictions on B−1
.
0
24 The SVAR specification of Gilchrist and Zakrajs̆ek (2012) includes quarterly time series for the log differences of real personal
consumption expenditures, real business fixed investment, real GDP, and the GDP price deflator; the quarterly average of the EBP;
the quarterly (value-weighted) excess stock market return from CRSP; the 10-year Treasury yield; and the effective federal funds
rate, and it is estimated over January 1973–September 2010.
23 Because
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elevated repayment and refinancing activity. The lower-middle panel of Figure B.5 depicts a significant rise
in the volume of agency MBS outstanding, which increases by 2–2.5%. A weighted average of the GSE
stock prices significantly outperforms the market index for two years following the excess bond premium
shock, as depicted in the lower-right panel of Figure B.5. The rise in GSE purchase and securitization activity
appears a profitable expansion of business in the midst of deteriorating credit conditions.
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Figure B.4 Macro and Housing Recursive SVAR Responses to Excess Bond Premium Shocks

Notes: Impulse responses are scaled to a one standard deviation innovation to the Gilchrist and Zakrajs̆ek (2012) excess bond
premium. Finer dashed lines are 68% delta method confidence intervals based on 2,000 bootstrap replication standard error
estimates, as in Kilian and Lütkepohl (2017). Sample: January 1974–December 2006.
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As with the impulse responses to the narrative GSE regulatory shocks presented in Section 4, the excess
bond premium shock induce divergent lending responses across markets. The volume of home mortgage
debt outstanding gradually increases, seeing a persistent and significant increase of 1.5% after four years, as
depicted in the top-left panel of Figure B.5. The faster and larger increase of mortgage originations relative
to mortgage debt outstanding again suggests a spike in refinancing activity, followed by a more gradual rise
in new purchase originations. As depicted in the middle-left panel of Figure B.5, a persistent increase in
housing starts for single-family homes lags behind the rise in originations and roughly coincides with the
expansion of home mortgage debt. Single-family housing starts see a significant increase at horizons above
18 months and are persistently 5% higher four years after an excess bond premium shock. Multifamily
mortgage lending, however, sees no statistically significant response and the point estimates are quite small,
as depicted in the top-middle panel. There is some evidence of a temporary reduction in housing starts for
multifamily dwellings in the first eight months following an excess bond premium shock, and no significant
response at longer horizons.
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Figure B.5 Additional Housing and Agency Recursive SVAR Responses to EBP Shocks

Notes: Impulse responses are scaled to a one standard deviation innovation to the Gilchrist and Zakrajs̆ek (2012) excess bond
premium. Finer dashed lines are 68% delta method confidence intervals based on 2,000 bootstrap replication standard error
estimates, as in Kilian and Lütkepohl (2017). Sample: January 1974–December 2006.
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Contrary to residential mortgage lending, commercial mortgage debt outstanding falls steadily following the
excess bond premium shock, as depicted in the top-right panel of Figure B.5. While the point estimates are
insignificant at shorter horizons, there is a significant 1.5% reduction in the volume of lending roughly four
years following the credit shock. As depicted in the middle-right panel of Figure B.4, the volume of C&I
loans outstanding gradually falls over three years, persistently decreasing by more than 4% after four years.
The persistent reduction in C&I loan volumes stands in contrast to the rebound in industrial production and
the unemployment rate; the reduction in C&I lending ensuring from GSE purchase shocks, as depicted in
Figure 6, is similarly persistent.
Housing-specific credit supply shocks from the secondary mortgage market induce an increase in home mortgage lending and a decrease in commercial lending; similarly divergent lending patterns emerge in response
to contractionary, broad-based credit supply shocks—which also spur an increase in secondary market activity. The SVAR impulse response analysis provides complementary evidence of significant, persistent portfolio rebalancing effects arising from credit supply shocks. The SVAR impulse responses similarly suggest a
significant degree of substitutability between originating home mortgages and commercial loans at the level
of primary market lenders. Activity in mortgage and construction markets for one- to four-family dwellings
expand considerably in response to adverse credit shocks, perhaps spurred on to a degree by the expansion
in GSE purchases and securitization activity, as intended by policymakers. The mortgage and construction
markets for multifamily dwellings, however, merely seem effectively insulated from excess bond premium
shocks. Impulse responses to broader credit shocks, measured by the Gilchrist and Zakrajs̆ek (2012) excess bond premium, thus find similarly divergent, market-segmented responses of lending and construction
activity in a recursive SVAR framework as documented in Sections 4 and 5.
The recursive SVAR impulse responses are also broadly robust to estimating an alternative SVAR-instrumental
variable (SVAR-IV) framework identified using a measure of residual variation in the excess bond premium,
having been orthogonalized to contemporaneous macroeconomic controls, as an instrument for the Gilchrist
and Zakrajs̆ek (2012) credit spread measure (not depicted). The identifying assumption behind the SVAR-IV
specification is that the residual variation in the excess bond premium affects credit spreads on impact, but
only affects other financial variables and macro aggregates through its impact on credit spreads.
B.6

Aggregate C&I Crowd-out from the Fed’s MBS Purchases

I document evidence of pre-crisis housing credit policies crowding out aggregate C&I lending volumes,
complementing work by Chakraborty, Goldstein, and MacKinlay (2017), who find that the Fed’s MBS
purchases spurred a relative increase in mortgage originations and decrease in C&I loan growth for treated
banks. To benchmark aggregate effects of the Fed’s recent conduct of housing credit policies to the results in
Section 4, I estimate LP-OLS forecasts of lending responses to the Fed’s MBS purchases. Lending responses
to the Fed’s MBS purchases are contrasted with those to the Fed’s purchases of Treasuries, which should
reflect a similar policy endogeneity bias without operating through a mortgage originations channel.
LP-OLS estimates do not share the causal interpretation of LP-IV estimates and are more suggestive, as the
Fed’s purchases during the crisis were clearly endogenously motivated; see Fieldhouse and Mertens (2017).
But while LP-IV and LP-OLS estimates of lending responses to GSE purchases vary considerably for home
mortgage lending and GSE securities outstanding, differences in LP-IV and LP-OLS estimates are relatively
small for commercial lending responses. Much of the bias arising in the LP-OLS estimates appears to be
driven by the GSEs’ endogenous response to the flow of home mortgage originations and residential housing
market conditions, not by conditions in other credit markets outside of their statutory charters. If anything,
the LP-OLS estimates underestimate crowd-out effects relative to the LP-IV estimates by picking up the spu24

rious negative correlation between countercyclical purchases and deteriorating commercial credit conditions.
Moreover, lagged controls reduce the scope for reverse causality bias in both regression frameworks.
The local projection regression specification for forecasting cumulative changes in commercial lending, yt ,
in response to the Fed’s purchases is similar to regression (2), but estimated by OLS rather than 2SLS:
∑hj=0 ot+ j
yt+h − yt−1
= ah + bh
+ ϕh (L)Wt−1 + ut+h ,
Xt
Xt

(B.4)

where ot are the Federal Reserve System’s monthly open market operation purchases of either agency MBS
or Treasury securities (by date of settlement), and scale factor Xt is again a trend of real personal income.25
Lagged controls, Wt , include growth in total housing starts, industrial production, and the consumer price
index (all measured quarter-over-quarter); GSE retained mortgage holdings and agency MBS held by third
parties (both scaled by Xt ); the federal funds rate; 10-year Treasury yield; BAA-AAA corporate bond spread;
and conventional mortgage spread over 10-year Treasury yields.26 The Fed’s monthly purchases of agency
MBS and Treasury securities, GSE retained portfolio mortgage holdings, and agency MBS held by third parties are deflated using the CPI-U. Lagged values of the left-hand-side variable of interest, yt /Xt , are rotated
in for each regression. Wt additionally includes a QE event indicator series to control for announcement
effects regarding LSAPs, although the results are robust to its omission.27 Projecting commercial lending of
interest on lagged controls for GSE mortgage holdings and securitization activity, housing market activity,
industrial output, and credit spreads amounts to estimating the effect of the Fed’s purchases on forecast errors of commercial lending, reducing the scope for reverse causality bias. Equation (B.4) is estimated on a
monthly sample over January 2008–March 2018, with control lag length reduced to L = 6 and the impulse
horizon truncated to H = 24 in light of the shorter sample size.
The upper panel of Figure B.6 depicts the LP-OLS forecasts of C&I loan volumes in response to one dollar in
Fed purchases of agency MBS (solid blue) and Treasury securities (dotted gray) cumulated over each forecast
horizon h. Dashed blue lines are 95% Newey and West (1987) confidence intervals for lending responses to
the Fed’s MBS purchases. The top-left panel of Figure B.6 sees a persistent, significant decline in total C&I
lending of 10 to 25 cents in response to one dollar of the Fed’s MBS purchases. C&I lending sees a smaller
5- to 10-cent decline for each dollar of the Fed’s purchases of Treasuries over the same period. The decline
in aggregate C&I lending appears to be largely driven by lending activity of large domestically chartered
commercial banks, which see a loan reduction of up to 15 cents per dollar of MBS purchases (middle panel).
There is a significant, persistent decline in foreign banks’ C&I lending of roughly 5 cents per dollar of MBS
purchases (right panel).28 Small domestically chartered commercial banks see a significant, albeit smaller
and more transitory, decline in C&I lending for horizons of up to 16 months (not pictured).
To shed light on portfolio rebalancing dynamics potentially related to decreased C&I lending, the lower panel
of Figure B.6 reports other balance sheet responses of large domestically chartered commercial banks. The
lower-left panel depicts a statistically significant increase in large commercial banks’ holdings of residential
mortgages, which rise by 30 to 40 cents per dollar in purchases over horizons of up to six months, roughly
coincident with the decrease in their C&I lending volumes; the response is comparable in both timing and
magnitude to the short-term warehousing response of private sector mortgage holdings to GSE purchase
25 The Fed’s purchases are aggregated from transactions level microdata available from the New York Fed; see the data appendix.
26 Agency

MBS held by third parties are agency pools net of agency MBS held by Fannie and Freddie; see the data appendix.
QE event indicator series are an expanded set of those used in Krishnamurthy and Vissing-Jørgensen (2011) with updates
from Greenlaw et al. (2018), as detailed in the data appendix.
28 Credit Suisse, UBS, Deutsche Bank, RBC, BNP Paribas, Nomura Securities, and Mizuho Securities were among the Federal
Reserve’s largest counterparties for its MBS purchases.
27 The
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shocks, as depicted in Figure 3 and Appendix Figure B.1. Reassuringly, no significant response of commercial bank mortgage holdings is forecasted by the Fed’s purchases of Treasuries, which would not operate
through mortgage origination channel. The lower-middle panel depicts a persistent, significant reduction in
large commercial banks’ holdings of agency MBS, which could be driven either by banks selling assets to
the Fed or by the Fed decreasing the available supply of newly pooled agency MBS. The lower-right panel
sees a significant expansion in large commercial banks’ cash holdings (including reserves), which rise by as
much as one dollar in per dollar of the Fed’s MBS purchases over the same horizon; reassuringly, the Fed’s
purchases of Treasuries predict a similar increase in cash holdings for much of the forecast horizon.
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Figure B.6 Local Projections Impulse Responses to Fed QE Purchases
Notes: Local projections impulse responses to cumulated Federal Reserve MBS purchases (solid blue) and Treasury purchases
(dotted gray). Finer dashed blue lines are 95% Newey and West (1987) confidence intervals. Sample: January 2008–March 2018.

Collectively, the LP-OLS forecasting analysis suggests that the Fed’s MBS purchases induce large commercial banks—the Fed’s main counterparties in the TBA forward market for agency MBS—to temporarily
divert resources toward originating residential mortgages and away from originating C&I loans, and then
swap pooled mortgages for reserves without any mean reversion of C&I lending volumes. This dynamic is
strikingly similar to the response of private mortgage holdings and commercial lending in response to GSE
purchase shocks, as depicted in Section 4. My results suggest that the mortgage purchases of the GSEs and
the Federal Reserve operate in part through a similar mortgage originations channel, both inducing persistent
crowd-out of commercial lending in the process of spurring increased originations of residential mortgages.
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Table B.1 Cumulative Credit Multipliers: Relevance of Instrumentation and Controls

Private Home Mortgage Holdings

Months

[1]

[2]

[3]

[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]

[8]

6

0.41∗∗

0.09∗

0.55∗∗∗

0.14∗

0.58∗

−0.02

0.34∗∗

0.09∗

(−0.06, 0.88)

(−0.08, 0.26)

(0.10, 0.99)

(−0.05, 0.32)

(−0.29, 1.44)

(−0.18, 0.15)

(−0.05, 0.74)

(−0.06, 0.25)

0.01

0.01

0.10

−0.00

0.22

−0.08

−0.05

−0.03

(−0.25, 0.26)

(−0.15, 0.17)

(−0.21, 0.41)

(−0.18, 0.17)

(−0.49, 0.93)

(−0.27, 0.12)

(−0.32, 0.21)

(−0.19, 0.13)

12

0.11∗

0.01

0.18∗

−0.01

0.41

−0.06

0.06

−0.03

(−0.10, 0.31)

(−0.10, 0.12)

(−0.11, 0.48)

(−0.13, 0.12)

(−0.45, 1.27)

(−0.23, 0.10)

(−0.17, 0.30)

(−0.14, 0.08)

0.23∗∗∗

0.15∗∗∗

0.36∗∗∗

0.10∗∗

0.65∗

0.02

0.18∗

0.09∗∗∗

(0.05, 0.41)

(0.07, 0.23)

(0.04, 0.68)

(−0.01, 0.20)

(−0.49, 1.78)

(−0.16, 0.19)

(−0.05, 0.41)

(0.00, 0.18)

36

0.28∗∗∗

0.38∗∗∗

0.44∗∗∗

0.26∗∗∗

0.94∗

0.12

0.25∗∗∗

0.32∗∗∗

(0.07, 0.50)

(0.27, 0.49)

(0.12, 0.76)

(0.13, 0.39)

(−0.62, 2.50)

(−0.12, 0.36)

(0.03, 0.47)

(0.20, 0.43)

48

0.48∗∗∗

0.55∗∗∗

0.68∗∗∗

0.38∗∗∗

1.20∗

0.08

0.46∗∗∗

0.50∗∗∗

(0.17, 0.78)

(0.43, 0.66)

(0.25, 1.11)

(0.22, 0.54)

(−0.97, 3.37)

(−0.20, 0.36)

(0.16, 0.75)

(0.38, 0.62)

18
24

Private Multifamily Mortgage Holdings

6
12
18
24
36
48

Private Commercial Mortgage Holdings

−0.00

−0.01

0.01

−0.02∗

0.00

−0.00

(−0.09, 0.09)

(−0.04, 0.02)

(−0.11, 0.13)

(−0.05, 0.01)

(−0.10, 0.10)

(−0.03, 0.02)

−0.07∗∗

−0.05∗∗∗

−0.04∗

−0.03∗∗

−0.02

−0.03∗

−0.05∗

−0.03∗∗

(−0.15, 0.01)

(−0.08, −0.02)

(−0.11, 0.02)

(−0.06, 0.00)

(−0.10, 0.06)

(−0.07, 0.01)

(−0.12, 0.02)

(−0.06, 0.00)

−0.07∗

−0.06∗∗∗

−0.04

−0.03∗

0.01

−0.03∗∗

−0.04

−0.04∗∗∗

(−0.17, 0.03)

(−0.09, −0.03)

(−0.13, 0.05)

(−0.06, 0.01)

(−0.07, 0.09)

(−0.06, 0.00)

(−0.14, 0.06)

(−0.07, −0.01)

−0.07∗

−0.06∗∗∗

−0.03

−0.03∗

0.02

−0.04∗∗∗

−0.04

−0.04∗∗∗

(−0.18, 0.04)

(−0.10, −0.03)

(−0.15, 0.08)

(−0.07, 0.01)

(−0.07, 0.11)

(−0.07, −0.00)

(−0.16, 0.08)

(−0.08, −0.01)

−0.08∗

−0.08∗∗∗

−0.05

−0.04∗∗∗

0.02

−0.03∗

−0.06∗

−0.06∗∗∗

(−0.18, 0.02)

(−0.11, −0.04)

(−0.18, 0.08)

(−0.08, −0.00)

(−0.07, 0.12)

(−0.08, 0.01)

(−0.18, 0.06)

(−0.10, −0.02)

−0.07∗

−0.10∗∗∗

−0.03

−0.06∗∗∗

0.04

−0.04∗

−0.06

−0.09∗∗∗

(−0.18, 0.04)

(−0.14, −0.06)

(−0.16, 0.11)

(−0.10, −0.02)

(−0.06, 0.14)

(−0.09, 0.01)

(−0.18, 0.06)

(−0.13, −0.05)

−0.03

−0.04

0.11

−0.01

−0.04

−0.03

−0.02

−0.04∗

(−0.11, 0.04)

(−0.11, 0.34)

(−0.09, 0.07)

(−0.29, 0.21)

(−0.09, 0.03)

(−0.27, 0.22)

(−0.10, 0.03)

12

−0.15∗∗

−0.11∗∗∗

−0.05

−0.05∗

−0.13∗

−0.06∗∗∗

−0.11∗

−0.11∗∗∗

(−0.32, 0.02)

(−0.16, −0.05)

(−0.17, 0.08)

(−0.12, 0.01)

(−0.30, 0.03)

(−0.12, −0.01)

(−0.27, 0.04)

(−0.16, −0.06)

18

−0.19∗∗∗

−0.12∗∗∗

−0.09∗

−0.09∗∗∗

−0.15∗

−0.07∗∗∗

−0.14∗∗

−0.10∗∗∗

(−0.36, −0.01)

(−0.17, −0.06)

(−0.22, 0.03)

(−0.14, −0.03)

(−0.35, 0.05)

(−0.12, −0.03)

(−0.29, 0.01)

(−0.15, −0.06)

36
48

6
12
18
24
36
48

Regression framework:
Interest rate controls:
Housing controls:
Cyclical controls:

−0.01
(−0.04, 0.02)

(−0.36, 0.30)

6

24

Commercial and Industrial Loans

−0.02
(−0.14, 0.09)

−0.22∗∗∗

−0.13∗∗∗

−0.12∗

−0.10∗∗∗

−0.19∗

−0.08∗∗∗

−0.16∗∗

−0.10∗∗∗

(−0.41, −0.02)

(−0.19, −0.07)

(−0.27, 0.03)

(−0.16, −0.05)

(−0.43, 0.05)

(−0.12, −0.03)

(−0.34, 0.02)

(−0.15, −0.05)

−0.24∗∗∗

−0.15∗∗∗

−0.13∗

−0.09∗∗∗

−0.18∗

−0.07∗∗∗

−0.19∗∗∗

−0.13∗∗∗

(−0.44, −0.04)

(−0.22, −0.08)

(−0.30, 0.04)

(−0.15, −0.02)

(−0.44, 0.08)

(−0.11, −0.02)

(−0.38, −0.01)

(−0.19, −0.07)

−0.21∗∗∗

−0.19∗∗∗

−0.08

−0.07∗∗

−0.13∗∗

−0.09∗∗∗

−0.15∗∗

−0.14∗∗∗

(−0.39, −0.04)

(−0.25, −0.12)

(−0.25, 0.09)

(−0.13, 0.00)

(−0.29, 0.02)

(−0.13, −0.05)

(−0.32, 0.02)

(−0.20, −0.09)

−0.33∗∗

−0.04

−0.15

−0.01

−0.13

−0.05∗

−0.27∗

−0.03

(−0.71, 0.05)

(−0.13, 0.04)

(−0.48, 0.19)

(−0.11, 0.08)

(−0.41, 0.15)

(−0.14, 0.04)

(−0.60, 0.07)

(−0.12, 0.05)

−0.21∗∗∗

−0.11∗∗∗

−0.15∗∗

−0.07∗

−0.20∗∗∗

−0.10∗∗

−0.19∗∗∗

−0.12∗∗∗

(−0.40, −0.03)

(−0.21, −0.01)

(−0.33, 0.02)

(−0.16, 0.02)

(−0.37, −0.03)

(−0.20, 0.00)

(−0.37, −0.01)

(−0.22, −0.02)

−0.21∗∗∗

−0.13∗∗∗

−0.19∗∗∗

−0.10∗∗∗

−0.21∗∗∗

−0.12∗∗∗

−0.22∗∗∗

−0.15∗∗∗

(−0.41, −0.02)

(−0.23, −0.04)

(−0.36, −0.02)

(−0.18, −0.02)

(−0.39, −0.04)

(−0.20, −0.04)

(−0.41, −0.03)

(−0.24, −0.05)

−0.17∗∗

−0.15∗∗∗

−0.14∗∗

−0.12∗∗∗

−0.19∗∗∗

−0.13∗∗∗

−0.14∗∗

−0.16∗∗∗

(−0.34, 0.01)

(−0.23, −0.06)

(−0.31, 0.02)

(−0.20, −0.04)

(−0.36, −0.03)

(−0.20, −0.07)

(−0.31, 0.03)

(−0.25, −0.08)

−0.14∗∗∗

−0.12∗∗∗

−0.11∗

−0.09∗∗∗

−0.11∗

−0.13∗∗∗

−0.11∗

−0.13∗∗∗

(−0.26, −0.01)

(−0.19, −0.06)

(−0.26, 0.05)

(−0.17, −0.02)

(−0.28, 0.06)

(−0.17, −0.08)

(−0.23, 0.02)

(−0.20, −0.06)

−0.14∗∗

−0.07∗∗∗

−0.13∗∗

−0.05∗

−0.06

−0.16∗∗∗

−0.11∗

−0.08∗∗∗

(−0.27, 0.00)

(−0.13, −0.02)

(−0.28, 0.01)

(−0.11, 0.02)

(−0.34, 0.23)

(−0.20, −0.11)

(−0.25, 0.03)

(−0.14, −0.02)

2SLS
Yes
Yes
Yes

OLS
Yes
Yes
Yes

2SLS
No
Yes
Yes

OLS
No
Yes
Yes

2SLS
Yes
No
Yes

OLS
Yes
No
Yes

2SLS
Yes
Yes
No

OLS
Yes
Yes
No

Notes: Point estimates measure the cumulative dollar response of lending volumes per dollar of cumulated GSE purchases. 2SLS
specifications are estimated as in equation (2), using the not cyclically motivated regulatory policies as an instrument for actual
GSE purchases. OLS regressions are estimated without instrumentation, using actual GSE purchases on the right-hand side.
Reported in parentheses are 95% Newey and West (1987) confidence bands. Asterisks denote significance at the 68%, 90%, or
95% confidence interval. Sample: January 1967–December 2006.
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Table B.2 Cumulative Construction Multipliers: Relevance of Instrumentation and Controls

Single-Family Home Construction

Months

[1]

[2]

[3]

[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]

[8]

6

0.01

−0.01∗

0.01

−0.01

0.03

−0.01

−0.01

−0.01∗

(−0.07, 0.08)

(−0.03, 0.01)

(−0.07, 0.09)

(−0.02, 0.01)

(−0.05, 0.11)

(−0.03, 0.01)

(−0.08, 0.06)

(−0.03, 0.00)

0.02

−0.00

0.02

−0.01

0.04

0.00

0.00

−0.01

(−0.06, 0.10)

(−0.03, 0.03)

(−0.07, 0.11)

(−0.03, 0.02)

(−0.05, 0.13)

(−0.03, 0.03)

(−0.08, 0.08)

(−0.04, 0.02)

12
18
24
36
48

Construction Excl. Single-Family

6
12
18
24
36
48

Total Construction

6
12
18
24
36
48

Regression framework:
Interest rate controls:
Housing controls:
Cyclical controls:

0.02

0.02∗

0.01

0.00

0.05

0.02

0.01

0.01

(−0.06, 0.11)

(−0.02, 0.06)

(−0.09, 0.12)

(−0.03, 0.03)

(−0.06, 0.15)

(−0.02, 0.05)

(−0.09, 0.10)

(−0.03, 0.05)

0.03

0.04∗∗∗

0.02

0.01

0.07∗

0.03∗∗

0.02

0.04∗∗

(−0.05, 0.12)

(0.01, 0.08)

(−0.09, 0.13)

(−0.03, 0.05)

(−0.06, 0.20)

(−0.01, 0.07)

(−0.08, 0.12)

(−0.00, 0.07)

0.11∗∗∗

0.08∗∗

0.12∗∗∗

0.06∗

0.06∗∗∗

0.14∗

0.08∗∗∗

0.07∗

(−0.01, 0.16)

(0.09, 0.15)

(−0.04, 0.16)

(0.02, 0.09)

(−0.03, 0.30)

(0.04, 0.12)

(−0.02, 0.16)

(0.08, 0.15)

0.18∗∗∗

0.20∗∗∗

0.16∗∗∗

0.13∗∗∗

0.23∗∗

0.12∗∗∗

0.18∗∗∗

0.20∗∗∗

(0.09, 0.27)

(0.16, 0.24)

(0.05, 0.27)

(0.08, 0.17)

(−0.00, 0.47)

(0.07, 0.16)

(0.08, 0.27)

(0.15, 0.24)

−0.07∗

−0.01

−0.10∗∗

−0.01∗

−0.03

−0.01

−0.05

−0.01

(−0.19, 0.06)

(−0.04, 0.02)

(−0.21, 0.01)

(−0.04, 0.01)

(−0.15, 0.09)

(−0.04, 0.02)

(−0.16, 0.05)

(−0.04, 0.03)

−0.06∗

−0.04∗∗∗

−0.08∗∗

−0.04∗∗∗

−0.02

−0.04∗∗∗

−0.05∗

−0.05∗∗∗

(−0.18, 0.05)

(−0.07, −0.01)

(−0.17, 0.01)

(−0.06, −0.02)

(−0.15, 0.10)

(−0.07, −0.01)

(−0.16, 0.05)

(−0.08, −0.01)

−0.09∗

−0.06∗∗∗

−0.11∗

−0.05∗∗∗

−0.04

−0.05∗∗∗

−0.08∗

−0.07∗∗∗

(−0.25, 0.07)

(−0.10, −0.02)

(−0.24, 0.03)

(−0.09, −0.02)

(−0.19, 0.12)

(−0.10, −0.01)

(−0.22, 0.07)

(−0.11, −0.04)

−0.11∗

−0.09∗∗∗

−0.13∗

−0.08∗∗∗

−0.03

−0.07∗∗∗

−0.10∗

−0.10∗∗∗

(−0.31, 0.09)

(−0.15, −0.04)

(−0.32, 0.05)

(−0.12, −0.04)

(−0.23, 0.17)

(−0.13, −0.01)

(−0.29, 0.09)

(−0.15, −0.05)

−0.18∗

−0.15∗∗∗

−0.17∗

−0.12∗∗∗

−0.03

−0.09∗∗

−0.16∗

−0.15∗∗∗

(−0.42, 0.07)

(−0.22, −0.08)

(−0.41, 0.06)

(−0.19, −0.05)

(−0.27, 0.21)

(−0.18, 0.00)

(−0.39, 0.07)

(−0.23, −0.08)

−0.23∗∗

−0.18∗∗∗

−0.20∗

−0.16∗∗∗

0.00

−0.07∗

−0.20∗∗

−0.19∗∗∗

(−0.49, 0.03)

(−0.28, −0.09)

(−0.45, 0.05)

(−0.24, −0.08)

(−0.27, 0.28)

(−0.19, 0.04)

(−0.44, 0.04)

(−0.28, −0.10)

−0.05

−0.02∗

−0.09∗

−0.03∗∗

0.04

−0.02

−0.05

−0.02∗

(−0.19, 0.10)

(−0.07, 0.02)

(−0.22, 0.05)

(−0.07, 0.00)

(−0.15, 0.22)

(−0.06, 0.02)

(−0.18, 0.07)

(−0.07, 0.02)

−0.04

−0.05∗∗∗

−0.06

−0.06∗∗∗

0.05

−0.05∗

−0.05

−0.06∗∗∗

(−0.15, 0.08)

(−0.10, −0.00)

(−0.19, 0.06)

(−0.10, −0.02)

(−0.15, 0.24)

(−0.10, 0.01)

(−0.16, 0.05)

(−0.12, −0.01)

−0.05

−0.05∗∗

−0.08∗

−0.06∗∗∗

0.06

−0.06∗∗

−0.07

−0.07∗∗∗

(−0.20, 0.11)

(−0.11, 0.00)

(−0.24, 0.07)

(−0.11, −0.01)

(−0.18, 0.29)

(−0.13, 0.01)

(−0.21, 0.07)

(−0.13, −0.01)

−0.05

−0.06∗

−0.09∗

−0.07∗∗∗

0.10

−0.08∗∗

−0.07

−0.08∗∗∗

(−0.23, 0.13)

(−0.12, 0.01)

(−0.26, 0.08)

(−0.13, −0.00)

(−0.21, 0.40)

(−0.17, 0.01)

(−0.24, 0.10)

(−0.15, −0.00)

−0.06

−0.02

−0.06

−0.04

0.18

−0.06

−0.06

−0.04∗

(−0.26, 0.14)

(−0.10, 0.06)

(−0.24, 0.11)

(−0.13, 0.04)

(−0.29, 0.64)

(−0.19, 0.07)

(−0.25, 0.14)

(−0.12, 0.03)

0.02

0.06∗

0.03

0.02

0.32

0.00

0.03

0.03

(−0.18, 0.23)

(−0.02, 0.14)

(−0.15, 0.21)

(−0.07, 0.11)

(−0.36, 1.01)

(−0.17, 0.17)

(−0.16, 0.22)

(−0.06, 0.11)

2SLS
Yes
Yes
Yes

OLS
Yes
Yes
Yes

2SLS
No
Yes
Yes

OLS
No
Yes
Yes

2SLS
Yes
No
Yes

OLS
Yes
No
Yes

2SLS
Yes
Yes
No

OLS
Yes
Yes
No

Notes: Point estimates measure the cumulative dollar response of construction expenditures per dollar of cumulated GSE purchases. 2SLS specifications are estimated as in equation (2), using the not cyclically motivated regulatory policies as an instrument
for actual GSE purchases. OLS regressions are estimated without instrumentation, using actual GSE purchases on the right-hand
side. Reported in parentheses are 95% Newey and West (1987) confidence bands. Asterisks denote significance at the 68%, 90%,
or 95% confidence interval. Sample: January 1967–December 2006.
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Table B.3 Cumulative Credit Multipliers: Policy Interaction Robustness Checks

Private Home Mortgage Holdings

Months

[1]

[2]

[3]

[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]

6

0.41∗∗

0.38∗

0.35∗

0.29

0.32∗

0.30∗

0.30∗

0.36∗

(−0.06, 0.88)

(−0.13, 0.88)

(−0.23, 0.93)

(−0.31, 0.89)

(−0.15, 0.80)

(−0.16, 0.77)

(−0.16, 0.77)

(−0.10, 0.82)

12
18
24
36
48

Private Multifamily Mortgage Holdings

6
12
18
24
36
48

Private Commercial Mortgage Holdings

6
12
18
24
36
48

Commercial and Industrial Loans

6
12

0.01

−0.01

−0.06

−0.11

0.01

0.00

0.00

−0.01

(−0.25, 0.26)

(−0.31, 0.28)

(−0.38, 0.26)

(−0.41, 0.19)

(−0.28, 0.29)

(−0.28, 0.28)

(−0.28, 0.28)

(−0.27, 0.25)

0.11∗

0.12

0.13

0.10

0.14∗

0.13∗

0.13∗

0.09

(−0.10, 0.31)

(−0.13, 0.38)

(−0.19, 0.45)

(−0.18, 0.39)

(−0.12, 0.40)

(−0.12, 0.38)

(−0.12, 0.38)

(−0.13, 0.31)

0.23∗∗∗

0.24∗∗∗

0.30∗∗

0.26∗∗

0.29∗∗∗

0.29∗∗∗

0.29∗∗∗

0.20∗∗

(0.05, 0.41)

(0.01, 0.47)

(−0.03, 0.63)

(−0.03, 0.56)

(0.03, 0.54)

(0.06, 0.52)

(0.06, 0.52)

(−0.00, 0.41)

0.28∗∗∗

0.26∗∗∗

0.38∗∗∗

0.40∗∗∗

0.29∗∗∗

0.29∗∗∗

0.29∗∗∗

0.24∗∗∗

(0.07, 0.50)

(0.01, 0.51)

(0.05, 0.71)

(0.07, 0.73)

(0.06, 0.51)

(0.08, 0.50)

(0.08, 0.50)

(0.02, 0.47)

0.48∗∗∗

0.42∗∗∗

0.50∗∗∗

0.57∗∗∗

0.39∗∗∗

0.39∗∗∗

0.39∗∗∗

0.43∗∗∗

(0.17, 0.78)

(0.11, 0.73)

(0.02, 0.97)

(0.08, 1.06)

(0.08, 0.70)

(0.10, 0.69)

(0.10, 0.69)

(0.15, 0.71)

−0.02

0.03

0.03

−0.01

−0.02

−0.02

−0.02

−0.02

(−0.14, 0.09)

(−0.10, 0.15)

(−0.10, 0.16)

(−0.12, 0.10)

(−0.14, 0.10)

(−0.14, 0.10)

(−0.14, 0.10)

(−0.13, 0.09)

−0.07∗∗

−0.04∗

−0.05∗

−0.06∗∗

−0.07∗∗

−0.07∗∗

−0.07∗∗

−0.06∗∗

(−0.15, 0.01)

(−0.10, 0.03)

(−0.11, 0.02)

(−0.12, 0.00)

(−0.15, 0.01)

(−0.15, 0.01)

(−0.15, 0.01)

(−0.14, 0.01)

−0.07∗

−0.03

−0.04∗

−0.06∗∗

−0.07∗

−0.07∗

−0.07∗

−0.06∗

(−0.17, 0.03)

(−0.11, 0.05)

(−0.12, 0.03)

(−0.13, 0.01)

(−0.17, 0.03)

(−0.17, 0.04)

(−0.17, 0.04)

(−0.15, 0.04)

−0.07∗

−0.03

−0.04

−0.06∗

−0.07∗

−0.07∗

−0.07∗

−0.05∗

(−0.18, 0.04)

(−0.12, 0.06)

(−0.13, 0.05)

(−0.14, 0.02)

(−0.19, 0.04)

(−0.18, 0.05)

(−0.18, 0.05)

(−0.16, 0.05)

−0.08∗

−0.04∗

−0.06∗∗

−0.08∗∗

−0.11∗∗∗

−0.10∗∗

−0.10∗∗

−0.07∗

(−0.18, 0.02)

(−0.12, 0.03)

(−0.13, 0.01)

(−0.16, 0.00)

(−0.21, −0.00)

(−0.21, 0.01)

(−0.21, 0.01)

(−0.17, 0.03)

−0.07∗

−0.03

−0.06∗

−0.07∗∗

−0.10∗∗∗

−0.09∗∗

−0.09∗∗

−0.06∗

(−0.18, 0.04)

(−0.11, 0.04)

(−0.12, 0.01)

(−0.15, 0.01)

(−0.19, −0.01)

(−0.20, 0.01)

(−0.20, 0.01)

(−0.18, 0.05)

−0.03

0.07

−0.00

−0.08

−0.05

−0.07

−0.07

−0.04

(−0.36, 0.30)

(−0.25, 0.39)

(−0.28, 0.28)

(−0.39, 0.23)

(−0.35, 0.26)

(−0.38, 0.25)

(−0.38, 0.25)

(−0.32, 0.24)

−0.15∗∗

−0.15∗∗

−0.10∗

−0.12∗

−0.17∗∗

−0.16∗∗

−0.18∗∗∗

−0.18∗∗∗

(−0.32, 0.02)

(−0.28, 0.08)

(−0.29, 0.04)

(−0.34, 0.01)

(−0.33, 0.02)

(−0.36, −0.00)

(−0.36, −0.00)

(−0.30, 0.01)

−0.19∗∗∗

−0.13∗

−0.16∗

−0.18∗∗

−0.20∗∗

−0.23∗∗∗

−0.23∗∗∗

−0.18∗∗∗

(−0.36, −0.01)

(−0.33, 0.06)

(−0.34, 0.03)

(−0.36, 0.00)

(−0.41, 0.01)

(−0.44, −0.01)

(−0.44, −0.01)

(−0.33, −0.02)

−0.22∗∗∗

−0.15∗

−0.17∗∗

−0.19∗∗∗

−0.22∗∗

−0.24∗∗∗

−0.24∗∗∗

−0.21∗∗∗
(−0.39, −0.03)

(−0.41, −0.02)

(−0.37, 0.06)

(−0.38, 0.03)

(−0.39, −0.00)

(−0.45, 0.01)

(−0.47, −0.01)

(−0.47, −0.01)

−0.24∗∗∗

−0.19∗∗

−0.21∗∗∗

−0.22∗∗∗

−0.27∗∗∗

−0.29∗∗∗

−0.29∗∗∗

−0.24∗∗∗

(−0.44, −0.04)

(−0.42, 0.03)

(−0.41, −0.00)

(−0.41, −0.03)

(−0.49, −0.05)

(−0.52, −0.06)

(−0.52, −0.06)

(−0.42, −0.06)

−0.21∗∗∗

−0.18∗

−0.18∗

−0.20∗∗∗

−0.27∗∗∗

−0.30∗∗∗

−0.30∗∗∗

−0.21∗∗∗

(−0.39, −0.04)

(−0.42, 0.06)

(−0.40, 0.04)

(−0.38, −0.02)

(−0.47, −0.07)

(−0.50, −0.09)

(−0.50, −0.09)

(−0.36, −0.06)

−0.30∗∗

−0.33∗∗

−0.29∗

−0.36∗

−0.29∗

−0.38∗∗

−0.38∗∗

−0.38∗∗

(−0.71, 0.05)

(−0.72, 0.13)

(−0.80, 0.08)

(−0.67, 0.10)

(−0.82, 0.06)

(−0.82, 0.05)

(−0.82, 0.05)

(−0.65, 0.05)

−0.21∗∗∗

−0.18∗∗

−0.22∗∗

−0.20∗∗

−0.25∗∗∗

−0.27∗∗∗

−0.27∗∗∗

−0.20∗∗∗
(−0.38, −0.02)

(−0.40, −0.03)

(−0.37, 0.02)

(−0.45, 0.00)

(−0.42, 0.01)

(−0.46, −0.04)

(−0.47, −0.08)

(−0.47, −0.08)

−0.21∗∗∗

−0.17∗∗

−0.23∗∗∗

−0.22∗∗∗

−0.28∗∗∗

−0.30∗∗∗

−0.30∗∗∗

−0.22∗∗∗

(−0.41, −0.02)

(−0.37, 0.02)

(−0.45, −0.00)

(−0.42, −0.02)

(−0.50, −0.07)

(−0.50, −0.10)

(−0.50, −0.10)

(−0.39, −0.04)

24

−0.17∗∗

−0.12∗

−0.15∗

−0.16∗∗

−0.18∗∗

−0.19∗∗∗

−0.19∗∗∗

−0.17∗∗∗

(−0.34, 0.01)

(−0.30, 0.05)

(−0.35, 0.04)

(−0.33, 0.01)

(−0.37, 0.01)

(−0.38, −0.01)

(−0.38, −0.01)

(−0.32, −0.01)

36

−0.14∗∗∗

−0.09∗

−0.10∗

−0.10∗

−0.12∗

−0.11∗

−0.11∗

−0.13∗∗∗

(−0.26, −0.01)

(−0.23, 0.06)

(−0.23, 0.03)

(−0.23, 0.03)

(−0.27, 0.03)

(−0.27, 0.04)

(−0.27, 0.04)

(−0.25, −0.00)

18

48

Additional controls:

[8]

−0.14∗∗

−0.12∗

−0.10∗

−0.10∗∗

−0.18∗∗∗

−0.18∗∗∗

−0.18∗∗∗

−0.13∗∗

(−0.27, 0.00)

(−0.28, 0.04)

(−0.22, 0.02)

(−0.20, 0.01)

(−0.33, −0.02)

(−0.34, −0.02)

(−0.34, −0.02)

(−0.26, 0.00)

Benchmark

Intrastate
Banking
Deregulation

Interstate
Banking
Deregulation

Home
Mortgage
Interest
Deduction

Average
Marginal
Tax Rate:
Top 1%

Average
Marginal
Tax Rate:
Top 10%

Average
Marginal
Tax Rate:
Lower 90%

Monetary
Policy
Shocks

Notes: Point estimates measure the cumulative dollar response of lending volumes per dollar of cumulated GSE purchases. 2SLS
specifications are estimated as in equation (2), using the not cyclically motivated regulatory policies as an instrument for actual
GSE purchases. OLS regressions are estimated without instrumentation, using actual GSE purchases on the right-hand side.
Reported in parentheses are 95% Newey and West (1987) confidence bands. Asterisks denote significance at the 68%, 90%, or
95% confidence interval. Sample: January 1967–December 2006.
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Table B.4 Cumulative Construction Multipliers: Policy Interaction Robustness Checks

Single-Family Home Construction

Months

[1]

[2]

[3]

[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]

[8]

6

0.01

−0.01

−0.00

0.00

−0.00

−0.01

−0.01

−0.00

(−0.07, 0.08)

(−0.09, 0.08)

(−0.09, 0.08)

(−0.08, 0.08)

(−0.09, 0.09)

(−0.09, 0.07)

(−0.09, 0.07)

(−0.08, 0.07)

0.02

0.01

0.01

0.02

0.02

0.01

0.01

0.01

(−0.06, 0.10)

(−0.07, 0.09)

(−0.07, 0.10)

(−0.06, 0.10)

(−0.07, 0.10)

(−0.08, 0.09)

(−0.08, 0.09)

(−0.07, 0.09)

12
18
24
36
48

Construction Excl. Single-Family

6
12
18
24
36
48

Total Construction

6
12
18
24
36
48

Additional controls:

0.02

0.01

0.02

0.02

0.02

0.01

0.01

0.01

(−0.06, 0.11)

(−0.08, 0.10)

(−0.08, 0.13)

(−0.07, 0.11)

(−0.09, 0.12)

(−0.09, 0.11)

(−0.09, 0.11)

(−0.07, 0.10)

0.03

0.02

0.04

0.03

0.03

0.03

0.03

0.03

(−0.05, 0.12)

(−0.07, 0.11)

(−0.06, 0.14)

(−0.05, 0.12)

(−0.07, 0.14)

(−0.08, 0.13)

(−0.08, 0.13)

(−0.06, 0.11)

0.08∗∗

0.06∗

0.10∗∗∗

0.08∗∗

0.07∗

0.06∗

0.06∗

0.07∗∗

(−0.01, 0.16)

(−0.04, 0.15)

(0.01, 0.19)

(−0.00, 0.17)

(−0.04, 0.18)

(−0.04, 0.17)

(−0.04, 0.17)

(−0.01, 0.16)

0.18∗∗∗

0.16∗∗∗

0.21∗∗∗

0.19∗∗∗

0.18∗∗∗

0.17∗∗∗

0.17∗∗∗

0.18∗∗∗

(0.09, 0.27)

(0.06, 0.26)

(0.11, 0.31)

(0.10, 0.28)

(0.06, 0.29)

(0.06, 0.28)

(0.06, 0.28)

(0.09, 0.27)

−0.07∗

−0.03

−0.07∗

−0.04

−0.08∗

−0.06∗

−0.06∗

−0.08∗

(−0.19, 0.06)

(−0.14, 0.08)

(−0.18, 0.04)

(−0.16, 0.07)

(−0.20, 0.05)

(−0.17, 0.05)

(−0.17, 0.05)

(−0.20, 0.04)

−0.06∗

−0.02

−0.07∗

−0.05

−0.07∗

−0.06∗

−0.06∗

−0.07∗

(−0.18, 0.05)

(−0.10, 0.06)

(−0.15, 0.02)

(−0.15, 0.05)

(−0.19, 0.04)

(−0.17, 0.05)

(−0.17, 0.05)

(−0.18, 0.04)

−0.09∗

−0.03

−0.09∗∗

−0.07∗

−0.11∗

−0.09∗

−0.09∗

−0.09∗

(−0.25, 0.07)

(−0.14, 0.08)

(−0.19, 0.01)

(−0.20, 0.06)

(−0.27, 0.06)

(−0.25, 0.07)

(−0.25, 0.07)

(−0.25, 0.06)

−0.11∗

−0.04

−0.12∗∗

−0.09∗

−0.14∗

−0.11∗

−0.11∗

−0.12∗

(−0.31, 0.09)

(−0.18, 0.10)

(−0.24, 0.00)

(−0.25, 0.07)

(−0.34, 0.07)

(−0.32, 0.09)

(−0.32, 0.09)

(−0.31, 0.08)

−0.18∗

−0.09∗

−0.19∗∗∗

−0.15∗∗

−0.22∗∗

−0.20∗

−0.20∗

−0.18∗

(−0.42, 0.07)

(−0.27, 0.09)

(−0.32, −0.06)

(−0.33, 0.02)

(−0.47, 0.02)

(−0.44, 0.05)

(−0.44, 0.05)

(−0.42, 0.06)

−0.23∗∗

−0.14∗

−0.24∗∗∗

−0.21∗∗∗

−0.30∗∗∗

−0.28∗∗∗

−0.28∗∗∗

−0.23∗∗

(−0.49, 0.03)

(−0.32, 0.05)

(−0.35, −0.13)

(−0.40, −0.02)

(−0.52, −0.09)

(−0.52, −0.04)

(−0.52, −0.04)

(−0.48, 0.01)

−0.05

−0.03

−0.07

−0.03

−0.06

−0.05

−0.05

−0.06

(−0.19, 0.10)

(−0.18, 0.12)

(−0.23, 0.09)

(−0.18, 0.11)

(−0.21, 0.10)

(−0.20, 0.10)

(−0.20, 0.10)

(−0.20, 0.07)

−0.04

−0.03

−0.07∗

−0.04

−0.05

−0.05

−0.05

−0.05

(−0.15, 0.08)

(−0.15, 0.10)

(−0.19, 0.05)

(−0.16, 0.07)

(−0.19, 0.08)

(−0.18, 0.08)

(−0.18, 0.08)

(−0.16, 0.06)

−0.05

−0.03

−0.09∗

−0.05

−0.07

−0.06

−0.06

−0.06

(−0.20, 0.11)

(−0.19, 0.13)

(−0.23, 0.05)

(−0.19, 0.08)

(−0.24, 0.09)

(−0.22, 0.10)

(−0.22, 0.10)

(−0.20, 0.08)

−0.05

−0.02

−0.10∗

−0.06

−0.07

−0.06

−0.06

−0.06

(−0.23, 0.13)

(−0.21, 0.16)

(−0.25, 0.05)

(−0.21, 0.10)

(−0.27, 0.12)

(−0.24, 0.12)

(−0.24, 0.12)

(−0.23, 0.10)

−0.06

−0.02

−0.11∗

−0.06

−0.10∗

−0.09

−0.09

−0.07

(−0.26, 0.14)

(−0.24, 0.19)

(−0.28, 0.06)

(−0.24, 0.12)

(−0.31, 0.10)

(−0.28, 0.11)

(−0.28, 0.11)

(−0.26, 0.13)

0.02

0.06

−0.03

0.02

−0.06

−0.05

−0.05

0.02

(−0.18, 0.23)

(−0.15, 0.26)

(−0.20, 0.13)

(−0.16, 0.20)

(−0.25, 0.12)

(−0.22, 0.13)

(−0.22, 0.13)

(−0.18, 0.21)

Benchmark

Intrastate
Banking
Deregulation

Interstate
Banking
Deregulation

Home
Mortgage
Interest
Deduction

Average
Marginal
Tax Rate:
Top 1%

Average
Marginal
Tax Rate:
Top 10%

Average
Marginal
Tax Rate:
Lower 90%

Monetary
Policy
Shocks

Notes: Point estimates measure the cumulative dollar response of construction expenditures per dollar of cumulated GSE purchases. 2SLS specifications are estimated as in equation (2), using the not cyclically motivated regulatory policies as an instrument
for actual GSE purchases. OLS regressions are estimated without instrumentation, using actual GSE purchases on the right-hand
side. Reported in parentheses are 95% Newey and West (1987) confidence bands. Asterisks denote significance at the 68%, 90%,
or 95% confidence interval. Sample: January 1967–December 2006.
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Table B.5 Cumulative Credit Multipliers: GSE Policy Robustness Checks
Private Home Mortgage Holdings

Months
6
12
18

[5]
0.45∗

[6]
0.36∗

[7]
0.22

[8]
−0.10

(−0.06, 0.88)

(−0.18, 0.80)

(−0.11, 0.85)

(−0.21, 0.74)

(−0.38, 1.28)

(−0.08, 0.80)

(−0.30, 0.74)

(−0.57, 0.36)

0.01

−0.06

−0.01

−0.06

0.56∗

0.01

−0.08

−0.30∗∗∗

(−0.25, 0.26)

(−0.32, 0.19)

(−0.27, 0.25)

(−0.31, 0.19)

(−0.37, 1.48)

(−0.24, 0.27)

(−0.37, 0.21)

(−0.53, −0.07)

0.11∗

0.02

0.07

0.06

0.63∗

0.05

0.04

−0.08

(−0.10, 0.31)

(−0.21, 0.24)

(−0.15, 0.29)

(−0.18, 0.29)

(−0.44, 1.70)

(−0.16, 0.27)

(−0.23, 0.30)

(−0.36, 0.19)

0.14∗

0.18∗∗

0.22∗∗

0.67∗

0.18∗∗

0.16∗

0.17∗

(−0.02, 0.39)

(−0.01, 0.44)

(−0.60, 1.94)

(−0.02, 0.38)

(−0.07, 0.39)

(−0.10, 0.44)

36

0.28∗∗∗

0.25∗∗

0.26∗∗

0.31∗∗∗

−0.14

0.28∗∗∗

0.19∗

0.36∗∗∗

(0.07, 0.50)

(−0.01, 0.50)

(−0.00, 0.52)

(0.08, 0.54)

(−1.33, 1.04)

(0.07, 0.49)

(−0.08, 0.46)

(0.18, 0.55)

48

0.48∗∗∗

0.49∗∗∗

0.47∗∗∗

0.51∗∗∗

−0.02

0.48∗∗∗

0.36∗∗∗

0.60∗∗∗

(0.17, 0.78)

(0.18, 0.80)

(0.15, 0.79)

(0.21, 0.82)

(−1.70, 1.66)

(0.22, 0.75)

(0.03, 0.68)

(0.26, 0.94)

6

24
36
48

6
12
18
24
36
48

6
12
18
24
36
48

Regression modification:

[4]
0.27∗

(−0.07, 0.34)

18

Commercial and Industrial Loans

[3]
0.37∗

(0.05, 0.41)

12

Private Commercial Mortgage Holdings

[2]
0.31∗

0.23∗∗∗

24

Private Multifamily Mortgage Holdings

[1]
0.41∗∗

−0.02

−0.04

−0.01

0.01

0.04

−0.01

−0.01

0.04

(−0.14, 0.09)

(−0.17, 0.10)

(−0.13, 0.11)

(−0.11, 0.12)

(−0.22, 0.29)

(−0.11, 0.09)

(−0.12, 0.11)

(−0.07, 0.16)

−0.07∗∗

−0.08∗∗

−0.07∗

−0.06∗

−0.12

−0.07∗∗∗

−0.07∗

−0.03

(−0.15, 0.01)

(−0.16, 0.01)

(−0.15, 0.02)

(−0.14, 0.01)

(−0.50, 0.25)

(−0.13, −0.00)

(−0.15, 0.01)

(−0.09, 0.03)

−0.07∗

−0.06∗

−0.07∗

−0.06∗

−0.21

−0.07∗

−0.06∗

0.01

(−0.17, 0.03)

(−0.16, 0.05)

(−0.18, 0.04)

(−0.17, 0.05)

(−0.70, 0.28)

(−0.15, 0.02)

(−0.16, 0.03)

(−0.06, 0.08)

−0.07∗

−0.03

−0.07∗

−0.07∗

−0.18

−0.07∗

−0.06∗

0.02

(−0.18, 0.04)

(−0.16, 0.09)

(−0.19, 0.05)

(−0.19, 0.05)

(−0.79, 0.42)

(−0.17, 0.03)

(−0.17, 0.05)

(−0.06, 0.09)

−0.08∗

−0.05

−0.08∗

−0.08∗

−0.26∗

−0.09∗∗

−0.09∗

0.01

(−0.18, 0.02)

(−0.18, 0.09)

(−0.20, 0.05)

(−0.20, 0.03)

(−0.61, 0.10)

(−0.19, 0.01)

(−0.19, 0.02)

(−0.04, 0.07)

−0.07∗

−0.02

−0.06

−0.08∗

−0.24∗

−0.07∗

−0.08∗

0.02

(−0.18, 0.04)

(−0.18, 0.14)

(−0.19, 0.07)

(−0.20, 0.03)

(−0.54, 0.05)

(−0.18, 0.03)

(−0.19, 0.03)

(−0.05, 0.09)

−0.03

−0.09

0.01

−0.00

−0.08

−0.04

−0.03

−0.03

(−0.36, 0.30)

(−0.43, 0.24)

(−0.32, 0.33)

(−0.30, 0.30)

(−0.67, 0.51)

(−0.32, 0.24)

(−0.32, 0.27)

(−0.27, 0.22)

−0.15∗∗

−0.18∗∗∗

−0.11∗

−0.12∗

−0.33

−0.14∗∗

−0.14∗

−0.14∗∗∗

(−0.32, 0.02)

(−0.36, −0.00)

(−0.29, 0.07)

(−0.29, 0.06)

(−1.19, 0.54)

(−0.31, 0.02)

(−0.32, 0.04)

(−0.28, −0.01)

−0.12∗∗

−0.19∗∗∗

−0.22∗∗∗

−0.16∗

−0.16∗

−0.52∗

−0.18∗∗∗

−0.17∗∗

(−0.36, −0.01)

(−0.42, −0.02)

(−0.35, 0.04)

(−0.35, 0.04)

(−1.38, 0.34)

(−0.35, −0.02)

(−0.34, 0.01)

(−0.24, 0.01)

−0.22∗∗∗

−0.23∗∗∗

−0.20∗∗

−0.19∗∗

−0.51∗

−0.21∗∗∗

−0.18∗∗

−0.11∗∗

(−0.41, −0.02)

(−0.46, −0.01)

(−0.42, 0.03)

(−0.41, 0.03)

(−1.50, 0.48)

(−0.40, −0.02)

(−0.38, 0.01)

(−0.22, 0.00)

−0.24∗∗∗

−0.24∗∗∗

−0.22∗∗

−0.22∗∗∗

−0.54∗∗

−0.25∗∗∗

−0.24∗∗∗

−0.12∗∗∗

(−0.44, −0.04)

(−0.48, −0.01)

(−0.45, 0.01)

(−0.43, −0.01)

(−1.17, 0.09)

(−0.45, −0.06)

(−0.43, −0.04)

(−0.24, −0.01)

−0.21∗∗∗

−0.18∗

−0.18∗∗

−0.20∗∗∗

−0.37∗

−0.22∗∗∗

−0.21∗∗∗

−0.11∗

(−0.39, −0.04)

(−0.39, 0.03)

(−0.37, 0.01)

(−0.39, −0.02)

(−0.80, 0.07)

(−0.41, −0.04)

(−0.38, −0.04)

(−0.25, 0.02)

−0.33∗∗

−0.39∗∗∗

−0.34∗

−0.35∗∗

0.12

−0.25∗

−0.31∗∗

−0.43∗∗∗

(−0.71, 0.05)

(−0.74, −0.04)

(−0.77, 0.09)

(−0.74, 0.05)

(−0.51, 0.76)

(−0.61, 0.11)

(−0.63, 0.01)

(−0.84, −0.01)

−0.21∗∗∗

−0.28∗∗∗

−0.25∗∗∗

−0.21∗∗∗

0.04

−0.16∗∗

−0.21∗∗∗

−0.25∗∗∗

(−0.40, −0.03)

(−0.45, −0.11)

(−0.46, −0.04)

(−0.41, −0.01)

(−0.72, 0.80)

(−0.35, 0.02)

(−0.40, −0.02)

(−0.45, −0.06)

−0.21∗∗∗

−0.29∗∗∗

−0.27∗∗∗

−0.23∗∗∗

−0.00

−0.17∗∗

−0.21∗∗∗

−0.27∗∗∗

(−0.41, −0.02)

(−0.49, −0.09)

(−0.47, −0.06)

(−0.43, −0.03)

(−0.74, 0.73)

(−0.34, 0.01)

(−0.41, −0.01)

(−0.53, −0.01)

−0.17∗∗

−0.22∗∗∗

−0.18∗∗∗

−0.18∗∗∗

0.09

−0.13∗

−0.13∗

−0.19∗

(−0.34, 0.01)

(−0.40, −0.04)

(−0.35, −0.01)

(−0.35, −0.00)

(−0.63, 0.80)

(−0.29, 0.03)

(−0.31, 0.05)

(−0.44, 0.06)

−0.14∗∗∗

−0.16∗∗∗

−0.08∗

−0.12∗∗

−0.17

−0.12∗∗

−0.10∗

−0.12∗

(−0.26, −0.01)

(−0.29, −0.03)

(−0.22, 0.06)

(−0.25, 0.00)

(−0.54, 0.20)

(−0.24, 0.00)

(−0.24, 0.03)

(−0.28, 0.04)

−0.14∗∗

−0.11∗

−0.11∗

−0.13∗∗

−0.07

−0.11∗∗

−0.14∗∗

−0.08

(−0.27, 0.00)

(−0.25, 0.03)

(−0.25, 0.04)

(−0.27, 0.01)

(−0.39, 0.25)

(−0.24, 0.01)

(−0.28, 0.01)

(−0.27, 0.11)

Benchmark

Omitting
Oct. 1968

Omitting
Oct. 1977

Omitting
Dec. 1982

Omitting
Sep. 2004

Conforming
Loan Limit
Controls

Portfolio
Growth
Controls

MBS
Growth
Controls

Notes: Point estimates measure the cumulative dollar response of lending volumes per dollar of cumulated GSE purchases. 2SLS
specifications are estimated as in equation (2), using the not cyclically motivated regulatory policies as an instrument for actual
GSE purchases. OLS regressions are estimated without instrumentation, using actual GSE purchases on the right-hand side.
Reported in parentheses are 95% Newey and West (1987) confidence bands. Asterisks denote significance at the 68%, 90%, or
95% confidence interval. Sample: January 1967–December 2006, except for column [8], which is truncated to January 1973–
December 2006 to reflect the period of agency securitization activity.
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Table B.6 Cumulative Construction Multipliers: GSE Policy Robustness Checks
Single-Family Home Construction

Months
6
12
18
24
36
48

Construction Excl. Single-Family

6
12
18
24
36
48

Total Construction

6
12
18
24
36
48

Regression modification:

[1]
0.01

[2]
−0.01

[3]
0.01

[4]
0.00

[5]
0.07

[6]
0.01

[7]
−0.01

[8]
−0.05∗

(−0.07, 0.08)

(−0.08, 0.06)

(−0.07, 0.09)

(−0.07, 0.08)

(−0.10, 0.23)

(−0.07, 0.08)

(−0.08, 0.05)

(−0.13, 0.03)

0.02

−0.01

0.00

0.02

0.27∗

0.02

0.00

−0.02

(−0.06, 0.10)

(−0.08, 0.07)

(−0.08, 0.08)

(−0.06, 0.10)

(−0.15, 0.70)

(−0.06, 0.10)

(−0.07, 0.08)

(−0.11, 0.06)

0.02

−0.01

−0.00

0.03

0.29∗

0.02

0.01

−0.02

(−0.06, 0.11)

(−0.11, 0.09)

(−0.09, 0.09)

(−0.06, 0.12)

(−0.16, 0.73)

(−0.07, 0.11)

(−0.08, 0.10)

(−0.13, 0.10)

0.03

0.01

0.01

0.04

0.28∗

0.03

0.02

0.01

(−0.05, 0.12)

(−0.10, 0.11)

(−0.08, 0.09)

(−0.04, 0.13)

(−0.16, 0.73)

(−0.06, 0.12)

(−0.06, 0.11)

(−0.10, 0.12)

0.08∗∗

0.07∗

0.07∗

0.09∗∗∗

0.20∗∗

0.08∗∗

0.06∗∗

0.07∗

(−0.01, 0.16)

(−0.02, 0.17)

(−0.03, 0.16)

(0.01, 0.17)

(−0.02, 0.41)

(−0.01, 0.16)

(−0.01, 0.14)

(−0.02, 0.16)

0.18∗∗∗

0.19∗∗∗

0.19∗∗∗

0.20∗∗∗

0.25∗∗

0.18∗∗∗

0.17∗∗∗

0.18∗∗∗

(0.09, 0.27)

(0.10, 0.29)

(0.10, 0.29)

(0.11, 0.29)

(−0.01, 0.52)

(0.10, 0.26)

(0.09, 0.25)

(0.08, 0.29)

−0.07∗

−0.04

−0.03

−0.07∗

−0.17∗

−0.04

−0.06

−0.07∗

(−0.19, 0.06)

(−0.16, 0.08)

(−0.14, 0.09)

(−0.19, 0.05)

(−0.47, 0.14)

(−0.16, 0.07)

(−0.17, 0.06)

(−0.18, 0.05)

−0.06∗

−0.06∗

−0.06∗

−0.07∗

−0.17

−0.04

−0.06∗

−0.05∗

(−0.18, 0.05)

(−0.18, 0.06)

(−0.19, 0.06)

(−0.18, 0.04)

(−0.67, 0.34)

(−0.14, 0.05)

(−0.16, 0.05)

(−0.15, 0.05)

−0.09∗

−0.10∗

−0.10∗

−0.09∗

−0.23

−0.07

−0.08∗

−0.07

(−0.25, 0.07)

(−0.27, 0.07)

(−0.27, 0.07)

(−0.25, 0.07)

(−0.82, 0.36)

(−0.20, 0.07)

(−0.23, 0.07)

(−0.21, 0.07)

−0.11∗

−0.13∗

−0.13∗

−0.12∗

−0.35

−0.09∗

−0.11∗

−0.06

(−0.31, 0.09)

(−0.35, 0.09)

(−0.34, 0.08)

(−0.32, 0.08)

(−1.15, 0.45)

(−0.26, 0.08)

(−0.30, 0.09)

(−0.22, 0.10)

−0.18∗

−0.19∗

−0.21∗

−0.19∗

−0.41

−0.16∗

−0.18∗

−0.08

(−0.42, 0.07)

(−0.47, 0.09)

(−0.47, 0.05)

(−0.44, 0.07)

(−1.32, 0.50)

(−0.38, 0.06)

(−0.41, 0.05)

(−0.27, 0.11)

−0.23∗∗

−0.21∗

−0.25∗∗

−0.24∗∗

−0.51∗

−0.21∗∗

−0.24∗∗∗

−0.09

(−0.49, 0.03)

(−0.52, 0.10)

(−0.51, 0.02)

(−0.50, 0.03)

(−1.47, 0.44)

(−0.44, 0.02)

(−0.49, −0.00)

(−0.30, 0.12)

−0.05

−0.05

−0.00

−0.05

−0.06

−0.02

−0.05

−0.13∗∗

(−0.19, 0.10)

(−0.20, 0.11)

(−0.15, 0.14)

(−0.19, 0.10)

(−0.43, 0.31)

(−0.16, 0.12)

(−0.19, 0.09)

(−0.28, 0.02)

−0.04

−0.07∗

−0.06

−0.05

0.12

−0.02

−0.05

−0.09∗

(−0.15, 0.08)

(−0.19, 0.04)

(−0.18, 0.07)

(−0.17, 0.07)

(−0.51, 0.74)

(−0.14, 0.10)

(−0.16, 0.07)

(−0.22, 0.04)

−0.05

−0.10∗

−0.08∗

−0.06

0.09

−0.03

−0.06

−0.09

(−0.20, 0.11)

(−0.25, 0.05)

(−0.24, 0.07)

(−0.21, 0.10)

(−0.58, 0.76)

(−0.17, 0.11)

(−0.21, 0.09)

(−0.29, 0.11)

−0.05

−0.11∗

−0.10∗

−0.06

0.05

−0.03

−0.06

−0.06

(−0.23, 0.13)

(−0.30, 0.08)

(−0.27, 0.08)

(−0.24, 0.13)

(−0.86, 0.97)

(−0.19, 0.13)

(−0.24, 0.11)

(−0.28, 0.16)

−0.06

−0.07

−0.10

−0.05

−0.03

−0.03

−0.08

0.00

(−0.26, 0.14)

(−0.30, 0.16)

(−0.31, 0.11)

(−0.26, 0.17)

(−1.04, 0.98)

(−0.22, 0.15)

(−0.27, 0.11)

(−0.21, 0.22)

0.02

0.07

0.01

0.04

0.01

0.05

−0.02

0.13∗

(−0.18, 0.23)

(−0.17, 0.31)

(−0.20, 0.22)

(−0.18, 0.26)

(−1.37, 1.39)

(−0.15, 0.25)

(−0.21, 0.17)

(−0.06, 0.32)

Benchmark

Omitting
Oct. 1968

Omitting
Oct. 1977

Omitting
Dec. 1982

Omitting
Sep. 2004

Conforming
Loan Limit
Controls

Portfolio
Growth
Controls

MBS
Growth
Controls

Notes: Point estimates measure the cumulative dollar response of construction expenditures per dollar of cumulated GSE purchases. 2SLS specifications are estimated as in equation (2), using the not cyclically motivated regulatory policies as an instrument
for actual GSE purchases. OLS regressions are estimated without instrumentation, using actual GSE purchases on the right-hand
side. Reported in parentheses are 95% Newey and West (1987) confidence bands. Asterisks denote significance at the 68%,
90%, or 95% confidence interval. Sample: January 1967–December 2006, except for column [8], which is truncated to January
1973–December 2006 to reflect the period of agency securitization activity.
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Appendix C. Data Sources and Construction
Figure 2: GSE retained portfolio holdings measure the balance sheet holdings of Fannie Mae and Freddie
Mac, excluding off-balance sheet guaranteed MBS held by third parties, while non-GSE mortgage holdings measure all other residential mortgage debt outstanding (for one-to- four-family homes and multifamily
homes). Fannie Mae’s monthly retained portfolio holdings is constructed from various issues of the Federal
Reserve Bulletin (prior to 2003) and Fannie’s Monthly Summary Highlights reports. Freddie Mac’s monthly
retained portfolio holdings is constructed from various issues of the Federal Reserve Bulletin (prior to 2003)
and Freddie’s Monthly Volume Survey reports. The monthly frequency series for seasonally adjusted residential mortgage debt outstanding is from Fieldhouse, Mertens, and Ravn (2018) and is constructed from
quarterly data from the Financial Accounts of the United States and interpolated to a monthly frequency using monthly mortgage originations and a linear smoothing of implied repayment rates. Seasonally adjusted
monthly data for net portfolio purchases of Fannie and Freddie are also from Fieldhouse, Mertens, and Ravn
(2018), and were compiled from various issues of the Federal Reserve Bulletin, Fannie’s Monthly Summary
Highlights reports, and Lehnert, Passmore and Sherlund (2008). Data have been seasonally adjusted using
the Census Bureau’s X-13 program.
Data sources for the benchmark controls in regressions (1) and (2) are as follows: Interest rate controls for
the 3-month T-bill rate and 10-year Treasury rate are from the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis’s FRED
database (series GS10 and TB3MS). The BAA-AAA bond spread is constructed as Moody’s seasoned Baa
corporate bond yield less Moody’s seasoned Aaa corporate bond yield (series BAA and AAA from FRED).
The conventional mortgage rate is from Fieldhouse, Mertens, and Ravn (2018), which is constructed as the
average monthly commitment rate from Freddie Mac’s primary mortgage market survey (1971 onwards)
spliced with the FHA series for conventional mortgage rates in the primary market (from various issues of
the Federal Reserve Bulletin). The series for residential mortgage originations is from Fieldhouse, Mertens,
and Ravn (2018), and is primarily constructed from the Department of Housing and Urban Development’s
discontinued Survey of Mortgage Lending Activity (for 1970–1997), obtained from the National Archives
and Records Administration; more recent data are interpolated from the Mortgage Bankers’ Association’s
quarterly originations data and weekly mortgage applications data. The real home price index is from Fieldhouse, Mertens, and Ravn (2018) and is primarily constructed from the (repeat-transactions) Freddie Mac
Home Price Index (post-1975) and the home purchase price component of the Consumer Price Index; this
series is seasonally adjusted using the Census Bureau’s X-13 program and deflated using the core PCE price
index. Monthly seasonally adjusted series for housing starts, the core personal consumption expenditures
(PCE) price index (excluding food and energy), personal income, and the civilian unemployment rate are
from FRED (series HOUST, PCEPILFE, PI, and U6, respectively). All real series are deflated using the core
PCE price index.
Figure 3: The series for total private direct holdings of mortgage debt are constructed from the Federal
Reserve Board of Governors’ historical series on Mortgage Debt Outstanding (Table 1.54), with all underlying series seasonally adjusted using the Census Bureau’s X-13 program. Private direct holdings of oneto four-family home mortgages are summed across depository institutions (line 8), life insurance companies
(line 13), and individuals and others (line 76). Private direct holdings of multifamily mortgages are summed
across depository institutions (line 9), life insurance companies (line 14), and individuals and others (line
77). Private direct holdings of commercial mortgages are nonfarm, nonresidential holdings summed across
depository institutions (line 10), life insurance companies (line 15), and individuals and others (line 78). Total holdings are the sum of these series as well as farm mortgage holdings of depository institutions (line 11),
life insurance companies (line 16), and individuals and others (line 79). Quarterly shares of these seasonally
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adjusted series relative to residential mortgage debt outstanding are then applied to the monthly frequency
series for seasonally adjusted residential mortgage debt outstanding from Fieldhouse, Mertens, and Ravn
(2018). Note that holdings of individuals and others include that of mortgage companies, real estate investment trusts, state and local credit agencies, state and local retirement funds, noninsured pension funds, credit
unions, and finance companies. Direct mortgage debt holdings exclude holdings of agency mortgage pools.
Figure 4: Monthly data on residential mortgage originations by sector for January 1970–December 1997 are
from the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development’s SMLA. Residential mortgage originations
are the sum of originations for one- to four-family homes (Table 1: Originations of 1-4 Family Homes) and
multifamily homes (Table 2: Originations of Loans for Multifamily Properties). Net residential mortgage
acquisitions are the sum of total mortgage originations, home mortgage purchases (Table 6A: Purchases of
Loans for 1-4 Family Nonfarm Homes), and multifamily purchases (Table 7A: Purchases of Loans for Multifamily Residential Properties) net of total home mortgage sales (Table 6B: Sales of Loans for 1-4 Family
Nonfarm Homes) and multifamily mortgage sales (Table 7B: Sales of Loans for Multifamily Residential
Properties). Each series is seasonally adjusted using the Census Bureau’s X-13 program. Nonesidential
mortgage originations are the total of long-term nonfarm nonresidential loan originations, including farm
and nonfarm nonresidential mortgages but excluding construction and land loans (Table 3: Originations of
Nonfarm Nonresidential Loans). Construction loans are the total of originations for construction loans for all
properties except land (Table 5B: Originations of Mortgage Loans for All Properties (Except Land)). Each
series is seasonally adjusted using the Census Bureau’s X-13 program.
Figure 5: Monthly data on agency medium- and long-term notes and bonds outstanding are compiled from
several sources. Debt of Fannie Mae and the Federal Home Loan Bank System prior to October 1962
is from the Federal Reserve Board Banking and Monetary Statistics, 1941–1970, series “Debt of Federally Owned and Government-Sponsored Corporations (in millions of dollars), Secondary Market Operations.” Outstanding debt of all three agencies is from various issues of the Federal Reserve Annual Statistical Digest and Federal Reserve Bulletin, series “Federal and Federally Sponsored Credit Agencies,
Debt Outstanding,” “Debt of Federal and Federally Sponsored Credit Agencies,” or “Major Balance Sheet
Items of Selected Federally Sponsored Credit Agencies.” Partially incomplete time series for 2003–2005
are from the Statistical Supplement to the Federal Reserve Bulletin, series “Federal and Federally Sponsored Credit Agencies, Debt Outstanding.” Data for Fannie Mae since January 2006 are from the Fannie
Mae Monthly Report, “Table 7. Debt Activity.” Data for Freddie Mac since December 2007 are from
the Freddie Mac Monthly Volume Summary, series “Table 5. Debt Activities.” Data for the FHLBanks
since January 2008 are from the FHLBS Office of Finance, Monthly Issuance Data Archive, available
at http://www.fhlb-of.com/ofweb_userWeb/resources/fhlbanalystdata_archive.xlsx. Missing
data for 2002–2007 are interpolated by Kalman smoothing in a VAR/state space model estimated by maximum likelihood as in Shumway and Stoffer (1982). End of quarter debt outstanding for Freddie Mac and
the FHLBS for 2006 and 2007 are from the Annual Report of the Federal Housing Finance Agency. Missing
observations for Fannie Mae’s debt for various months of 2005 are first imputed from a VAR system with
the following variables: monthly growth of Fannie Mae’s debt, net mortgage purchases, gross mortgage
holdings, and MBS pool issues; monthly growth of mortgage debt outstanding; the 10-year Treasury yield;
and housing starts. The VAR system is estimated over a monthly sample over January 1972–December
2014 with a lag length of six months. Missing observations for Freddie Mac’s debt for various months over
2002–2007 are estimated with an analogous VAR system that instead uses monthly growth of Freddie Mac’s
debt, net mortgage purchases, gross mortgage holdings, and MBS pool issues. Missing observations for
the FHLBS’s debt for various months over 2005–2007 are imputed from a VAR system with the following variables: monthly growth of FHLBS debt, quarter-on-quarter growth of FHLBS advances outstanding,
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monthly growth of mortgage debt outstanding, the 10-year Treasury yield, and monthly growth in FHLMC’s
debt outstanding and mortgage holdings. The VAR system is again estimated over a monthly sample from
January 1972 through December 2014 with a lag length of six months. Each smoothed series for agency
debt is then seasonally adjusted using the Census Bureau’s X-13 program, and “Housing GSE debt” is the
monthly sum of the three seasonally adjusted series for Fannie, Freddie, and the FHLBS.
Monthly data for Fannie Mae’s MBS outstanding for 1998–2000 and 2006–2017 are from Fannie Mae’s
Monthly Summary Highlights reports. Missing end-of-quarter observations for 1992–2002 are from Fannie
Mae’s annual Information Statements and quarterly updates, while missing end-of-quarter observations for
2003–2006 are from Fannie Mae’s 10-K and 10-Q forms, cross-referenced with the Financial Statistics of the
United States. Remaining end-of-quarter observations are from the Financial Statistics of the United States.
Monthly data for Freddie Mac’s MBS outstanding 1998-2018 are from Freddie Mac’s Monthly Volume
Summary reports. End-of-quarter observations prior to 1998 are from the Financial Statistics of the United
States. End-of-quarter observations for Ginnie Mae’s MBS outstanding are from the Financial Statistics of
the United States. All missing monthly observations are constructed by linear interpolation of monthly MBS
pool issues for each agency and implied quarterly repayment rates. The final monthly data series for each
agency has been seasonally adjusted using the Census Bureau’s X-13 program. Monthly data for Fannie
Mae, Freddie Mac, and Ginnie Mae net pool issues are from Fieldhouse, Mertens, and Ravn (2018). GSE
MBS outstanding and GSE pool issues are the sum of MBS outstanding and net pool issues, respectively,
for both Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac.
Figure 6: The following seasonally adjusted balance sheet items for all domestic commercial banks are from
the Federal Reserve Board of Governors’ historical series on Assets and Liabilities of Commercial Banks
in the United States (Table H.8): bank credit (line 1); total securities in bank credit (line 2); Treasury and
agency securities (line 3); other securities (line 6); loans and leases in bank credit (line 9); commercial and
industrial loans (line 10); real estate loans (line 11); and consumer loans (line 20). Real estate loans include
home mortgages, revolving home equity loans, and commercial real estate loans. Consumer loans include
credit cards, auto loans, student loans, personal loans, and other forms of revolving credit. Treasury and
agency securities include all liabilities of the U.S. Treasury Department, other U.S. government agencies,
and U.S. government-sponsored enterprises. Bank credit is the sum of all securities, loans, and leases, less
allowances for loan and lease losses.
Figure 7: Monthly data series on construction spending are from the U.S. Census Bureau’s Value of Construction Put in Place Survey. Seasonally adjusted data for 1993 and onward are from the Census, available
at https://www.census.gov/construction/c30/historical_data.html. Older series are constructed
from digitized PDFs of historical monthly Value of Construction Put in Place Survey reports, obtained
through the Hathi Trust Digital Library, using Abbyy Finereader optical character recognition software;
the hand constructed data series are seasonally adjusted using the Census Bureau’s X-13 program.
Figure 8: Construction sector employment, total nonfarm employment, and financial activities employment
are from the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis’s FRED database (series USCONS, PAYEMS, and USFIRE).
All series are seasonally adjusted.
Figure 9: The conventional mortgage rate and FHA mortgage rate are from Fieldhouse, Mertens, and Ravn
(2018), and both spreads are calculated relative to the 10-year Treasury yield. The conventional mortgage rate is largely based on the average commitment rate on 30-year fixed-rate conventional conforming
mortgage from Freddie Mac’s primary mortgage market survey. The FHA mortgage rate reflects 30-year
fixed-rate FHA-guaranteed mortgages based on data publicly available from the Department of Housing and
Urban Development. William English provided data on business loan rates. The bank prime loan rate is
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from the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis’s FRED database (series MPRIME). Both business loan rate
spreads are calculated relative to the effective federal funds rate. The benchmark rates are from the Federal
Reserve Bank of St. Louis’s FRED database (series GS10 and FEDFUNDS).
Figure 10: The retained portfolios of FNMA and FHLMC include both whole loans and MBS held on
balance sheet, but exclude the guarantee book of off-balance-sheet MBS. Data for FNMA and FHLMC
for 1968Q1–2014Q4 is from Fieldhouse, Mertens, and Ravn (2018), with subsequent updates from Fannie
Mae’s Monthly Summary Highlights reports and Freddie Mac’s Monthly Volume Summary reports. Total
agency holdings is the sum of holding by FNMA, FHLMC, GNMA, U.S. Treasury Department, Federal
Reserve, Federal Home Loan Bank System (FHLBS), Federal Housing Administration (FHA), Veterans
Administration (VA), Farmers Home Administration (FmHA), Federal Land Banks, Resolution Trust Corporation (RTC), Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC), and Federal Savings and Loan Insurance
Corporation (FSLIC). Data for the FHLBS for 1968Q1–2014Q4 are from Fieldhouse, Mertens, and Ravn
(2018), with subsequent updates from the FHFA’s Annual Report to Congress for FHLBS holdings. Data for
GNMA for 1968Q1–2014Q4 is from Fieldhouse, Mertens, and Ravn (2018), with subsequent updates from
the Federal Reserve Board of Governors’ historical series on Mortgage Debt Outstanding (Table 1.54). All
quarterly data for other government agency holdings are also from the Federal Reserve Board of Governors’
historical series on Mortgage Debt Outstanding.
Residential mortgage debt growth is forecast by estimating a VAR system largely based on variables forecast
at a quarterly frequency in the Congressional Budget Office’s (CBO) Economic Outlook. The VAR system
includes the log differences of real residential mortgage debt, GDP, residential fixed investment, personal
income, and a trend of mortgage debt held in private-label MBS, the federal funds rate, 10-year Treasury
yield, log differences of the CPI and a home price index, and the unemployment rate. Personal income
is deflated using CPI-U. The home price index is constructed from the FHFA Purchase Only House Price
Index for 1990 onward, spliced together with quarterly average growth in the Freddie Mac House Price
Index (FMHPI) for repeat transactions post-1975 and the home purchase component of the BLS Consumer
Price Index (series PHCPI from FRED) pre-1975, as in Fieldhouse, Mertens, and Ravn (2018). The trend
in private-label MBS is calculated by fitting a fourth degree polynomial to the Private mortgage conduits
component of the Federal Reserve Board of Governors’ historical series on Mortgage Debt Outstanding; the
inclusion of this series is meant to explain (or absorb) some of the anomalous subprime mortgage lending
boom and home price bubble of the aughts. The VAR system is estimated over a quarterly sample for
1957Q1–2017Q3 with a lag length of eight quarters, as selected by the Akaike Information Criterion. Growth
in residential mortgage debt outstanding is then iteratively forecast for 2017Q4–2027Q4 using the fitted
values and the CBO’s economic forecast, which includes quarterly forecasts for all other variables in the
VAR system save trend growth in private-label MBS, which is simply zeroed out.
FNMA and FHLMC holdings are projected in line with current policy for their portfolio caps, each indefinitely fixed at $250 billion (in nominal dollars). The Federal Reserve’s MBS holdings are projected as
described for Figure A.2. Holdings of the RTC, FDIC, and FSLIC are fixed at zero, as these mortgage holdings of public resolution utilities only bulge historically in response to waves of bank failures. Holdings
of GNMA, FHLBS, and all other government agencies are held fixed at their stable, 2.2% average share of
mortgage debt outstanding over 2011Q1–2016Q4.29
Figure A.1: Agency MBS outstanding are constructed as detailed for Figure 5. The retained portfolios
of Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac include both whole loans and MBS held on balance sheet, but exclude
29 Combined

holding of these agencies have ranged from 2.13% to 2.21% of total residential mortgage debt outstanding over
this period. Projecting forward, fixing holdings at this share is meant to reflect a continuation of current policy for these agencies.
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the guarantee book of off-balance-sheet MBS. Data for 1968Q1–2014Q4 is from Fieldhouse, Mertens, and
Ravn (2018), with subsequent updates from Fannie Mae’s Monthly Summary Highlights reports and Freddie
Mac’s Monthly Volume Summary reports. The sequence of conservatorship portfolio caps are calculated
from the original Senior Preferred Stock Purchase Agreements (dated 9/26/2008) and the third amendment
to the Senior Preferred Stock Purchase Agreements (dated 8/17/2012), both of which are available from the
Federal Housing Finance Agency: https://www.fhfa.gov/Conservatorship/.
Figure A.2: In the left panel, the Fed’s monthly holdings of agency MBS are based on the Federal Reserve
Board of Governors’ Release: H.4.1 Factors Affecting Reserve Balances, retrieved at an end-of-month basis
from the FRED database of the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis (series MBST). Projections for agency
MBS holdings during balance sheet normalization apply the maximum monthly reductions from the Federal Reserve Bank of New York’s Monthly Caps on SOMA Securities Reductions for Agency Securities,
available at https://www.newyorkfed.org/markets/opolicy/operating_policy_170920. The first
reductions were announced on October 13, and the settlement date has lagged by one month, so the first reductions in portfolio holdings are assumed to take effect in November 2017, measured from end-of-October
holdings.
In the right panel, the Fed’s monthly net purchases of agency MBS are separately aggregated from microdata
on all purchase and sale transactions, by either trade date or settlement date. Purchases for QE1 are available from the Federal Reserve Board of Governor’s Agency Mortgage-Backed Securities (MBS) Purchase
Program: https://www.federalreserve.gov/regreform/reform-mbs.htm. Subsequent purchases for
the reinvestment of principal and QE3 are available from the Federal Reserve Bank of New York’s Agency
MBS Historical Operational Results and Planned Purchase Amounts: https://www.newyorkfed.org/
markets/ambs/ambs_schedule.html. The original portfolio caps for each GSE were set at $850 billion
as of December 31, 2009, to be reduced 10% each subsequent December 31 until reaching $250 billion. The
original portfolio caps for each GSE were set at $850 billion as of December 31, 2009, to be reduced 10%
each subsequent December 31 until reaching $250 billion. The current caps reflect the upwardly revised cap
of $900 billion for December 31, 2009, as well as the downwardly revised $650 billion cap for December
31, 2012, and a subsequent reduction at an accelerated rate of 15% annually.
Figure A.3: The not cyclically motivated GSE policy events are the policy changes affecting Fannie Mae and
Freddie Mac from the Fieldhouse and Mertens (2017) narrative, as listed in Table A.1, with the quantified
dollar effect on retained portfolio activity aggregated to a monthly frequency. In the left panel, the not
cyclically motivated GSE policy events are scaled to the average combined retained portfolios of Fannie and
Freddie over the previous year, as described for Figure A.1. In the right panel, the not cyclically motivated
GSE policy events are scaled to annualized mortgage originations over the previous year, using the same
series for seasonally adjusted residential mortgage originations as described for Figure 2. The detrended
growth in the GSEs’ retained portfolios measures the log transformed combined retained portfolio of Fannie
and Freddie using the same series as described for Figure 2, deflated using the core PCE price index, and
detrended using the linear forecasting method proposed by Hamilton (forthcoming).
Figure A.4: Data sources are as detailed for the first-stage regressions for Figure 2.
Figure A.5: Data sources are as detailed for Figure 2.
Figure B.1: The series for depository institutions’ direct holdings of mortgage debt are constructed from
the Federal Reserve Board of Governors’ historical series on Mortgage Debt Outstanding (Table 1.54). The
quarterly series for depository institutions’ holdings of one- to four-family home mortgages (“One- to fourfamily residences,” line 8), multifamily mortgages (“Multifamily residences,” line 9), commercial mortgages
(“Nonfarm, nonresidential,” line 9), and farm mortgages (“Farm,” line 11) are seasonally adjusting using the
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Census Bureau’s X-13 program. The series for life insurance companies’ direct holdings of mortgage debt
are constructed from the Federal Reserve Board of Governors’ historical series on Mortgage Debt Outstanding (Table 1.54). The quarterly series for life insurance companies’ holdings of one- to four-family home
mortgages (“One- to four- family residences,” line 13), multifamily mortgages (“Multifamily residences,”
line 14), commercial mortgages (“Nonfarm, nonresidential,” line 15), and farm mortgages (“Farm,” line
16) are seasonally adjusting using the Census Bureau’s X-13 program. The series for mortgage holdings
of individuals and others are constructed from the Federal Reserve Board of Governors’ historical series
on Mortgage Debt Outstanding (Table 1.54). The quarterly series for individuals’ and others’ holdings of
one- to four-family home mortgages (“One- to four- family residences,” line 76), multifamily mortgages
(“Multifamily residences,” line 77), commercial mortgages (“Nonfarm, nonresidential,” line 78), and farm
mortgages (“Farm,” line 79) are seasonally adjusting using the Census Bureau’s X-13 program.
Quarterly shares of these seasonally adjusted series relative to residential mortgage debt outstanding are then
applied to the monthly frequency series for seasonally adjusted residential mortgage debt outstanding from
Fieldhouse, Mertens, and Ravn (2018). Holdings of depository institutions include commercial banks, savings banks, and savings and loan associations. Holdings of individuals and others include that of mortgage
companies, real estate investment trusts, state and local credit agencies, state and local retirement funds,
noninsured pension funds, credit unions, and finance companies. Direct mortgage debt holdings exclude
holdings of agency mortgage pools.
Figure B.2: Historical data on foreign net purchases of agency bonds and securities are from the U.S.
Treasury Department’s Treasury International Capital Monthly Reports on Cross-Border Portfolio Financial
Flows, available at https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/data-chart-center/tic/Pages/
ticsec.aspx. These flow series are not seasonally adjusted, as they proved overly problematic for the
Census Bureau’s X-13 program, either in raw flows and cumulated levels. Note that agency bonds and
securities include mortgage-backed securities, and net purchases exclude principal payments distributed to
holders prior to redemption. Foreign official holdings include those of central banks, sovereign wealth funds,
and multinational organizations.
Figure B.3: Building permits for new private housing units, housing starts for privately owned single-unit
homes, and new sales of single-unit homes are from the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis’s FRED database
(series PERMIT, HOUST1F, and HSN1F). All series are expressed in seasonally adjusted annual rates.
Tables B.1 and B.2: Data are constructed as detailed for Figures 3 and 7.
Tables B.3 and B.4: Indices for interstate and intrastate bank regulation are constructed as the annual
population-weighted share of states having enacted deregulation, based on the deregulation dates provided
by Mian, Sufi and Verner (2017). Average marginal tax rate series are from Mertens and Montiel Olea
(2018). The conventional monetary policy shock series is the Romer and Romer (2004) measure of intended
changes to the federal funds rate orthogonalized to Greenbook forecasts of inflation, unemployment, and
GDP growth.
Tables B.5 and B.6: Annual data for the conforming loan limit data is constructed from various acts of
Congress (before the loan limit was indexed to home prices) and Federal Housing Finance Agency Data,
available at https://www.fhfa.gov/DataTools/Downloads/Pages/Conforming-Loan-Limits.aspx.
GSE portfolio growth is measured from data constructed as described for Figure 2. GSE agency MBS
growth is measured from data constructed as described for Figure 5.
Figure B.4: Data sources for variables in the benchmark SVAR specification are as follows: the Gilchrist
and Zakrajs̆ek (2012) updated option-adjusted EBP is from Simon Gilchrist’s webpage, available at http:
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//people.bu.edu/sgilchri/Data/data.htm. Monthly seasonally adjusted series for industrial production, privately owned housing starts, the consumer price index for all urban consumers (CPI-U), federal
funds rate, and 10-year Treasury yield are from FRED (series INDPRO, HOUST, CPIAUCSL, FFR, and
GS10, respectively). Data on real mortgage originations and real GSE net purchases are as described for
Figure 2. The conventional mortgage spread is constructed as the conventional mortgage rate series, as
described for Figure 2, less the 10-year Treasury yield. The cumulated Fama and French market excess
returns index is based on the Rm-Rf series of the Historical Fama/French Benchmark Factors, retrieved
from Ken French’s data library, available at http://mba.tuck.dartmouth.edu/pages/faculty/ken.
french/data_library.html; their index is calculated as the value-weighted return on all stocks listed on
the NYSE, AMEX, and NASDAQ less one-month Treasury yields.
Data sources for additional variables rotated into the SVAR framework, as discussed in Section B.5, are
as follows: monthly seasonally adjusted series for privately owned housing starts for single-unit structures,
housing starts for structures with five unites or more, personal consumption expenditure, and the civilian unemployment rate are from FRED (series HOUST1F, HOUST5F, PCE, and U6, respectively). Data series for
real GSE mortgage holdings are as described for Figure 2, for real agency MBS outstanding as described for
Figure A.1, and for the real home price index as described for Figure 2. Data series for real home mortgage
debt outstanding, real multifamily mortgage debt outstanding, and real commercial mortgage debt outstanding are constructed from the Federal Reserve Board of Governors’ historical series on Mortgage Debt Outstanding (Table 1.54). The quarterly series for total mortgage debt outstanding (“All holders,” line 1), oneto four-family home mortgages (“One- to four- family residences,” line 2), multifamily mortgages (“Multifamily residences,” line 3), and commercial mortgages (“Nonfarm, nonresidential,” line 4) are seasonally
adjusting using the Census Bureau’s X-13 program. Quarterly shares of these seasonally adjusted series relative to residential mortgage debt outstanding (for one- to four-family homes and multifamily homes) are then
applied to the monthly frequency series for seasonally adjusted residential mortgage debt outstanding. All
mortgage lending series have been deflated using the core PCE price index. The measure of cumulated GSE
excess stock returns is from Fieldhouse, Mertens, and Ravn (2018) and is constructed as a geometrically
weighted average of stock returns for Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac less the Fama and French market returns
series, Rm, of the Historical Fama/French Benchmark Factors, retrieved from Ken French’s data library,
which is available at http://mba.tuck.dartmouth.edu/pages/faculty/ken.french/data_library.
html.
Figure B.5: Data are constructed as detailed for Figure B.4.
Figure B.6: The Fed’s purchases of agency MBS are as described for Figure A.2. Monthly time series for
the Fed’s purchases of Treasury securities are constructed from the New York Fed’s Open Market Operations
Transaction Data, available at https://www.newyorkfed.org/markets/omo_transaction_data.html.
The monthly data series for agency MBS held by third parties is constructed as total agency MBS outstanding, as described for Figure A.1, less Fannie Mae’s and Freddie Mac’s holdings of their own and other
agency MBS, compiled from Fannie’s Monthly Summary Highlights reports and Freddie’s Monthly Volume
Survey reports, respectively. The federal funds rate is the effective federal funds rate from FRED (series
FEDFUNDS). Data sources for all other lagged controls are as described for Figure 2 or Figure B.4.
The QE event indicator series include the following dates: September 2008 for GSE conservatorship and
launch of the U.S. Treasury Department’s agency MBS purchase program; November 2008 for the November
25 FOMC statement and launch of QE1; December 2008 for Chairman Bernanke’s December 1 speech and
the December 16 FOMC statement; January 2009 for the January 28 FOMC statement; March 2009 for
the March 18 FOMC statement and expansion of QE1; August 2010 for the August 10 FOMC statement
announcing reinvestment of principal payments in long-term Treasuries; September 2010 for the September
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21 FOMC statement; November 2010 for the November 3 FOMC statement and launch of QE2; September
2011 for the September 21 FOMC statement announcing reinvestment of principal payments from agency
MBS and debt into agency MBS; September 2012 for the September 13 FOMC statement and launch of
QE3; December 2012 for the December 12 FOMC statement and expansion of QE3; December 2013 for the
December 18 FOMC statement and tapering of QE3; October 2014 for the October 29 FOMC statement and
the termination of QE3; and September 2017 for the September 20 FOMC statement and launch of balance
sheet normalization policies.
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